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ADSTUCT
Heat transfer performance of steam condensing on
horizontal finned tubes made of copper, aluminum, copper
nickel(90/10), and stainless steel(316) was studied using a
condenser test rig at both vacuum and atmospheric conditions.
Integral fin tubes included conventional rectangular shaped
fins as well as rectangular fins having a radiussed root
geometry (ie, a fillet radius equal to half the fin spacing).
All finned tubes had inner and outer diameters of 12.70mm and
15.88mm respectively, and had a fin thickness of 1.0mm and a
fin spacing of 1.5mm. The overall heat transfer coefficient
(U.) was determined experimentally and the outside heat
transfer coefficient (ho) was obtained utilizing a modified
Wilson Plot procedure.
Results indicated that the performance of a finned tube
was strongly dependent on the tube material and weakly
dependent on fin geometry. Radiussing the fin root to remove
condensate between fins in the unflooded portion (ie, top
portion) of a finned tube reduced the heat transfer
performance compared to a conventional rectangular shaped A 0 .
integral fin. Experimental data were compared to the models of CRAM&
TAB
Beatty and Katz as well as to a modified model of Rose. Uflfl•o Th Q
Distrflb!
...-.---__.
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With the end of the Cold War, the major interest in the
U.S. today is to balance the budget. Part of this process is
the reduction of Naval forces. Technology must be developed
to meet future threats and costs must remain within the
budget. The acquisition of a new system depends primarily on
its total cost. Today the priorities of new major
acquisitions are 1) cost, 2) performance, and 3) time to
become fully operational. Reductions in size and weight have
become increasingly important design considerations in the
development of every component destined for use aboard United
States Navy vessels. Gas turbine propulsion plants have
significantly reduced the weight and space for main propulsion
machinery aboard surface combatants. However, weight
reductions in auxiliary heat exchangers and other large
components such as main steam condensers aboard nuclear
submarines have progressed more slowly. The use of heat
transfer enhancement techniques for condenser tubing pursues
this goal. Smaller, more efficient condensers would result in
reductions in initial cost, space and weight requirements, and
perhaps, operating cost. These heat transfer enhancement
techniques can be utilized for other systems as well.
1
The performance of condenser tubes is determined primarily
from the thermal resistances on the coolant side, across the
tube wall, on the vapor side, and due to fouling. Each
resistance can be reduced to minimize its effect, which in
turn, enhances the overall heat transfer rate of the system.
The major or dominant resistance in general is on the inside,
which can be reduced by suitable internal enhancement
techniques. The wall thermal resistance can be reduced by
decreasing the wall thickness or changing the tube material.
Enhancement techniques are categorized into two major
groups, active and passive. Passive techniques include
internal helical ribbing, displaced promoters (the use of wire
mesh or Heatex inserts), and finned surfaces. Active
techniques are the use of devices that add energy to the
system and not are part of this thesis. This thesis will
focus on externally finned surface condenser tubing. Earlier
studies with finned tubing showed little improvement for steam
condensation due to the large amount of condensate retained
between the fins and the underprediction of the heat transfer
coefficient. Better understanding of the two phase heat
transfer phenomena and improved models have renewed the
interest of integral finned tubes for steam condensers.
B. CONDENSATION
Since 1916, researchers have attempted to improve the
simple model of Nusselt to predict the heat transfer
2
coefficient for condensation on horizontal tubes. Nusselt's
theory was based on a plain tube, and neglected the effect of
vapor shear. In 1948, Beatty and Katz [Ref. 1] developed an
analytical model to predict the outside heat transfer
coefficient for an integral finned tube. Their model
accounted for the thermal conductivity (efficiency) of the
tube material. Their basic equation is shown below:
h=0. 689[ 1/4 1 ]]/[11111/ (1. 1)
The equivalent diameter, Dq, can be calculated from [Ref. 2]
as follows:
A I 1 A,% Au 1 (1.2)












and q is the thermal efficiency of the fins. The Beatty and
Katz model neglects the effects of surface tension of the
condensate and the vapor shear. These forces thin the
condensate film between the fins. Beatty and Katz tested
horizontal integral spiral-finned tubes made from copper and
nickel using a variety of fluids: propane, n-butane, n-
pentane, methyl chloride, sulfur dioxide, and freon-22. These
fluids have small surface tension effects. The predicted heat
transfer coefficients were within +7.2% and -10.2% of the
values determined from the overall heat transfer data.
Rudy and Webb [Ref. 3] developed an analytical model that
predicts the amount of condensate retention on a horizontal
integral finned tube. The model showed that a significant
portion of the surface can be covered by retained condensate.
Honda et al. [Ref. 4] recommended, for rectangular-shaped




The condensate flooding angle is measured from the top of the
finned tube as shown in Figure 1.1. For rectangular finned
tubes, retained condensate forms a wedge at the base of the
fin root. This condensate film wedge increases in thickness
from the top to the bottom of the tube. The condensate
flooding angle is the point in which the condensate wedge
covers the entire fin flanks and interfin spacing. The shaded
area, in Figure 1.1, represents the retained condensate wedge.
It is assumed that no heat transfer occurs in the shaded area.
The unshaded areas, in Figure 1.1, are the uncovered fraction
of the fin flanks and interfin spacing for heat transfer. For
a fin spacing of 1.5mm, height of 1mm, and thickness of 1mm,
* = 82.080 for steam at 1000C. Yau, Cooper, and Rose [Ref. 5)
also Wanniarachchi, Marto and Rose [Ref. 6] studied the effect
of fin spacing and the resulting flooding angle for maximum
vapor-side enhancement. They concluded that for a copper
rectangular integral finned tube, the optimum fin spacing is
=1.5mm for a fin thickness of 1mm and height of 1mm. Masuda
and Rose [Ref. 7] conducted a detailed study of the static
configuration of the retained liquid using equation (1.8).
The observed heat transfer enhancement was higher than
expected and attributed it to the surface tension effects.
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Masuda and Rose examined the enhancement ratio for the total
surface area for a rectangular finned and a radiussed root
finned tube. They also studied the active surface area
enhancement using the condensate retention angle to determine
the flooded and unflooded fraction of the fin surface area.
The flooded area was also called the blanked area by retained
liquid. Rose [Ref. 8] modified the Nusselt equation to
account for the gravitational and surface tension forces for
the condensate. The enhancement ratios are based on the same
temperature differential using the blanked and unblanked
fraction of the fin surfaces. However, they did not include
the efficiency of the material.
Due to the complexity of the steam condensation problem
for horizontal finned tubes, no one model has been developed
that correlates the efficiency of the material along with
other effects of the surface tension of the condensate, the
gravity force of the condensate, steam vapor velocities, and
the condensate flooding angle.
C. NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL CONDENSATION RESEARCH
This thesis continues the research that was begun under
sponsorship of the National Science Foundation at the Naval
Postgraduate School (NPS). The apparatus constructed by Krohn
[Ref. 9], June 1982, was modified by Swensen [Ref. 10]. The
basic operation of the system remained unchanged. Copper
horizontal integral finned tubes of various fin geometries and
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tube diameters have been extensively studied at NPS
independently. Rectangular finned tubes were studied by Coumes
(Ref. 11], Van Petten [Ref. 12], and Guttendorf [Ref. 13].
Mitrou [Ref. 14], in addition to copper, studied copper nickel
and aluminum rectangular fins. Detailed studies are required
comparing different rectangular and fillet radial fins of
different materials. The additional studies will help
determine the best material and fin geometry for a particular
operating system.
D. OBJECTIVES OF THIS THESIS
The main objectives of this thesis are:
1. Obtain repeatable data for steam condensation on
horizontal tubes having rectangular shaped radial fins
made of copper, aluminum, copper nickel, and stainless
steel, showing the effects on the thermal conductivity
of the materials.
2. Compare the data for rectangular shaped finned tubes to
radiussed root finned tubes to examine the influence of
the radius on the enhancement for each material.
3. Compare the experimental data to the predicted values
using existing theoretical models of Beatty and Katz
[Ref. l]and Rose [Ref. 8].
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Figure 1.1 Schematic of Condensate Retention Angle on
Finned Tubes and Condensate Wedge (illustrated




Condensation has been intensely studied as a heat transfer
mechanism. The developments in condenser tubing and compact
electronic equipment continued the requirement for
experimental and theoretical research in this field.
There are two fundamental modes of condensation, filmwise
and dropwise. Dropwise condensation, as its name states, is
the condensing of the vapor into discrete liquid droplets on
the surface. As the droplets grow, they coalesce until they
are large enough to be removed by gravity or vapor shear.
Filmwise condensation creates a continuous liquid film over
the entire surface area. The heat transfer rate for the tube
is reduced due to the relatively thick condensate film
thickness. Dropwise condensation can produce a heat transfer
rate as much as an order of magnitude larger than that
associated with filmwise condensation. Since the heat
transfer rate is lower for the filmwise condensation,
condenser design calculations are normally based on this more
conservative mode of condensation [Ref. 15]. Complete
filmwise condensation may be difficult to produce. The tube
must be free of oils, greases and non-wetting chemical
deposits.
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3. 3ZAT TRANSFnR CORRZLATIONO
The heat transfer coefficients for condensation on
horizontal tubes are difficult to accurately predict. A
suitable theoretical model must be developed and utilized.
1. Norisontal Smooth Tubes
Nusselt [Ref. 16] developed the foundation for the
study of filmwise condensation on horizontal tubes in 1916.
His correlation was developed for a quiescent vapor condensing
on a single horizontal tube. He neglected shear forces and
the thermal conductivity of the tube material. The shear
forces of the liquid cause the condensate film to increase in
thickness from the top of the tube to the bottom. Gravity
force assists in draining the condensate around the sides of
the tube circumference. The heat flux changes around the
circumference of the tube with the maximum heat flux at the
top of the tube where the film is the thinnest with no heat
transfer at the tube bottom where the film is the thickest.
Nusselt's equation for the average outside heat transfer
coefficient around the tube is the following:
3 kgfp-)11/4
h=.728kP(P-P) (2.1)no=.12 pfDo (Tat_ T,,)
where the fluid properties are evaluated at the film
temperature, defined as:
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T,=. T., + T, (2.2)
3 3d3~
Nusselt's theory has been extensively studied since
1916. Even with his simplifying assumptions, his work has
been found to be generally valid [Ref. 17, 18]. His theory
was also found to be accurate for cases which do not conform
to his original assumptions, such as variable wall temperature
(Ref. 19]. One of the major problems in applying Nusselt's
theory in the design of condensers is the assumption of a
quiescent vapor. While in theory the assumption of a
stationary vapor can be justified, steam condensers operate
under conditions where the vapor is travelling at some
velocity.
With the vapor in motion, shear forces are developed
which thin the condensate film and increase the outside heat
transfer coefficient. Early theoretical work by Shekriladze
and Gomelauri [Ref. 20] accounted for vapor shear forces.
They assumed that the primary contribution to the surface
shear stress was due to the change in momentum across the
liquid-vapor interface. This resulted in the following
equation to approximate the mean Nusselt number:





and the two phase Reynolds number is given by:
Re,=PU (2.5)
IPf
Lee and Rose (Ref. 21] compared vapor shear models with
experimental results and found that the Shekriladze-Gomelauri
results were more conservative than other researchers due to
their simplified approximation for the interfacial shear
stress. Fujii et al. [Ref. 22], in a more recent study,
performed an extensive development of the shear forces on the
outside of a horizontal tube. From experimental data, they
also developed a simple empirical formulation for the
condensation of steam on a horizontal tube which includes
vapor velocity effects:
Nu20. 9 6F1 5  (2.6)
Re42l
where F and Re,, are defined in equations (2.4) and (2.5). For
situations where the surface shear forces dominate, as for
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steam, equation (2.6) more accurately predicts the vapor side
heat transfer coefficient than equation (2.3).
As discussed previously, the primary modes of external
tube enhancement covered in this study are rectangular fins
and fillet radius fins. There are advantages and
disadvantages for each depending on the environment or
operating conditions in which the tube is to be used.
2. Rectangular-Shaped Finned Tubes
Fins can be attached to the surface of smooth tubes to
increase the heat transfer between the surface and the vapor
medium. The enhancement is due primarily to the increase in
surface area. The fins also channel the flow of the
condensate. As the condensate forms and travels to the root
of the fin, it's film varies in thickness. The film at top of
the fin is generally thinner than at the bottom. This
thinning increases the heat transfer rate of the tube. Part
of the increase in enhancement is therefore caused by the
surface tension of the condensate and the vapor shear forces.
The fins used by Beatty and Katz [Ref. 1] were spiral.
However, their theory applies for rectangular-shaped annular
fins. The efficiency equation used by Beatty and Katz [Ref.
1] was not listed, but the efficiency for a rectangular-shaped
annular fin can be used (equation (2.7)) from [Ref. 23]:




9=L / Vfhl" rW(2.8)
A•=26Lc (2.9)
R,-VII/(I-RI/RC) (2.1Z0)
Rb= (R/R2c) Re (2.11)




Equation (2.7) assumes an adiabatic fin tip (no heat transfer
through the fin tip). Figure 2.1 is a sketch of an annular
fin of rectangular profile used to defined the dimensions in
the above equations. The efficiency of finned tubes not only
depends on the tube material but also the fin tube geometry.
Figure 2.2 illustrates the change in efficiency of a fin as
the geometry and the thermal conductivity of the material
changes. The higher the thermal conductivity of a material,
the higher the efficiency of the material.
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Gregorig [Ref. 24] discovered that fins generated a
surface tension force which tended to thin the condensate at
the tip and thicken it between the fins. Masuda and Rose
[Ref. 6] examined condensate retention on horizontal finned
tubes. They defined an enhancement ratio for the increase in
surface area by dividing the total surface area of a
rectangular-shaped fin by the area of a smooth tube of the
root diameter:
Rrb+ (R-R 2 ) +R" (2.14)
T- Rr(b+t)
The first term in the numerator is the area for the interfin
space, the middle term is the fin flank surface area, and the
third term is the fin tip surface area. The condensate
flooding angle equation (1.8) was used to determine the
fraction of the fin flank and tip area blanked by the
condensate film. They defined an "active area enhancement"
for a rectangular-shaped finned tube by dividing the unblanked
finned tube surface area by the surface area of a smooth tube
of root diameter. It is given by equation (2.15):
2 2) I 
_ ,
CAA _ ý (I -ft) + (Ro -R; r + - nRot (2.15)
xa, (b+ t)
The first term in the numerator is the unblanked area of the
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interfin space, the middle term is the unblanked area of the
fin flanks, and the third is the fin tip area. The tip was
assumed to be free of condensate. The fraction of the
unblanked surface areas covered by condensate is given by:
For the interfin space,
2a ,,, 412) (2.16)
pgRrb I
and for the fin flank,
f( tan (46/2) (2.17)
Honda et al [Ref. 25] and Adamek and Webb [Ref. 26]
have formulated models for film condensation on horizontal
finned tubes, but they are difficult to use. Recently,
Briggs, Wen, and Rose [Ref. 27] conducted a detailed review of
the accuracy of various models to measure heat transfer for
condensation on horizontal integral finned tubes. The simple
model of Beatty and Katz [Ref. 1] does not account for surface
tension effects. The Adamek and Webb model (Ref. 26] included
an approximate surface tension effect and the result was an
improved enhancement prediction. They concluded the best
model to predict the heat transfer measurements is the Honda
et al model [Ref. 25] which accounts for both the condensate
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flooding and the enhancing effect of surface tension drainage
from the fins. This is the most accurate model for predicting
the heat transfer measurements for steam condensation on
horizontal integral finned tubes. However, the model is very
complex which limits its use. Rose [Ref. 8] proposed a "very
simple model" to approximate the vapor side heat transfer
coefficient for condensation on low integral finned tubes.
His model included surface tension and condensate flooding,
but neglected the resistance due to conduction in the fin
material. Rose (Ref. 8] formulated a simpler semi-empirical
equation for calculating the vapor-side enhancement ratio for
condensation on low-finned tubes. His equation accounts for
the condensate flooding angle, as well as gravity and surface
tension effects. He noted that if the ratio of acosp/(pgbD,)
is greater than 0.5, the interfin space is fully flooded and
the condensate retention angle is zero. The Nusselt theory
was modified by replacing the fin height with the vertical fin
height determined from equation (2.18) or (2.19).
For 0 : v/2:
h,=hbsin4 (2.18)
For 0 2 v/2:
h,=h4l (2-sin ) (2.19)
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The enhancement ratio for the same AT was determined by
dividing the heat transfer rate of the finned tube (with
blanked areas) by the heat transfer rate of a smooth tube of
the same root diameter and AT:
F _ Q 8lAT. Qf (2.20)
where the heat transfer rate for the rectangular finned tube
is,
Of =7DOtqr+ Dr 1f + (1 -) f, x D s (2.21)
and the heat transfer rate of a smooth tube of root diameter
Dr was determined from Nusselt theory,
Qs =xDr (s +t) qf lU" (2.22)
In the above expressions, the heat transfer fluxes are:
Nusselt theory, for a smooth tube of root diameter Dr:
qnu =0.728[ ph ,& T3  (2.23)
for the fin flanks:
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q=[ Phfk 3 A T 3 [0 o9434Bg+ j•°! 1/4 (2.24)
for the interfin space:
,phgkc3 A" 3 (T(3 ))3 B
qx +_.LL (2.25)•'L- A Dr s3
where 4 (0), the mean condensate film thickness from the top of
the horizontal tube to the condensate flooding angle 0 is;
0(.) = .874+0.199 1x1 02 -O. 2642x10-1O2+0. 553OX10 3 *-3 O.1363xlO-2? 4
(2.26)
for the fin tip:





Using the above relationships, the enhancement ratio for
constant (AT) can be rearranged into equation (2.30):




[ + BG, (2.31)
r-• a(2.32)
Ost3









Note that this enhancement model neglects the conductivity of
the fin material and requires the specification of four
coefficients Bj, Bf, B. and B.. Rose compared calculated
values from equation (2.30) to existing experimental data for
a copper fin tube using R-113 and steam condensing vapors.
After extensive curve-fitting, the constants were determined
to be B,=2.96 and Bt= Bf= Bs= 0.143. For steam, the theoretical
enhancement values were within -25% of the experimental
enhancement results.
3. Radiussed Root Finned Tubes
Radiussed root fins are rectangular shaped fins with
the sharp base corners removed. Figure 2.3 shows the
radiussed root finned tubes and the rectangular shaped finned
tube used in this study. The finned tube root was rounded
with a radius equal to half the fin spacing. Radiussed root
finned tubes have less total surface area than rectangular
shaped finned tubes. Masuda and Rose [Ref. 7) defined the
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total surface area enhancement of a radiussed root finned tube
as:
Rr (b+ t)
However, by radiussing the fin root, there is no condensate
wedge at the base of the fin that occurs in rectangular fins.
Thus, more of the surface area remains "active". They defined
the "active area enhancement" as:
4U 2'i 2 )12 0o (2.38)
Rr(b+t)
Briggs, Wen and Rose [Ref. 28] continued the investigation of
the effect of radiussed root f or rectangular shaped finned
tube. They tested two radiussed root tubes and two
rectangular shaped finned tubes made of copper. With a high
thermal conductivity material, they expected a large increase
in experimental enhancement due to the increase in the "active
surface area" for the radiussed root tube. The enhancement
ratio of the "active surface area" for a radiussed root tube
(CAR) and a rectangular finned tube (eAA), (CAI / eM), was 1.53
for steam with a 1.5mm fin spacing and 1.42 for a 1.0mm fin
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spacing. The enhancement ratio for the 1.0mm fin spacing
agreed well with the experimental enhancement heat transfer
ratio ( e AT° / EAT) of 1.33, but the experimental heat transfer
enhancement ratio for the 1.5mm fin spacing was only 1.09.
They felt the small corresponding increase in enhancement for








Figure 2.1 Schematic of Annular Fin of Rectangular
Profile
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Figure 2.2 Efficiencies for various Fin Geometries for
Different Materials for the same outside Heat






Figure 2.3 Dimensions for Finned Tubes 
Tested (a)
rectangular shaped finned tube Dr- 13.88mU,
h= 1.0rmm, s- 1.5mm, and t= 1.0rmm; (b) deep
radiussed root finned tube Dr- 13.88Umm,
h- 1.Omm, s- 1.5mm, t- 1.0M, and b= 0.75mm;
(C) shallow radiussed root finned tube





The apparatus is basically the same as designed by Krohn
[Ref. 9] and modified by Swensen (Ref. 10]. Figure 3.1 is a
schematic of the test apparatus. The boiler is fabricated
from a .3048m diameter Pyrex Glass tube with ten 4-kw, Watlow
immersion heaters. The boiler can be filled by gravity drain
or vacuum drag from a distilled water tank through a
fill/drain valve. The steam travels vertically from the
boiler section into a 2.13m long section of Pyrex tubing, with
a diameter of 0.15m. It then travels through two 900 elbows
that act as a moisture separator and direct the flow down to
the stainless steel test section. The Pyrex glass sections
are insulated to reduce the heat lost to the environment.
The test section is fitted with openings for Teflon and
nylon seals which support the horizontal tube and provide the
coolant flow path. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 illustrate the cooling
flow path and the temperature probes. Cooling water is
provided to the test tube via two positive displacement
centrifugal pumps. The pumps discharge to a flowmeter via a
common line. Cooling water flow was controlled by a throttle
valve up stream of the flowmeter. Temperature in the sump is
controlled by supplementing tap water. The cooling water sump
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serves two purpose, 1) to provide the coolant for the test
tube and 2) to provide a heat exchanger for the vacuum line.
Excess steam, the steam not condensed by the horizontal tube,
flows across the auxiliary condenser.
The auxiliary condenser section is also fabricated of
Pyrex glass. Ambient temperature water which flows through an
internal copper tube was used to condense the remaining steam.
A suction port is located in the bottommost part of this
section to remove air and other non-condensible gases. These
gases are expelled to the atmosphere via a vacuum line to a
plexiglas tank connected to the vacuum pump. A layout of the
purging system is shown in Figure 3.3. Gravity drains the
condensed steam back to the boiler.
B. SYSTZX INSTRUMENTATION
The power for the immersion boiler is provided by a 440
Volt silicon controlled rectifier mounted within the
electrical switchboard. Figure 3.4 is a line diagram of the
power supply. A feedback loop was installed to maintain a
constant power supply to the boiler. Part of the voltage was
used for an emf sign for a pressure conversion. This was one
of the three means to determine the pressure in the test
section. The other two are 1) a Setra model 204 pressure
transducer and 2) a direct reading from a Heise pressure gage
(this was used only as a visual reference).
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The vapor temperature was measured by a Type-T
thermocouple located upstream of the horizontal tube being
tested or calculated as a function of the voltage reading from
the pressure transducer. Cooling water temperatures were
calculated from the inlet and outlet temperatures of the flow
through the test tube. The temperature differential of the
cooling water used was either from a Teflon coated Type-T
thermocouple, a ten junction thermopile, or a HP 284A quartz
crystal thermometer. The location of the probes are
illustrated in Figures 3.1 and 3.2.
An HP-3497A data acquisition system links the voltage
readings from the various elements to an HP-9826A computer,
except for the quartz thermometer which is read directly. The
HP-9826A computer used the program "DRPALL", listed in
Appendix A, to collect, process and store data. The computer
stepped through the voltage output channels of the acquisition
unit and used it's internal functions to convert the emf
voltage signal into useful data.
C. TUBES TESTED
A total of fifteen tubes were manufactured for this
thesis, thirteen finned tubes and two smooth tubes. The
finned tubes were made of copper, aluminum, copper nickel
(90/10),and stainless steel (316). There were three types of
finned tubes:
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1. Type I, standard rectangular shaped finned tube, root
diameter of 13.88mm, fin height 1.0mm.
2. Type II, rectangular shaped finned tube with a
radiussed root, tube diameter at the root was the same
as the rectangular shaped finned tube (13.88mm) and the
fin height was 1.0mm from the fin root. This tube was
referred to as the "deep fillet fin tube" during the
test procedures.
3. Type III, rectangular shaped finned tube with a
radiussed root, tube diameter of 14.38mm. The fin
height of this tube was the same as the radius of
radiussed root (0.75mm). This finned tube was referred
to as the "shallow fin tube".
The thermal conductivities for the tube materials used are
listed in TABLE I. The values were obtained by curve-fitting
the data in [Ref. 29] for the temperature range of the study.
Figure 3.5 illustrate the relative size and the geometry of
the tubes. Figures 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8 are photographs of the
rectangular shaped finned tube, deep radiussed root finned
tube, and shallow radiussed root finned tubes, respectively.
The dark lines in the radiussed root photographs are light
reflections from the curvature of the fin root and not the
actual machining of the finned tube. The inside diameter, D,,
of all tubes tested was 12.7mm. All the finned tubes had an
outside diameter of 15.88mm for the fins. The first smooth
tube made had an outside diameter, Do, of 13.88mm. It was
damaged during testing and a second (stiffer) tube was
manufactured, outside diameter of 14.38mm. The tube was
filled with "Cerabond 37501 to reinforce the tube wall while
machining. This reinforcing compound was removed after
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machining by heating the tube. All residue was removed during
tube preparation.
All tubes were tested with a Heatex insert (wire mesh
promoter) to increase the accuracy of the results. Minor tool
marks inside the tube from the machining operation were
neglected due to the increased turbulence by the Heatex
insert. TABLE II is a list of all tubes tested and their
geometry.
TABLE I. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES OF TUBES TESTED.







TABLE II. DIMENSIONS AND MATERIALS FOR TUBES TESTED.
m ---.-.-
Tube Tub Type "ube Root Fi.n Outer Fin IFi.n
No. Material Diameter Height Diameter Thickness Spacing
7(mm) (n, l (nth) 
Imm) tfmý I
1 Rectangular Copper 13.88 1.00 15.88 1.00 1.50
2 Shallow Copper 14.38 0.75 15.88 1.00 1.50
Fillet (Pure)
3 Deep Fillet Copper 13.88 1.00 15.88 1.00 1.50(Pure)
4 Deep Fillet Copper 13.88 1.00 15.88 1.00 1.50
Nickel
(90/10)
5 Shallow Copper 14.38 0.75 15.88 1.00 1.50
Fillet Nickel
(90/10)
6 Rectangular Copper 13.88 1.00 15.88 1.00 1.50
Fin Nickel
(90/10)
7 Deep Fillet Stainless 13.88 1.00 15.88 1.00 1.50
Steel
(316)
8 Shallow Stainless 14.38 0.75 15.88 1.00 1.50
Fillet Steel
(316)
9 Rectangular Stainless 13.88 1.00 15.88 1.00 1.50
Fin Steel
(316)
10 Rectangular Aluminum 13.88 1.00 15.88 11.00 1.50
Fin (Pure)
i1 Deep Fillet Aluminum 13.88 1.00 15.88 1.00 1.50
1_ _ _ (Pure) _
13 Shallow Aluminum 14.38 0.75 15.88 1.00 1.50
Fillet (Pure)
ODI Smooth Copper 13.88 NA 13.88 NA NA
_Pure)
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Figure 3. 5 Photograph of the •';our Types of Tubes Tested
and Heatex Insert used (f rom lef t to right
rectangular shaped f ined tube, deep radiussed
root finned tube, shallow radiussed root
finned tue, smooth tube, and insert)
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Figure 3.6 Photograph of the Rectangular Shaped Finned
Tube
Figure 3.7 Photograph of the Deep Radiussed Root Finned
Tube
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Figure 3.8 Photograph of the Shallow Radiussed Root
Finned Tube
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND DATA ANALYSIS
A. TUBB PREPARATION
Prior to operation, the test tubes were cleaned and
chemically treated to promote filmwise condensation during the
data collection process. The chemical treatment solution
[Ref. 30] had been used by several other researchers at NPS
and was developed for copper tubes. The solution was a
mixture of 50 percent by weight of sodium hydroxide and ethyl
alcohol. This solution was modified during this thesis to 50
milliliters of ethyl alcohol combined with 1/2 teaspoon of
sodium hydroxide pellets. The solution does not affect
stainless steel but it is important to follow the same
procedure for a completely uncontaminated tube. Additional
chemical treatment solutions are contained in (Ref. 31].
Guttendorf [Ref. 13] outlined the basic procedure. The
following procedure was used:
1. The outside of the tube was thoroughly cleaned with a
mild soap solution using a soft bristle brush. A
circular wire brush was used for the inside. The soap
was rinsed off and the tube was checked for filmwise
condensation. Breaks in the film indicated
contamination and dropwise condensation. If there were
signs of breakage, the outside surface was again
cleaned with the soap solution and rinsed with
distilled water. Once a continuous film was present,
the active surface was not touched.
2. The tube was then placed in a steam bath, to heat the
tube and surround the tube surface with moist air.
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3. The sodium hydroxide and ethyl alcohol solution was
then applied to the tube surface. The solution should
be mixed prior to the each treatment because the sodium
hydroxide absorbs CO2 from the air which could affect
the compound solution. It was kept warm (-25 0C) to
ensure a watery consistency.
4. The solution was applied with a small brush in 10
minute intervals for one hour. While applying the
solution, the tube was rotated to ensure the entire
surface was treated. The wire brush handle was used to
maintain the position of the tube over the steam bath.
If the tube was treated previously, the tube was
cleaned with the soap solution and rinsed with
distilled water. If there were no film breaks, the
tube was placed in the steam bath and the solution was
applied every 5 minutes over a 20 minute period.
5. After the tube surface was treated, it was removed from
the steam bath and rinsed with acetone to remove excess
solution. The acetone was rinsed with distilled water.
If there were no breaks in the film, the tube was
inserted into the test section. After the insert was
installed, coolant flow was started to the tube to
maintain the film. A leak check of the cooling water
system was performed and the flow rate was set at about
65%.
The oxide layer formed by the chemical treatment promoted
a continuous film on the tube surface. The film was very
thin, making the thermal resistance insignificant in the
overall resistance of the tube.
B. SYSTEM START-UP AND SHUTDOWN PROCEDURES
Once the system was assembled, it could be brought on-line
using the following procedures:
1. The boiler section must be filled with distilled water
to a level approximately 4 to 6 inches above the top of
the heater elements. If the test tube was not
installed, the boiler was filled by gravity drain from
the distilled water tank. This was done by attaching
a hose to the drain/fill line below the boiler. To
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reduce time, if the test tube was installed, the boiler
was filled by vacuum drag. Vacuum drag was
accomplished by placing the system under a vacuum (-10
psia), connecting the fill hose and then opening the
drain/fill valve.
2. When the appropriate water level has been achieved,
shut the fill/drain valve. The by-pass/condensate
return valve was always left open. The by-
pass/condensate valve is located below the boiler,
between it and the condensate drain/fill valve.
3. Energize the data acquisition unit, computer, printer,
and quartz thermometer power supplies. These units are
normally left on line. Load the software program
DRPALL and check for proper operation. To load the
program, insert the program disk and type LOAD
"DRPALL". Type RUN and answer the prompt questions up
to "ENTER FLOWMETER READING". The data acquisition
unit should be displaying channel 40 in the remote
setting. If the system power supplies are maintained
from a previous run, this is not required. Verify that
thermocouple outputs all correspond to ambient
temperature.
4. Open the fill valve to the cooling water supply tank
and adjust the flow. It needs only to be cracked open.
The flow should be set low enough to ensure that the
drain box to the bilge does not overflow. The fill
valve is the valve located to the left of the boiler
switchboard near the wall.
5. Perform a leak test on the water systems.
a. Check the cooling system again for leaks.
b. Open the water flow control valve to the auxiliary
condenser and adjust the flow rate to at least 30%
and check for leaks. If no leaks are present,
reset the flow rate to at least 10%.
6. If the system was open to the atmosphere, place the
system under a vacuum. To do this, shut the drain
valve in the plexiglas container and energize the
vacuum pump. After the pressure gage for the vacuum
pump on the plexiglas container reaches 24 inches of
vacuum, open the suction valve located on the side of
the auxiliary condenser. If the pressure in the test
apparatus does not drop below 8 psia, check the
atmospheric valve to the auxiliary condenser and the
vacuum drain valve below the plexiglas container and
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ensure they are closed. After the pressure is below 3
psia, shut the vacuum suction valve and secure the
vacuum pump.
7. To energize the heaters, three switches must be shifted
"ON":
a. Switch #3 on panel pnl 5 located on the right hand
wall of the hallway to the machine shop.
b. The heater load bank circuit breaker is on the left
side of the electrical switchboard behind the HP
computer desk.
c. The condensing rig boiler power supply switch is on
the front of the electrical switchboard.
The power supply in pnl 5 is left on. To start-up the boiler,
flip the load bank circuit breaker to "ON". The voltmeter
should indicate 100 volts. Ensure the resistance control knob
is turned completely to the left. The control knob is located
below and to the right of the voltmeter. Next, shift the
boiler power supply switch on. The voltage indication should
go to zero. If not, secure the switches and contact an
electrical technician. Adjust the voltage to 50 volts using
the control knob. If the system is below 2 psia, adjust the
power level to 40 volts for initial start-up. The system is
started at a low power level to minimize the vibrational shock
to the system from vapor bubble formation and collapse. As
the system warms up, the power can be increased, in increments
of 10 volts, u, I the desired setting is reached.
8. After the system pressure rises above 4 psia, air and
other non-condensible gases must be purged from the
system. This is accomplished by following the
procedures outlined in step 6. When the Pyrex glass
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container around the auxiliary condenser is warm to the
touch, most of the non-condensible gases have been
removed. The purging procedure can not be done with
both cooling water pumps on the line. The large power
load will trip the power supply breaker in the panel
outside the door to the lab. The initial purge takes
about 15 - 20 minutes. The purging process should be
repeated every few hours during extended operations.
9. The filmwise condensation established during the tube
installation should still exist. If not, the following
procedure must be followed to establish filmwise
condensation:
a. Secure cooling water to the tube and the auxiliary
condenser. Allow the system vapor temperature to
increase to at least 3800 microvolts, on channel
40.
b. Increase the flow rate in the auxiliary condenser
to 50% and allow the vapor temperature to decline
to 3200 microvolts.
c. Secure coolant flow to the auxiliary condenser and
allow the vapor temperature to increase to about
3700 microvolts. This forms a steam blanket over
the tube.
d. Initiate cooling water flow to the horizontal tube
at a flow rate of 80%.
e. Start the flow to the auxiliary condenser at
maximum. Adjust the flow rate to maintain desired
pressure and temperature.
If, after performing these steps, some dropwise
condensation persists, repeat step (9) again. If dropwise
condensation continues, the tube should be removed, cleaned
and retreated. Notes should be made of locations of machine
tool marks. They can give the appearance of dropwise
condensation if they are retaining condensate.
10. Press the "RUN" key on the keyboard to activate the
DRPALL program. The program will prompt you with
questions for the necessary data information. A copy
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of the data collection program is listed in Appendix A.
11. Ensure the system has been operating at steady state
condition for at least 30 minutes prior to continuing
past the statement "ENTER FLOWMETER READING". Several
variables must be monitored at the same time. Each
operator must obtain a feel for the equipment to
determine a steady state condition. The pressure input
into the program is only a visual reference and is not
used in the program calculations. A steady state
condition is defined as a good agreement in the
following printouts: pressure (Ptran, Psat), temperature
differential (quartzT-pile, thermocouple) and the
overall heat transfer coefficient (U.) from the
previous data run printout. The difference between the
pressure readings for the transducer and the voltage
conversion should be less than 0.5 kPa and 0.1 kPa from
the previous run. The three temperature differentials
should be within .01 0C of the previous run and within
.05 0C of each other. The overall heat transfer
coefficient should be within 100 (W/(m 2K)) of the
previous data run.
12. For vacuum runs, the control setting on the voltmeter
is 90 volts. Channel 40 on the data acquisition system
should be 1980 + 10 microvolts. This corresponds to Tsat
48 0 C, and a vapor velocity of = 2 m/s.
13. For atmospheric runs, the control setting on the
voltmeter is 175 volts and channel 40 on the data
acquisition system is 4280 + 10 microvolts. This
corresponds to Tsat = 100°C, and a vapor velocity of =
1 m/s. Special care must be used when operating at
atmospheric pressure to ensure overpressurization and
rupture does not occur.
14. If both vacuum and atmospheric runs are to be conducted
on the same day, the vacuum run should be conducted
first. This eliminates the long cool down time
required after an atmospheric pressure run.
The system should be secured using the following
procedures:
1. Secure power to the heating elements. Turn the voltage
control knob completely to the left. The voltage
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indication on the voltmeter should be zero. Shift the
boiler supply power switch to "OFF". The voltage
indication on the voltmeter should rise to 100 volts.
Press the power supply breaker to "OFF" and reinstall
the safety bar.
2. Secure coolant flow to the auxiliary condenser. If the
system is to remain at vacuum pressure until the next
data run, then the auxiliary condenser can be used in
assisting to cool the system down, provided the same
tube will be used for testing.
3. Secure the coolant flow to the tube by shutting the
inlet valve and securing the coolant pumps.
4. Secure the water flow to the coolant water sump tank.
5. Return the system to atmospheric pressure unless a
system pressure leakage test is being performed. Open
the vent valve on the auxiliary condenser slowly. Keep
all foreign material away from the vicinity to avoid
contaminating the system.
6. In case of any abnormal conditions or an emergency,
SECURE THE BOILER POWER FIRST.
C. DATA PROGRAMS
The computer programs DRPALL and HEATCOBB were used to
collect, store, and process the test data for analysis.
DRPALL, a revision of the basic HP program, calculated and
stored the raw data. HEATCOBB, a FORTRAN program, was written
to reprocess the raw data for theoretical model comparison.
The DRPALL program used a series of internal program
functions to convert voltage inputs from the data acquisition
unit and the quartz thermometer into raw data. Raw data were
calculated from both direct and indirect measured values. The
overall thermal resistance for the heat transfer from the
vapor to the cooling water is the sum of the vapor side (Ro),
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the tube wall (R.), and the coolant side (R,) resistances.
Since the tubes were cleaned prior to testing, the fouling
resistance was negligible, (Rf - 0). The total resistance can






The effective area for the inside of the tube represents the
entire length of the tube. The portions of the tube that do
not contain fins were used to support the tube and act as fins
extended in the axial direction. They transfer additional
heat to the inlet and outlet portion of the tube. The
effective inside surface area is represented as:
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A it Di (L +Ljq 1 +L2TI2) (4.5)
The fin efficiencies (q, and q2) for their respective entrance
lengths are:
tanh (m1 l1 ) (4.6a)
tanh (m2 L2 ) (4.6b)M2- L2
where,
- hP) 1/2 (4.7a)
I 1P•/2
M2= hp2 12  (4.7b)
kCA2)
P, and P2 are the fin perimeters and A, and A2 are respective
the cross sectional areas. The actual outside surface area,
the tube length exposed to steam, varies with each machined
spacing between each fin. Therefore the effective outside
area was assumed to be:
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Ao:2DL (4.8)
The overall thermal resistance can be related to the overall
heat transfer coefficient (Uo) and the effective outside area
(Ao) by:
Rtotl - U~o(4.9)
Substituting equations (4.2), (4.3), and (4.9) into equation
(4.1) gives:
1 1 1
+ 1+ (4.10)UoAo hjAi w oao
The heat transfer rate, Q, can be calculated from the measured
inlet and outlet temperatures and the mass flow rate of the
cooling water through the test tube.
Q='hcP (72 -TO) (4.11)
Using the energy balance for a control volume, the heat
transfer rate can be expressed in terms of the overall heat
transfer coefficient (Uo):
Q=U A (LMTD) (4.12)
where the log mean temperature difference, LMTD, is:
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LMTD= T2-T
The inlet (T,) and outlet (T2 ) cooling water temperatures were
measured directly with the quartz thermometer and the
saturation temperature (T.a.) was measured using the vapor
thermocouple (channel 40) from the data acquisition unit. The
specific heat of the coolant at constant pressure (cp) was
determined from the bulk mean temperature of the cooling
water. In addition, a correction factor was used to account
for the viscous heating of the coolant through the test tube
with a heatex insert; the correction equations are located in
Appendix B.
Once the total heat transfer rate has been calculated, the
overall heat transfer coefficient can be calculated by using
equation (4.12). The only two unknowns, the inside heat
transfer coefficient (hi) and outside heat transfer
coefficient (h,), are computed using the Modified Wilson Plot
Technique.
The Modified Wilson Plot Technique uses the overall heat
transfer coefficient determined from the experimental data to
determine the inside and outside heat transf-r coefficients.
The technique uses an assumed leading coeffi.,ent for the
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inside and outside heat transfer coefficients and iterates to
determine the unknown heat transfer coefficients. Briggs and
Young [Ref. 32] explain this technique in detail. The two
forms of the equations used are:
For the outside heat transfer coefficient,
11 3p2g 
11/4
h0=4 k h f =Z (4.14)
where a is a dimensionless Nusselt coefficient [Ref. 16].
For the inside heat transfer coefficient,
hi =C, -Di a(4.15)
All data were taken using the Petukhov-Popov correlation [Ref.
33] for the inside heat transfer coefficient. Therefore,
S=, 8•/ (4. 16)
where:
c= [1. 821og (Re) -1. 64] 1/2 (4.17)
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KI=1+3.46 (4.18)
X=11.7+1.8Pr- 1/3  (4.19)
Substituting equations (4.14) and (4.15) into equation (4.10)
and rearranging the terms gives:









resulted in a simple linear equation:
Y=mXyb (4.25)
The parameters n and Z are temperature dependent, so an
iterative procedure must be used to solve the equations. A
least squares fit of equation (4.25) was used to determine C,
and a. The inside heat coefficient could now be determined
from equations (4.15) and (4.16). With the inside heat
transfer coefficient and the overall heat transfer coefficient
determined, the outside heat transfer coefficient can be
solved using equation (4.10).
The conditions for a data run cannot be exactly
reproduced, resulting in a variation between C, and a values
between runs for the same tube.
From Nusselt theory, the heat flux (q) based on the
outside area can be shown as:
q=aA fi" (4.26)
where:
a=4 ILPA 11/4 (4.27)
and
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q=hoA T1  (4.28)
where:
ho=a,& T;114 (4.29)
The enhancement ratio based on a constant temperature drop
across the condensate film, can be expressed as:
CAT= hf - a8 - a (4.30)hos_ as_ as
The enhancement ratio for constant (AT) can be defined as the
improvement in the heat transfer rate of a finned tube
compared to the heat transfer rate of a smooth tube with an
outside diameter equal to the root diameter of the finned tube
for the same temperature difference.
The Fortran program, HEATCOBB listed in Appendix C, used
the experimental values for the vapor, condensate film, and
the differential temperatures to solve for an outside heat
transfer coefficient. The outside heat transfer coefficient
determined from equation (1.1), the Beatty and Katz
correlation, was obtained by iterating the fin efficiency for
the material and assuming an initial outside heat transfer
coefficient. This heat transfer coefficient used the
effective area of the fin A., so that a correction factor must
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be applied to it the heat transfer coefficient in order to
compare it with the outside heat transfer coefficient obtained
during this thesis. The correction factor was the ratio of
the effective area divided by the area of a smooth tube having
a diameter equal to the root diameter of the finned tube. The
heat transfer rate Q, can be expressed as follows:
O=h.,A.,A T (4.31)
where h,f and Af were determined from equations (1.1) and
(1.4), respectively; or in terms of the outside area A.:
Q=hAo T. (4.32)
By substituting and rearranging equations (4.31) and (4.32),
the outside heat transfer coefficient using the Beatty and
Katz correlation was modified to get:
hBK a he. (4.33)
During this thesis, the enhancement ratio was defined by
dividing the outside heat transfer coefficient for the finned
tube by the outside heat transfer coefficient for a smooth




As shown in Chapter II, the efficiency of a fin, equation
(2.7), changes with the fin profile area AP. For this thesis,
the profile area for a radiussed root finned tube was
calculated from equation (4.35):
and the fin efficiency was determined by substituting this
profile area into equation (2.8). The total surface area of
a radiussed root finned tube decreases compared to a
rectangular shaped finned tube but the profile area increases.
This increase in profile area decreases the value of 4 in
equation (2.8), and as seen in Figure (2.2), the fin
efficiency will increase.
Also in the Fortran program, HEATCOBB, the basic
enhancement ratio for constant (AT) as proposed by Rose [Ref.
8], equation (2.36), was modified. The fin efficiency
determined in the Beatty and Katz model was applied to the
unblanked surfaces of the fin. The enhancement ratio for a
rectangular shaped finned tube becomes:
2 2T
'AT- h _D.,,C- T T5 +A-fB SThmmDr(s c Ti92D (s+tC) Ti (S+tC)
(4.36)
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Unlike a rectangular shaped finned tube, in the case of a
radiussed root finned tube, the unflooded (ie, the region from
the top of the tube to a point where the whole of the flank is
just wetted and where the condensate film at the center of the
interfin space has a finite thickness) surface areas of the
fin flank and the radiussed root do not have any condensate
"wedge" blanking them off. The condensate flooding angle 0
was still calculated from equation (1.8) and the estimated
fraction of the fin flanks and radiussed interfin space
blanked by condensate, ff and f$, was set equal to zero. The
enhancement ratio for a radiussed root finned tube becomes
equation (2.20):
SAT: Qf/Qs
where the numerator is:
Qf = 2 itr 2 t~qt'q +(.1)[2~(z 2( 1 + ~ it~ 1 r
(4.37)
and the denominator is given by equation (2.22). In equation
(4.37), the heat flux for the interfin space was varied from
equation (2.25) to account for the changing geometry along the
radiussed root:
[phfkAT3[ (1)5/45 3D p(-(2g) + B50_ (4.38)
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As mentioned in Chapter II, the Rose [Ref. 8] model
required that the constants B1 , Bf, B,, and B, be specified.
The value of all these constants will vary with the tube
material and fin geometry. They cannot be determined
accurately until more data is obtained for a variety of
radiussed root finned tubes. This thesis therefore used the
B-values determined by Rose (Ref. 8]. The heat flux for the
fin tip was still defined as in equation (2.27) and for the
fin flanks equation (2.24) was used. However, the fin height
was modified as noted below:
h=R2-R+-ý •.(4.39)
Using equations (4.37), (4.38) and (4.39), equation (2.20) can
be used to find the enhancement ratio, EAT for a radiussed root
finned tube.
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. GEMNZRL DISCUSSIOM
Experimental data were taken as described in Chapter IV.
A short format version of the data printout for the tubes
tested is contained in Appendix D. The tube numbers are
listed in TABLE II in Chapter III along with their respective
geometries. Nomenclature for the data runs are as follows.
The first two letters are the run condition, i.e. AT for
atmospheric and VT for vacuum condition; the two numbers or
group of letters are the tube number from TABLE II; and, the
last number is the run number. For example, the nomenclature
"VT094" means that this is the fourth data run for tube number
9, a rectangular shaped finned tube made of stainless
steel(316), under vacuum condition.
The cooling water flow rate settings for atmospheric
condition data runs were from 80 to 20 percent of the
rotameter scale in increments of 10 percent; the procedure was
then reversed back to 80 percent. This procedure could not be
followed for the vacuum runs because of the inability to
maintain the required temperature and pressure setting for a
complete data set. The problem maintaining the set points was
attributed to the long settling time between data points and
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the cooling effects of the environment surrounding the test
apparatus. In the early data sets, it took about 45 minutes
to reach a steady state condition described in Chapter IV.
This resulted in a 13 to 15 hour data taking session. Several
attempts were made to reduce the run time. One attempt was to
secure the augmenting tap water to the cooling water sump for
the test tube. Increasing the temperature of the cooling
water flowing through the test tube reduced the temperature
difference across the test tube and the amount of steam
condensed by the test tube. This increased the amount of
steam to be condensed by the auxiliary condenser and increased
the control of the temperature and pressure settings.
However, this reduced the range of the temperature difference
for the data obtained. The other attempt was to change the
sequence of the data by changing the cooling water flow rate
through the test tube. The sequence was changed to 80 , 20,
70 , 30, 60, 40, 50 (2), 40, 60, 30, 70, 20 and then back to
80 percent instead of the procedure as described for the
atmospheric conditions. The data obtained from this procedure
where compared to previous runs for consistency and
repeatability. There were no noticeable variations; thus,
this procedure was used for the remaining vacuum data runs.
The condensate film was checked as described in Chapter
IV. During the purging operations, the condensate film was
re-verified and the data collection process continued if the
condensate film was intact. The revised chemical treatment
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solution, as stated in Chapter IV, produced filmwise
condensation on the same tubes weeks after testing.
Great care and attention to detail were taken to obtain
good reliable data. With all experiments, everything cannot
be accounted for, leading to uncertainties in the
measurements. The uncertainty calculations obtained for
randomly chosen data points are contained in Appendix E and do
not account for air and other non-condensible gases or
possible dropwise condensation conditions over any portion of
the test tube.
B. SMOOTH TUBE RESULTS
The overall heat transfer coefficient for a given outside
diameter depends on the tube material. Equations (4.1) and
(4.9) relate the overall heat transfer coefficient to the
total resistance. As the wall resistance decreases, the
overall heat transfer coefficient increases. Figures 5.1 and
5.2 show the overall heat transfer coefficient versus velocity
behavior for copper tubes under atmospheric and vacuum
conditions, respectively. Two tubes were used, with slightly
different diameters. Thus the wall resistance (R,) was about
the same for each tube. Using a Heatex insert improved the
accuracy of the data taken by reducing the influence of the
inside resistance (R1 ) on the overall heat transfer
coefficient. The data show that the outside resistance (R.)
must dominate the overall heat transfer resistance since, as
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cooling water velocity increases, the overall coefficient
remains constant. In addition, the results appear to be
independent of operating pressure.
Comparing Figures 5.1 and 5.3 for runs ATSMTH1 and ATSMTH3
which had the same outside diameter tube (Dr=14.38mm), the
outside heat transfer coefficient (ho) is nearly constant over
the range of temperature differences (Ts-Tw). The
corresponding overall heat transfer coefficients in Figure 5.1
change very slightly, again indicating that the outside
resistance is the controlling resistance.
From Nusselt theory, the outside heat transfer coefficient
is independent of tube material. Experimentally obtained
smooth tube data were compared to the data of Guttendorf [Ref.
13) who used a copper tube and Long [Ref. 34] who used
titanium. It appears that the Guttendorf data is high (about
14%) and the Long data is low (about 4%). This is due
partially to the different diameters used. Since the Nusselt
theory predicts that the outside heat transfer coefficient,
ho, is proportional to D."1/4, then the diameters will influence
the measured result. In addition, Guttendorf used a twisted
tape insert (i.e., a small rectangular shaped wire twisted
around a metal rod in a spiral manner) vice a wire mesh insert
as used in this thesis. A similar comparison was made for
vacuum conditions. Since the outside heat transfer
coefficient for a smooth tube is independent of wall material,
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all finned tube data were compared to the smooth tube data
taken for the copper tube.
C. RECTANGULAR SHAPED FINNED TUBE RESULTS
Figure 5.4 shows the data of the overall heat transfer
coefficient (U.) versus cooling water velocity (vw) for
rectangular shaped finned tubes of copper, aluminum, copper
nickel, and stainless steel at atmospheric conditions. In
addition, smooth tube data for copper and titanium are
provided for comparison.
Comparing the four rectangular shaped finned tubes, as the
thermal conductivity (kc) increases, the overall heat transfer
coefficient increases. At a cooling water velocity of 3.5
m/s, the ratio of the overall heat transfer coefficient for
copper to stainless steel (Uo(Cu)/U 0 (SS)) is 2.6. Since the
dimensions of these tubes are the same, this significant
enhancement is due to 1) a smaller wall resistance to base of
the fins for copper and 2) a smaller wall resistance of the
fins themselves. Both effects combine to determine the inside
heat flux.
For low thermal conductivity material (i.e., stainless
steel), the overall heat transfer coefficient is roughly
constant for changing velocities. This indicates that the
outside resistance (R.) is controlling the overall heat
transfer coefficient. As the thermal conductivity increases,
the overall heat transfer coefficient increases with cooling
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water velocity, implying that the outside resistance is not
controlling the overall heat transfer coefficient as much
(i.e., the inside resistance (R,) is also important).
The heat transfer enhancement of the finned tube increases
with the thermal conductivity of the tube material. Comparing
the overall heat transfer coefficient of the copper finned
tube to the copper smooth tube, the heat transfer enhancement
for the 3.5 m/s cooling water velocity is 2.3. The
enhancement at the same cooling water velocity for stainless
steel is only 1.3 (since the thermal conductivity for
stainless steel is about the same as titanium, the titanium
smooth tube data of Long (Dr=15.85mm)was used). It is clear
that for higher thermal conductivity materials, fins help
considerably to improve the performance of the tube, but for
lower thermal conductivity materials there is a small
influence. Similar (but reduced) trends exist under vacuum
conditions as shown in Figure 5.5.
The data obtained during this thesis for copper
rectangular shaped finned tubes are compared to previous data
in Figures 5.6 and 5.7, for atmospheric and vacuum conditions
respectively. Flook [Ref. 35) tested a finned tube with the
same dimensions as used in this thesis except it had a root
diameter, Dr, of 13.7mm. He used a twisted tape insert along
with the Seider-Tate [Ref. 36] correlation for the inside heat
transfer coefficient, h,, to obtain his data. The Seider-Tate
[Ref. 36] relationship is:
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h= C ^cReO .SPr0.333()_ __ 14 (5.1)
When this correlation was compared to the Petukhov-Popov
correlation by Incropera and Dewitt [Ref. 15], the Petukhov-
Popov correlation was found to be the most accurate.
Therefore, the Guttendorf [Ref. 13] and Van Petten [Ref. 12]
raw data were reprocessed using the Petukhov-Popov [Ref. 32]
inside heat transfer correlation. Guttendorf and Van Petten
tested tubes with an inside diameter, Di, of 9.53mm and root
diameter, Dri of 12.7mm. The fin height, spacing and
thickness were the same as the rectangular shaped finned tubes
used in this thesis. They also used the twisted tape insert
which was described earlier. As plotted in Figures 5.6 and
5.7, the data obtained during this thesis fell between the
data of the previous researchers. With the different tube
diameters and inserts used, little additional comparison can
be made. The Flook data could be erroneously high since his
data were taken after Holden [Ref. 37] completed his thesis on
the use of an organic coating to promote dropwise condensation
of steam on horizontal tubes in the test apparatus. Some of
the dropwise promoter may have been retained in the test
apparatus during the measurements of Flook, causing dropwise
condensation on the test tube vice filmwise. The data of
Guttendorf and Van Petten were also obtained after Holden.
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The actual reason for the variation in data is not known. The
data obtained in this thesis could be low because of the
presence of air and other non-condensible gases. However,
care was taken to remove these gases. All the data are within
an uncertainty of ± 20% for the same tube geometry and tube-
side insert. Additional data should be taken with the same
geometry and inserts to establish more accurate trends for
comparison.
Mitrou (Ref. 14) tested rectangular shaped finned tubes of
aluminum and copper nickel. Like Flook [Ref. 35], he also
followed Holden [Ref. 37] in conducting his studies in the
test apparatus. Since these earlier thesis studies, Swensen
[Ref. 10] modified, disassembled, and cleaned the test
apparatus to improve the accuracy of the data taken. Mitrou's
fin dimensions were identical to Flook's copper tube.
Mitrou's data were also reprocessed during this thesis using
the Petukhov-Popov inside heat transfer coefficient
correlation, but he used the twisted tape insert. Mitrou's
data for aluminum and copper nickel finned tubes at
atmospheric conditions are plotted in Figures 5.8 and 5.9
respectively. Similar to Flook's data, the Mitrou results are
higher than those found in this thesis. It is obvious from
these figures that, although the exact magnitude for a given
material may be uncertain, the outside heat transfer
coefficient is influenced by the thermal conductivity of the
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tube material. This pattern holds for vacuum conditions also,
as shown in Figure 5.10.
Figure 5.11 summarizes the experimentally obtained outside
heat transfer coefficient data versus the temperature
difference between the vapor and the outer tube wall (Ts-Tw).
The outside heat transfer coefficient increases as the thermal
conductivity of the finned tube material increases, implying
that it is not desirable to fin a low conductivity tube. As
discussed earlier for the overall heat transfer coefficient
results, this is due to 1) the wall resistance to the fin base
and 2) the wall resistance of the fin itself. This trend can
also be seen by overlapping the data in Figures 5.6, 5.8, and
5.9.
D. RADIUSSED ROOT FINNED TUBE RESULTS
Radiussing the root of the rectangular shaped finned tube
is designed to remove retained condensate from the unflooded
part of the tube, thus improving the thermal performance of
the tube. Figure 5.12 compares overall heat transfer
coefficient data of rectangular shaped finned tubes to
radiussed root finned tubes for the four materials studied in
this thesis at atmospheric conditions. In all cases, except
for stainless steel, radiussing the base root reduced the
finned tube performance of the materials tested. Because of
the poor thermal conductivity of stainless steel, the
increased fin profile area by radiussing the root had a
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greater impact on the fin efficiency than for the higher
thermal conductivity materials. The dispersion in the overall
heat transfer coefficient data was greater for the highest
thermal conductivity material (copper) and decreased with
thermal conductivity.
Figures 5.13 and 5.14 show the outside heat transfer
coefficient versus the temperature difference between the
vapor and the outer wall (Ts-Tw) at atmospheric conditions.
Data were obtained for all four materials as well as for deep
and shallow radiussed root finned tubes. Figure 5.13 shows
the data for the deep radiussed root tubes whereas the shallow
radiussed root tubes data are shown in Figure 5.14. In both
figures, the influence of the thermal conductivity of the tube
material can be seen. As the thermal conductivity of the tube
material increases, the outside heat transfer coefficient
increases. This increase in the heat transfer coefficient is
somewhat sensitive to the finned tube geometry, as can be seen
when comparing the two figures.
Figures 5.15 and 5.16 display the data for the three types
of finned tube geometries used during this thesis. Two tube
materials are shown in each figure. Figure 5.15 contains
copper and copper nickel outside heat transfer coefficient
data whereas Figure 5.16 shows the data for aluminum and
stainless steel. For the higher thermal conductivity (copper)
material, the data were higher than the lower thermal
conductivity (copper nickel) material for all geometries. For
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both materials, the outside heat transfer coefficient
decreased in going from a rectangular shaped finned tube to a
radiussed root finned tube. The root diameter of the shallow
radiussed root finned tube (Dr= 14.38mm) is larger than the
root diameter (Dr- 13.88mm) of the deep radiussed root and
rectangular shaped finned tubes. For the higher thermal
conductivity materials, (i.e., copper and aluminum) the
outside heat transfer coefficient for the shallow radiussed
root finned was lower than the deep radiussed root finned
tubes. In Figure 5.15 for copper nickel, no conclusions can
be drawn between the outside heat transfer coefficient for the
radiussed root finned tubes. For stainless steel which has
the lowest thermal conductivity, the data in Figure 5.16 show
that the outside heat transfer coefficient appears to be the
same regardless of the external fin geometry.
Z. HEAT TRANSFER ENHANCEMENT
As described earlier in Chapter IV, the modified Wilson
Plot procedure curve fits the raw data to determine a leading
coefficient (Ci) and an alpha (a) value for the inside and
outside coefficients, respectively. TABLES III and IV contain
the averaged leading coefficients and alpha values obtained
for each tube tested for atmospheric and vacuum conditions,
respectively. The leading coefficients and alpha values
changed with each material, but no particular pattern or trend
can be established. For example, for the rectangular shaped
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finned tubes, as the tube material changes from copper to
stainless steel, the leading coefficient for the inside heat
transfer coefficient (Ci) changes from 3.11 to 2.10. This
implies that circumferential wall conduction may be important
in establishing the heat flux around the tube. Additional
runs with smooth tubes having wall thermocouples are required
to study the effect of the tube wall material on the leading
coefficient and alpha values.
An alternate method to study the experimentally obtained
enhancement is to compare the outside heat transfer
coefficients obtained at the same temperature difference (AT).
The outside heat transfer coefficient data at a temperature
difference of 300K for atmospheric conditions and 120K for
vacuum conditions are listed in TABLES V and VI. The
enhancement ratio for atmospheric conditions for the four tube
materials and various finned tube geometries are tabulated in
TABLE VII using the smooth tube outside heat transfer
coefficient as the baseline. TABLE VIII provides similar
ratios using Nusselt theory as the baseline. In both tables,
the enhancement ratio decreases as the thermal conductivity of
the tube wall material decreases. By radiussing the fin root,
the enhancement ratio decreases except for stainless steel.
TABLES IX and X contain similar enhancement ratios for the
four materials under vacuum conditions. Similar trends are
evident.
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The experimentally obtained film temperature differences
were used to obtain enhancement ratios from the empirical
models of Beatty and Katz [Ref. 1] and Rose (Ref. 8) for
rectangular shaped finned tubes. Figure 5.17 presents the
predicted enhancement ratios for the Beatty and Katz model,
equation (4.34), and the modified Rose model, equation (4.36),
versus the change in fin spacing for copper, aluminum, copper
nickel, and stainless steel tubes under atmospheric
conditions. Figure 5.17 also contains the average
experimentally obtained enhancement ratios for the tubes
studied in this thesis which all had the same fin spacing of
1.5mm. Figure 5.18 shows a similar comparison under vacuum
conditions. At atmospheric conditions, the predicted
enhancement ratios from the Beatty and Katz model were closer
to the experimentally obtained enhancement ratios than those
predicted by the modified Rose model. But under vacuum
conditions, the modified Rose model predictions were closer,
and in several cases, the enhancement ratios were identical to
the data. TABLES XI and XII tabulate predicted and
experimental enhancement ratios of the rectangular shaped
finned tubes, under atmospheric and vacuum conditions,
respectively. In both TABLES, the enhancement ratio decreases
as the thermal conductivity of the tube material decreases, as
predicted by both models.
The Rose model [Ref. 8] was further modified to include a
radiussed fin root, as given by equation (4.37). Using this
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modified model, the predicted enhancement ratios were compared
to the average experimental heat transfer enhancement ratios
for deep radiussed root finned tubes in TABLES XIII and XIV.
Clearly, the experimental heat transfer enhancement ratios are
significantly lower than the enhancement ratios predicted by
the active surface areas. TABLES XV and XVI contain a similar
comparison for the shallow radiussed root finned tubes.
Figure 5.19 is a comparison of the Masuda and Rose model
(Ref. 6] (equations 2.14, 2.15, 2.37, and 2.38) for the total
surface area and active surface area enhancement ratios for
rectangular shaped and radiussed root finned tubes. Using the
Fortran Program HEATCOBB, the surface area ratios for the
copper finned tube used by Briggs, Wen, and Rose [Ref. 28)
were reproduced in Figure 5.19. Their finned tubes had a fin
height of 1.59mm, a fin thickness of 0.5mm, and a fin spacing
of 1.0mm and 1.5mm (although numerous theoretical spacings are
included in Figure 5.19). Their tubes had as inside diameter
of 9.53mm, and a root diameter of 12.7mm. In Figure 5.19,
comparing the curves for the tube dimensions used in [Ref. 28]
to the rectangular shaped finned tube dimensions in this
thesis, the change in the total surface area from a
rectangular shaped finned tube to a radiussed root finned
(equation (2.14) minus equation (2.37)) decreased nearly twice
the amount, 13.5% to 8.9% respectively. Also, the increase in
the active surface area (equation (2.38) minus equation
(2.15)) was less for the finned tube in this thesis compared
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to the finned tube in (Ref. 28], 43% and 56%, respectively.
TABLE XVII is a comparison of the experimentally obtained heat
transfer enhancement ratios (where eA1T is the average
enhancement ratio over the range of temperature differences
based on a smooth tube of root diameter for the rectangular
shaped finned tube and eATF is for the deep radiussed root
finned tube of the same root diameter) and the active surface
area enhancement ratios (where cA is the active area
enhancement by dividing the unblanked finned tube surface area
by the surface area of a smooth tube of root diameter and EM
is similar but for the deep radiussed root finned tube) for
rectangular shaped and radiussed root finned tubes. The eAT
values were obtained from the ratio of the aplhas listed in
TABLE III. Rose et al (Ref. 28] felt that the small
experimental enhancement from radiussing the fin based root
(1.09) seemed somewhat anomalous compared to the higher ratio
of 1.53 obtained from the active surface area ratios, and the
data needed to be repeated. In this thesis study, the ratio
of the heat transfer enhancement ratios for the radiussed root
finned tube divided by the rectangular shaped finned tube were
less than one whereas the ratio of the active surface area
enhancement ratios was 1.38. This can be attributed to many
things, including less total surface area for the radiussed
root compared to [Ref. 28], less of an increase in active
surface area when compared to [Ref. 28], the actual amount of
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condensate retained between fins of different geometries, and
the actual flooding angle for the radiussed root finned tubes.
Various assumptions have been made in analyzing the data
obtained in this thesis study, but it is evident that more
data is required before all the mysteries associated with this
complex condensation process can be unravelled.
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Figure 5.2 Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient vs Velocity
for Smooth Tubes made of Copper Material at
Vacuum Conditions (Dr= 13.88mm)
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Figure 5.3 Comparison of Smooth Tubes at Atmospheric
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Figure 5.4 The Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient vs
Coolant Velocity for Rectangular Shaped Finned
Tubes for Various Materials at Atmospheric
Conditions (the effect of thermal
conductivity)
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Figure 5.5 The Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient vs
Coolant Velocity f or Rectangular Shaped Finned
tubes Various for Materials at vacuum
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Figure 5.6 Comparison of Rectangular Shaped Finned Tubes
to Previous Data for Copper Material at
Atmospheric Conditions (S-T (Seider Tate) and
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Figure 5.7 Comparison of Rectangular Shaped Finned Tubes
to Previous Data for Copper Material at Vacuum
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Figure 5.8 Comparison of Rectangular Shaped Finned Tubes
to Previous Data for Aluminum Material atAtmospheric Conditions (Mitrou Dr= 13.7mm) (TT
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Figure 5.9 Comparison of Rectangular Shaped Finned Tubes
to Previous Data for Copper Nickel Material at
Atmospheric Conditions (Mitrou D.= 13.7mm) (TT
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Figure 5.10 Comparison of Rectangular shaped Finned Tubes
to Previous Data f or Copper Nickel at VacuumConditions (Mitrou Dr= 13..mm) (TT (Twisted
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Figure 5.11 Comparison of Outside Heat Transfer
Coefficient for Rectangular Shaped Finned
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Figure 5.12 The Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient vs
Coolant Velocity for Atmospheric Conditions
(Rectangular Shaped Finned Tube (RST) vs
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Figure 5.13 comparison of outside Heat Transfer
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Figure 5.14 Comparison of Outside Heat Transfer
Coefficient of Shallow Radiussed Root Finned
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Figure 5.15 Comparison of the Outside Heat Transfer
Coefficient at Atmospheric Conditions for
Rectangular Shaped (RST), Deep Radiussed Root
(DeRT), and Shallow Radiussed Root (SRRT)
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Figure 5.16 Comparison of the Outside Heat TransferCoefficient at Atmospheric Conditions for
Rectangular Shaped (RST), Deep Radiussed Root(DRRT), and Shallow Radiussed Root (SRRT)
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Figure 5.17 Comparison of Heat Transfer Enhancement Data
at Atmospheric Conditions to the models of
Beatty and Katz [Ref. 1] and Rose [Ref. 8] for
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Figure 5.18 Comparison of Heat Transfer Enhancement Data
at Vacuum conditions to the models of Beatty
and Katz [Ref. 1] and Rose [Ref. 8] for
Rectangular Shaped Finned Tubes of materials
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Surface Area eqn(2.14) rectangular shaped,
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ThRLL III. INSIDE LEADING COIlF'ICIENTS AND OUTBIDE ALPIK
VALUES FOR ATMOSPMERIC CONDITIONS.
Tube Tube Type Tube Ci Alpha
No. Material (Atm) (Atm)
1 Rectangular Copper 3.11 2.19
Fin (Pur_)
2 Shallow Copper 3.08 1.50
Fillet (Pure)
3 Deep Fillet Copper 3.02 1.85
(Pure)
4 Deep Fillet Copper 2.65 1.05
Nickel
(90/10)
5 Shallow Copper 2.67 1.06
Fillet Nickel
(90/10)
6 Rectangular Copper 2.67 1.30
Fin Nickel
(90/10)
7 Deep Fillet Stainless 2.26 1.01
Steel (316)
8 Shallow Stainless 2.35 0.98
Fillet Steel (316)
9 Rectangular Stainless 2.10 1.07
Fin Steel (316)
10 Rectangular Aluminum 2.29 1.74
Fin (Pure)
11 Deep Fillet Aluminun 2.33 1.56
(Pure)
13 Shallow Aluminum 2.25 1.44
Fillet (Pure)
ODl Smooth Copper 2.82 0.85
(Pure)
SNTH Smooth Copper 2.80 0.85
L_= (Pure)
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TABLE IV. INBSID LEADING COEFFICIENTS AND OUTSIDE ALPZA
VALUE8 FOR VACUUM CONDITIONS.
Tube Tube Type Tube Ci Alpha
No. Material (Vac) (Vac)
1 Rectangular Copper 2.99 1.50
Fin (Pure 
_
2 Shallow Copper 2.91 1.14
Fillet (Pure)
3 Deep Fillet Copper 3.03 1.30
(Pure)
4 Deep Fillet Copper 2.48 0.86
Nickel
(90/10)
5 Shallow Copper 2.37 0.83
Fillet Nickel
(90/10)
6 Rectangular Copper 2.42 1.06
Fin Nickel
(90/10)
7 Deep Fillet Stainless 2.11 0.78
Steel
(316)
8 Shallow Stainless 2.15 0.80
Fillet Steel
(316)
9 Rectangular Stainless 1.93 0.77
Fin Steel
(316)
10 Rectangular Aluminum 2.00 1.30
Fin (Pure)
11 Deep Fillet Aluminum 2.30 1.18
(Pure)
13 Shallow Aluminum 2.24 1.05
Fillet (Pure)
SMTH Smooth Copper 2.78 0.81
(Pure)
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TABLE V. OUTSIDE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT, h. (W/(W 2*K)),
FOR ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS FOR AT- 301°.
TUBE TYPE Copper Aluminum Copper Stainless
Nickel Steel
Rectangular 33100 24500 18950 14400
Deep 26600 22750 15500 14450
Radiussed
Shallow 22250 20500 15800 13800
Radiussed
Smooth Tube 12500 NA NA NA
Nusselt 11000 NA NA NA
Theory
TABLE VI. OUTSIDE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT, h. (W/(uA2*K)),
FOR VACUUM CONDITIONS FOR AT= 121K.
Tube Type Copper Aluminum Copper Stainless
Nickel Steel
Rectangular 22900 20950 16400 13000
Deep 20100 18000 13700 11900
Radiussed
Shallow 17000 15800 13300 12000
Radiussed
Smooth Tube 12800 NA NA NA
Nusselt 11700 NA NA NA
Theory
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TABLE VII. ENHANCEMENT RATIO BASED ON SMOOTH TUVB,
CAT (h /hmh,)A 1 , FOR ATOOSPHERIC CONDITIONS FOR
AT= 304.
Tube Type Copper Aluminum Copper StainlessNickel Steel
Rectangular 2.65 1.96 1.52 1.15
Deep 2.13 1.82 1.24 1.16
Radiussed I I
Shallow 1.78 1.64 1.26 1.10
Radiussed
TABLE VIII. ENHANCEMENT RATIO BASED ON NUSSELT THEORY,
ii (h h,.) AT#' FOR ATMOSPHZRIC CONDITIONS FOR
AT= 30K.
Tube Type Copper Aluminum Copper Stainless
Nickel Steel
Rectangular 3.01 2.23 1.72 1.31
Deep 2.42 2.07 1.41 1.31
Radiussed I I
Shallow 2.02 1.86 1.44 1.26
Radiussed
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TABLE IX. ENHANCEMENT RATIO BASED ON SKOOTH TUBE,
EAT= (hf/hvma)JT, FOR VACUUM CONDITIONS FOR AT= 1201.
Tube Type Copper Aluminum Copper Stainless
Nickel Steel
Rectangular 1.79 1.64 1.28 1.02
Deep 1.57 1.41 1.07 0.93
Radiussed
Shallow 1.33 1.23 1.04 0.94
Radiussed
TABLE X. ENHANCEMENT RATIO BASED ON NUSSELT THEORY,
IAT (hf/hMJI)AT, FOR VACUUM CONDITIONS FOR AT= 120K.
Tube Type Copper Aluminum Copper Stainless
Nickel Steel
Rectangular 1.96 1.79 1.40 1.11
Deep 1.72 1.54 1.17 1.02
Radiussed
Shallow 1.45 1.35 1.14 1.03
Radiussed
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TABLE ZI. ENHANCEMENT RATIO AVERAGED OVER THE RANGE OF AT FOR
RECTANGULAR SHAPED FINNED TUBES FOR ATMOSPHERIC
CONDITIONS BASED ON NUSSELT THEORY, 11T (hf/hW=) AT
Tube Tube No. e c
Material eqn (4.34) eqn(4.36) (h.,-,)
Copper 1 2.71 1.97 3.05
Aluminum 10 2.62 1.91 2.40
Copper 6 2.25 1.61 1.79Nickel _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Stainless 9 1.61 1.14 1.47
Steel
TABLE XII. ENHANCEMENT RATIO AVERAGED OVER THE RANGE OF
AT FOR RECTANGULAR SHAPED FINNED TUBES FOR
VACUUM CONDITIONS BASED ON NUSSELT
THEORY, PAT- (hf/hM) AT"
Tube Tube No. e .K c
Material eqn(4.34) eqn (4.36) (h,,,i)
Copper 1 2.73 1.85 2.07
Aluminum 10 2.62 1.78 1.79
Copper 6 2.23 1.47 1.45
Nickel
Stainless 9 1.59 1.00 1.06
Steel
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TABLE XIII. ENHANCEKENT RATIO AVERAGED OVER THE RANGE OF
AT FOR DEEP RADIUSSED ROOT FINNED TUBES FOR
ATMOSPEERIC CONDITIONS BASED ON NUSSELT
THEORY, &AT= (hf/huS) AT
Tube Tube No. cR 0
Material Modified Rose (h-c
eqn (4.40)
Copper 3 4.45 2.53
Aluminum 11 4.33 2.14
Copper 4 3.56 1.42
Nickel
Stainless 7 2.31 1.38
Steel
TABLE XIV. ENHANCEMENT RATIO AVERAGED OVER THE RANGE OF
AT FOR DEEP RADIUSSED ROOT FINNED TUBES FOR
VACUUM CONDITIONS BASED ON NUSSELT THEORY,
I = (hf/hs) IT"
Tube Tube No. CR f
Material Modified Rose (he 7•/wss).
eqn (4.40)
Copper 3 4.31 1.79
Aluminum 11 4.17 1.62
Copper 4 3.35 1.18
Nickel
Stainless 7 2.11 1.07
Steel
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TABLE XV. NKHANCEENT RATIO AVERAGED OVER THE RANGE OF AT FOR
SHALLOW RADIUSSED ROOT FINNED TUBES FOR ATMOSPHERIC
CONDITIONS BASED ON NUSSELT THEORY, iAT= (hf/hw=S)iT.
Tube Tube No. c cIL
Material ModifieJ Rose (he.,7"s)
eqn (4.40)
Copper 2 3.75 2.06
Aluminum 13 3.68 1.98
Copper 5 3.20 1.45
Nickel
Stainless 8 2.20 1.36
Steel
TABLE ZVI. ENHANCEMENT RATIO AVERAGED OVER THE RANGE OF
AT FOR SHALLOW RADIUSSED ROOT FINNED TUBES FOR
VACUUM CONDITIONS BASED ON NUSSELT THEORY,
£i,= (hf/huuss)&T"
Tube Tube No. gRose c
Material Mod ified Rose (hexp7,uss)
eqn (4.40)
Copper 2 3.64 1.57
Aluminum 13 3.57 1.45
Copper 5 3.07 1.16
Nickel
Stainless 8 2.10 1.09
Steel
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TABLE XVII. COMPARSION OF ACTIVE SURFACE AREA ENHANCEMENT
RATIOS TO EXPERIMENTALLY OBTAINED NEAT
TRANSFER ENHANCEMENT RATIOS.
Tube EE, EIE• E,. E,.
Material eqn (2.15) exp-RST eqn (2.38) exp-RRT
Cu Rose 0.92 2.77 1.41 3.03 1.53 1.09(Ref.28] i
Cu 0.74 2.57 1.02 2.17 1.38 0.84
Al 0.74 2.05 1.02 1.84 1.38 0.90
CN 0.74 1.53 1.02 1.19 1.38 0.75
SS 0.74 1.26 1.02 ..18 1.38 0.94
1Briggs, Wen, and Rose [Ref.28] tested a copper
rectangular shaped finned tube with the following geometry;
root diameter,Dr, of 12.7mm; inside diameter ,Dj, of 9.82mm;
fin height of 1.59mm; fin spacing of 1.5mm; fin thickness of
0.5mm. The values were taken directly from Table 1 of (Ref.
28].
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VI. CONCLUSION8 AND RMCOOINKNDATIONS
A. CONCLUSIONS
Steam condensation data were obtained for rectangular
shaped finned tubes (Dr=13.88mm), deep radiussed root finned
tubes (Dr=13.88mm), and shallow radiussed root finned tubes
(Dr=14.38mm) made of copper, aluminum, copper nickel (90/10)
and stainless steel (316) under both vacuum and atmospheric
conditions. All tubes had a fin thickness of 1.0mm, fin
spacing of 1.5mm and outer diameter (Do)of 15.88mm. Based
upon these measurements, the following conclusions are made:
1. Reliable baseline data have been obtained for finned
tubes of copper, aluminum, copper nickel (90/10) and
stainless steel (316).
2. For finned tubes, the thermal conductivity of the fin
wall material had a significant effect on the
condensation heat transfer coefficient. In fact, for
the case of stainless steel, with it's poor thermal
conductivity, a finned tube can perform worse than a
smooth tube.
3. In going from a rectangular shaped fin to a radiussed
root fin of the same root diameter, the condensation
heat transfer coefficient decreased. This effect was
more pronounced for high conductivity materials, and no
notable change was observed for stainless steel tubes.
4. For rectangular shaped fins, the experimentally
determined heat transfer enhancement ratio for copper
at atmospheric pressure was found to be larger than
that predicted by Beatty and Katz [Ref. 1] and by a
modified version (to include fin efficiency) of Rose
[Ref. 8]. For the other materials tested, as the
thermal conductivity decreased, the data fell below the
Beatty and Katz model and approached closer to the Rose
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model. Under vacuum conditions, the data for all four
materials were in much closer agreement to the Rose
model and significantly below Beatty and Katz.
5. For a radiussed root finned tube, the experimentally
determined heat transfer enhancement ratio for all
tubes under both atmospheric and vacuum conditions was
significantly less than predicted by the Rose model as
modified to include a radiussed root fin geometry.
Additional experimental data are required to determine
better empirical constants that are utilized in the
Rose model.
B. RZCOMMENDATIONS
1. Retest each tube to obtain additional data in order to
determine the empirical constants used in the Rose
model [Ref. 8].
2. Manufacture new tubes with the same root diameter
(13.88mm), tube materials and dimensions, but with a
larger fin height of 2.0mm. After testing each tube,
reduce the tube height for the next set by milling
0.25mm off. Continue this process down to a new fin
height that is half the fin spacing.
3. Manufacture new tubes with a fin height of 2.0mm but
change the fin spacing to 1.0mm. After each data test
set mill 0.25mm off the fin height down to a new height
of 0.5mm.
4. Manufacture new tubes with a fin height of 2.0mm and
fin spacing of 1.5mm but change the fin thickness to
0.5mm. After each data set mill 0.25mm off the fin
height down to a new fin height of 0.75mm.
5. Manufacture smooth tubes of aluminum, copper nickel
(90/10) and stainless steel (316) for comparison with
the smooth copper tube to determine the effect of the
tube wall thermal conductivity on the leading
coefficient (Ci) and the alpha (a) for determining the
enhancement of the corresponding finned tubes.
6. Examine the Rose model [Ref. 8] in closer detail in
order to refine the assumptions made and increase its
validity.
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7. Recalibrate and verify the operation of each measuring
device in the system apparatus. While the system is
disassembled, check and align the test section to
ensure horizontal orientation.
8. Modify the apparatus by installing a pressure regulator
for the auxiliary condenser cooling water.
9. Install a bi-metallic thermocouple and a control
operated valve in the coolant water sump to maintain a
constant temperature of the coolant entering the test
tube.
10. Install a digital voltmeter to monitor the emf signal
from the electrical switchboard to the data acquisition
unit.
11. Provide removal lagging pads for the boiler and the
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"]PZMDIZZ A. DATA COLLZCTION LUSTING
The program DRPALL, which was used to collect and
reprocess all data, is listed in this Appendix.
110
10001 ORPALL
I1011 COMPLETE REVISION JULY 1993 'MEMORY)
1006' MODIFIED: SEP 1992 (O'KEEFE)
1007' MODIFIED: JAN 1993 (LONG'
1009' MODIFIED: JUNE 1993 (COBBS
1010' TO BE USED WITH NON-INSTRUMENTED TUBES ONLY
10111 TAKES DATA IN THE FORMAT OF SWENSEN/O'KEEFE/LONG/COBB
131ZI CAN REPROCESS ANY NON-INSTRUMENTED DATA
1013'
1014' THIS PROGRAM WAS USED TO COLLECT ALL THE NON-
10151 INSTRUMENTED DATA TAKEN BY LONG (JAN-JUN 1993) FOR TITANIUM TUBES
10171 AND THE FINNED TUBE DATA (RECTANGULAR AND FILLET RADIUS) OF COBB (JUN-SEPT
1993)
1018' MEANING OF ALL FLAGS IN PROGRAM
1019'
10:0' IFT: FLUID TYPE
10211 ISO: OPTION WITHIN PROGRAM
1022 IM: INPUT MODE
1023' IWIL: VALUE OF C1 USED
102-4 IFG: FINNED OR SMOOTH
102s' INN: INSERT TYPE
10261 IWT: LOOP NO. WITHIN PROGRAM
1027' IWTH: ALTERNATIVE CONDENSER TUBES
1@29' IMC: TUBE MATERIAL
1029' iTDS: TUBE DIAMETER
1030' IPC: PRESSURE CONDITION
10311 INF: DIMENSIONLESS FILE REQUIRED
103'2 IPF: PLOT FILE REQUIRED
1033' IOV: OUTPUT REQUIRED
103-, IHI: INSIDE HTC CORRELATION
103S' IOC: OUTSIDE HTC THEORYvCORRELATION
1036 COM /Cc/ C(7)
1037 COM /CcSS/ TSS(S)
1038 COM /CcS6/ TS6(S)
1039 COM /Cc57/ TS7(5)
1040 COM /CcSB/ TSB(5)
1041 COM /Fid/ Ift,Istu
1042 DIM Emf(20),Tw(6)
1043 COM !Pr/ QOa(42),Tfm(42),Tfmr,Ipc,Opr
1044 COM /Wil/ Nrun.Itm.IwthImcIfe.Ijob.lwd,IfgIcoIfto.lwiw±lhi.Ioc.Inam*K
cuRexp,RmAx












3056 DATA 273.lS,2.5931E-2,-7.5::2E-7,4.0657E-i1,-.2 7 91E-)5,6.440:E-:0
1'?i READ TS8,-.
158 Dr-.015875 I Outside diameter of the outlet end
10513 Dss-.1524 1 Inside diameter of stainless steel test section
1060 Ax-P#D5ss5"/4
1061 A102-0.
106Z L-.13335 Condensing length
1063 Ll-.Z6Z5 !S Inlet end "fin length"
1064 L2-.034925 Outlet end "fin length"
1065 PRINTER IS 1
1066 BEEP
1067 PRINT USING "4X,""Select option:'*".
1069 PRINT USING "X.,"" 0 Take data or re-process previous oata...
1084 PRINT USING "6X,-" I Print raw data"""
1090 PRINT USING "EX,"" 2 WILSCN Anaiysys
1093 PRINT USING "6X."- 3 MODIFY"""
1096 PRINT USING "6X,-" 4 PURGE"""
1107 PRINT USING "6X,"" 5 RENAME'--
1103 PRINT USING "6X."" 6 MERGE FILES"'"
1104 PRINT USING "6X,"" 7 X Y PLOT DATA OUTPUT"""
1106 INPUT Iso
1108 iso-Iso÷l
1111 IF Iso•1 THEN 309A
1112 BEEP




1119 INPUT "ENTER INPUT MODE (0-3054A,1-FILE)",Im
1120 Im-lm+1
1123 BEEP
1124 IF Im-1 THEN





1136 IF Ijob-I THEN
1138 BEEP
1141 INPUT "SKIP PAGE AND HIT ENTER",Ok
1144 END IF
1145 PRINTER IS 701
1146 IF Im-1 THEN
1148 ENTER 709;Date$
112
115Z PRINT Month, date and time :";Dates
115' END IF
11S PRINT
1156 PRINT USING "IOX,"'"NOTE: Ppogram name : DRPALL-"
1171 IF Ijob-l THEN 1189
1174 BEEP
1186 INPUT "SELECT (Ci:0-FIND,I-STORED Ci)",Iwil
1189 IF Im-1 THEN
11i2 BEEP
1195 INPUT "GIVE A NAME FOR THE RAW DATA FILE"'DxfileS
1198 PRINT USING "I'X,""File name .. ,14A" ;_fIleS
1201 CREATE BOAT 0_fileS.30
1:s4 ASSIGN VFile TO D0-fleS
1207 BEEP
1210 INPUT "ENTER GEOMETRY CODE (1-FINNED,Z-PLAIN)",Ifg
1211 Inn-0
1212 PRINTER IS 1
1215 BEEP
1217 PRINT " ENTER INSERT TYPE:"
1211 PRINT " 0-NONE (DEFAULT)"
1219 PRINT " 1-TWISTED TAPE"
1"20 PRINT " 2-WIRE WRAP"
1221 PRINT " 3-HEATEX"
1222 INPUT Inn
122S OUTPUT 9Fle;Ifg,Inn






1238 IF Ifg-0 THEN 1241




1250 PRINTER IS 1
152 PRINT * STUDENT'S DATA TO BE REPROCESSED:"
1253 PRINT " 0-SWENSEN/O'KEEFEILONG/COBB (DEFAULT)"





1260 IF 15tu-I THEN
1261 PRINT " STUDENT NAME:"
1262 PRINT " @-VAN PETTEN"
1263 PRINT " I-MITROU"
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1264 PRINT "-COUMEE"
IZ65 PRINT " 3-GUTTENC1RF"
1266 ELSE
1:67 PRINT " 4-SWENSEN'
1268 PRINT 'S-O'KEEFE"
IZ69 PRINT " 6-LONG"





1:78 INPUT "GIVE THE NAME OF THE EXISTING DATA FILE" ,*fileS
1279 PRINTER 15 701
1280 IF Inam-0 THEN PRINT USING "16X.""Data taken by : VAN PETT
EN ITTDay
1291 IF Inam-I THEN PRINT USING "16X,""Data taken by : MITROU""
128: IF Inam-2 THEN PRINT USING "16X.""Data taken by : COUMES-"
1783 IF Inam=3 THEN PRINT USINP "I1X,""Data taken by : GUTTENDO
RF "....
1284 IF Inam-4 THEN PRINT USING "I1X,""Data taken by : SWENSEN"
1285 IF Inam-S THEN PRINT USING "IX,-""Data taken by : O'KEEFE"
1Z86 IF Inam-6 THEN PRINT USING "16X,""Data taken by :LONG"""
1187 IF inam-7 THEN PRINT USING "ISX,""Data taken by : COBB..
1288 PRINT USING "1SX.'"Th15 analysis done on file :"",I0A`O_file
1289 PRINTER IS 1
1290 BEEP
1291 INPUT "ENTER NUMBER OF DATA SETS STORED",Nrun
1292 ASSIGN @File TO DOfuleS
1293 ENTER OFile;IfgInn
1294 IF Istu-O THEN
1295 ENTER @Flle;Iwt,Fp,Fw,Fh
1296 ELSE
1297 IF Ifg-0 THEN ENTER @File;Iwt
1298 IF Ifg-l THEN ENTER @File;Fp,Fw,Fh
1299 END IF
1300 END IF
1301 IF Istu-1 AND Inn-i THEN Inn-
1303 IF Ijob-l THEN 1537
1304 IF Ift>O THEN 1349
1305 BEEP
1306 PRINTER IS I
1307 PRINT USING "4X,""Select tube type:"""
13'2 PRINT USING "6X,""0 SMOOTH TUBE-'"
1329 PRINT USING "SX,""I FINNED TUBE RECTANGULAR)"*'"
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!330 PRINT USING "SX,"": WIRE-WRAPPED SMOOTH TUBE--
231 PRINT USING 'SXj"3 LPO KORODENSE TUBE""'
1332 PRINT USING `6x.'-'4 WIRE-WRAPPED LPD KORODENSE TUBE..
1333 PRINT USING "6X-"S MHT KOROOENSE TUBE-'.
1334 PRINT USING "6X, -6 WIRE-WRAPPED MHT KORODENSE TUBE.'
1336 PRINT USING "59""7 FINNED TUBE (SHALLOW FILLET. ..
137 PRINT USING "6X ""8 FINNED TUBE (DEEP FILLETý"..
1338 INPUT Ityp
1339 PRINTER IS 701
1340 BEEP
1341 PRINTER IS 1
1342 PRINT USING "4X,""Select Material Code:-`.
1347 PRINT USING "BX,""@ COPPER I STAINLESS STEEL'"".
1344 PRINT USING "6X,"'2 ALUMINUM 3 90:10 CU/NI.".
1345 PRINT USING "6X,-"4 TITANIUM ..
1346 INPUT Imc
1347 Imco-Imc
1349 PRINTER IS I
1350 BEEP
1351 Itds-l
1353 PRINT USING "4X,""SELECT TUBE OIA TYPE:"""
13S7 PRINT USING "SX.""O SMALL..
1360 PRINT USING "6X,-'1 MEDIUM (DEFAULT)...
1363 PRINT USING "6X,-"2 LARGE"""
1364 PRINT USING "6X.""3 SMALL (COBB)"""
136' PRINT USING "6X,'-4 OTHER ýLPOiMHT)...
1366 INPUT Itds
137 IF (Ityp-0 OR Ityp=1 OR Ityp- 2 ) ANC Imc=O THEN












1368 IF Itds-3 THEN
1389 Di-.0127
1390' Doo.@1388 'DEEP DEPTH
1391 Oo=.01438 'SHALLOW DEPTH
1393 END IF
1394 IF Itds-4 THEN












1408 IF (Ity:)-3 OR Ityp-4) AND InC-4 THEN
1410 Do-.0158S
14i1 END I F
14S7 IF7 KIty:3-0 OR lzyp-=Z AND IMC-4 THEN
14S9 iZI3
1460 END IF





14778 IF ltdsin3 OR Itd5s4 THEN 31u.ZIS8S
148A IF (Ityp-0 DR Ityp-2) AND 1ncin4 THE-N 01-.01585
1491L' THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES TAKEN FROM "THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF MATTER"
'4931 THE TPRC DATA SERIES - VOLUME1
1A94 IF Imc-0 THEN ý<cu-390.8
1495 IF TMC-1 THEN Kcus14.3
1496 IF Tmc-- THEN Kcu-131.8
14977 'IF Y1nc=3 THEN Kcu=S:S.3
1498 IF IMc-& THEN :l.
1499 Rn-Do*LOG(0o/Di)/(2*Kcu) I Weil resistance based on outside area
1S31 BEEP





1538 PRINTER IS 701
1S43 PRI.NT USING *1EX ,'-Thi anallysis includes end-fin effect-~
1546 PR:ýNT USING '16X," "Thermal conductivity a 3., (W/m.K)"";Kcu
1549 PRINT USING "16X,""Inside diameter. Di *~SDD7 m "*;i10
1552 PRINT USING ")SX,""Outside diameter, Do '" (m Do10
1556 Ihi-O
1SS7 PRINTER IS I
1558 PRINT SELECT INSIDE CORRELATION:"
1559 PRINT 0inSIEOER-TATE (DEF!AULT)"
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1S60 PRINT I-SLEICHER-ROUSE"
561 PRINT " 2-PETJKH0',-POPOY"
156 INPUT Ihi
1563 IF Ihl=Z THEN
1564 BEEP





IS71 PRINT " SELECT OUTSIDE THEORY/CORRELATION FOR WILSON ANALYSIS:"
1S72 PRINT " O-NUSSELT THEORY (DEFAULT)"





1578 PRINT SELECT COOLANT TEMPERATURE RISE MEASUREMENT:"
1579 IF Istu-0 THEN PRINT " 0-SINGLE TEFLON T/C"
1560 PRINT " 1-QUARTZ THERMOMETER (DEFAULT)"
1581 PRINT " 2-10-JUNCTION THERMOPILE"
1sa' INPUT Itm
1583 PRINTER IS 701
1584 IF Itm-0 THEN PRINT USING "16X,""Thls analysis uses the SINGLE TEFLON T/C
readings...
IS85 IF Itm-I THEN PRINT USING "ISX.""Thzs analysis uses the QUARTZ THERMOMETER
readings" ."
1586 IF Itm=2 THEN PRINT USING "16X,"'Thls analysis uses the 10-JUNCTION THERMO
PILE -eadin;s...
1587 Iic-I I FOR MODIFIED WILSON
:586 IF Ihi-O AND Inn-0 THEN Ci-.027
1591 IF Ihi-O AND Inn-2 THEN Ci-.OS
1592 IF IhimO AND Inn-3 THEN Ci-.07
1594 IF Ihi-I OR Ihi-Z THEN
1595 IF Inn-O THEN Ci-l.0
iS97 IF Inn-Z THEN Ci-2.0
1598 IF Inn-3 THEN Cl-2.S
1599 END IF
1601 IF Iwil-l THEN
160: BEEP
1603 INPUT "ENTER Ci IF DIFFERENT FROM STORED VALUE',Ci
1604 END IF
1605 PRINTER IS 701
1606 IF IhimO THEN PRINT USING "ISX,""Modified Sieder-Tate coefficient -
.40";Ci
1607 IF Ihi-O THEN PRINT USING "16X,""Chosen Reynolds No. exponent .D
.00";Rexp
1608 IF Ihi-l THEN PRINT USING "16X,""Modifed Sleicher-Rouse coefficient -
117
,Z.4D" ;Ci
1609 IF Ihi-' TNEN PRZNT USING "1SX"'"Modified Petuhcv-Popov :oefficient
"Z.40";Ci
1610 Ic Inn-0 THEN PRINT USING "16X,'"Using no insert inside tube
1611 IF Inn-2 THEN PPINT USING "16X,'""U5ng wire wrap insert inside tube"'"
1612 IF Inn-3 THEN ORINT USING "16X,""U5ng HEATEX insert inside tube"."
1620 IF Iic-1 THEN Ac-0.
1621 BEEP
1622 IF Ijob-1 THEN 1648
4623 PRINTER IS I
1624 INPUT "NAME FOR A TEMPORARY PLOT FILE (TO BE PURGED)" Pf ileS
1625 Pfile$-"DUMMY"
1626 BEEP
1634 CREATE BOAT P_fileS,30
1644 ASSIGN @Filep TO P_fileS





1661 INPUT "SELECT OUTPUT 'O-SHCRT, IlLONGC",Icv
16E6 Iov-Ilcv-l
1667 PRINTER IS 701
1672 IF Ityp-0 THEN PRINT USING "16X,""Tube Enhancement SMOOTH TUBE",'"
1673 IF Ityp-l THEN PRINT USING "16X,"'Tube Enhancement RECTANGULAR FINNED
TUBE..
1674 IF Ityp=2 THEN PRINT USING "1X6,""Tube Enhancement WIRE-WRAPPED SMOOTH
TUBE"""
1675 IF Ityp=3 THEN PRINT USING "16X,""Tube Enhancement LPO KORODENSE TUBE"
1679 IF ityp-4 THEN PRINT USING "16X,'"Tube Enhancement : WIRE-WRAPPED LPD KO
RODENSE TUBE
1679 IF Ityp-S THEN PRINT USING "16X,""Tube Enhancement : MHT KORODENSE TUBE"
1680 IF Ityp-6 THEN PRINT USING "i6X,""Tube Enhancement : WIRE-WRAPPED MHT KO
RODENSE TUBE..
1681 IF Ityp-7 THEN PRINT USING "16X,""Tube Enhancement : SHALLOW FILLET FINN
ED TUBE"""
1682 IF Ityp=8 THEN PRINT USING "ISX,""Tube Enhancement : DEEP FILLET FINNED
TUBE ......
1683 BEEP
1684 IF Imc-0 THEN PRINT USING "16X,""Tube material : COPPER...
168S IF Imc-l THEN PRINT USING "16X,""Tube material : STAINLESS-STEEL...
1686 IF Imc-2 THEN PRINT USING "16X,""Tube material : ALUMINUM'""
1687 IF Imc-3 THEN PRINT USING "16X,""Tuoe material : 90/10 CU/NI"..
1688 IF Imc-4 THEN PRINT USING "16X,""Tube material : TITANIUM"""
1689 IF Ipc-0 THEN PRINT USING "16X,""Pres5ure condition : VACUUM"'"
1690 IF ipc-l THEN PRINT USING "16X,'""Pressure condition : ATMOSPHERIC.".
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1631, PR:NT USING "16X,""Fin pitch, wilth, and height 'mm): "".D.0D.2X.Z.OD,2.X.
Z.DOD;FPFw,Fh






17:2 IF Iov-1 THEN
172Z PRINT
1723 IF ihi-= THEN
1724 PRINT USING "IOX,"Data Vw Uo Ho Qp Tcf
172S PRINT USING "1OX,"" # (mnl) (W/m"2-K) (W/m-"2-K) (Wine') (C)
( C ) ( S - P ) .. .. ..
1726 ELSE
1728 PRINT USING "10X,""Data Vw Uo Ho Op
Tcf T5















1780 IF Im=l THEN
1783 BEEP
1786 INPUT "LIKE TO CHECK NG CONCENTRATION (1IY,O=N)?",Ng
1789 IF J-l THEN
1792 OUTPUT 709;*AR AF40 AL41 URS"
1795 OUTPUT 709;"AS SA"
1798 END IF
1801 BEEP
1804 INPUT "ENTER FLOWMETER READING",Fm
1807 OUTPUT 709;"AR AF6O ALS2 VRS"
1810 OUTPUT 709;"AS SA"
1813 ENTER 709;Etp
leis OUTPUT 709;"AS SA"
1819 BEEP




1831 INPUT *DISCONNECT VOLTAGE LINE".Ok
1634 IF Bvol..! THEN
1837 SEEP
1340 BEEP
I843 INPUT -INVALID VOLTAGE, TRY AGAIN"",Ok
1846 GOTO 1919
1849 END IF
1858 OUTPUT 709;"AS SA"
1861 ENTER 709;Bamp
1862 Eto-Etp*I.E+6
1863 OUTPUT 709;"AR AF40 AL?7 VRS"
1874 Nn-7
1876 FOR 1-0 TO Nn
1879 OUTPUT 709;"AS SA"
1885 Se-0

















1951 TI-(T II+T12 )*.5
1954 OUTPUT 713;"T3RZE"
1960 BEEP
1970 INPUT *ENTER PRESSURE GAGE READING (Pga)".Pga
1971 Pvapl.Pga°6894. 7 I PSI TO Pa
1972 OUTPUT 709;"AR AF64 AL64 VRS"
1973 OUTPUT 709;"AS SA" I PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
1974 S5-0






1981! PRESSURE IN Pa FROM TRANSDUCER
1982 Pvasp2W(-2.93604°Ptran+14.78 27 )°68 9 4. 7
1985 ELSE














































2123 IF Ift-1 THEN Mwvu137 I TO BE CORRECTED







2134 IF lov=2 THEN
2137 PRINT
:138' RECORD TIME OF TAKING DATA




2144 PRINT USING "10X,*"Oata set number ""OD,4X,14A";J,Told$
2145 OUTPUT 709;"AR AF40 AL40 VRS"
2146 OUTPUT 709;"AS SA"
2149 END IF
215' IF Iov=n AND Ngal THEN
2155 IF istu-O THEN PRINT USING "loX,"" Psat Ptran Tsat Ttran 
N
S V-
2156 IF Istu=1 THEN PRINT USING "lOX,"" Psat Pman Tsat Tman 
N
6 ...
2158 PRINT USING "1OX,-" (kPa) (kPa) (C) (C) Molel
2161 PRINT USING "11X,S(M30.D,2X)",Pk5.Pkp.Tsteam,Ttran,Mfng
'2164 PRINT
2167 END IF
2170 IF Mfng).S THEN
2173 BEEP
2176 IF Im--; AND Ng-l THEN
2179 BEEP
2182 PRINT
2185 PRINT USING "0X.""Energize the vacuum system
2188 BEEP
2191 INPUT "OK TO ACCEPT THIS RUN (IWY.0N)?".Ok
2194 IF Ok-0 THEN
2197 BEEP






2218 IF Im-1 THEN
2221 IF Fm<10 OR Fm>100 THEN
2224 1fmM0
2227 BEEP
2230 INPUT "INCORRECT FM (I-ACCEPT,O=DELETE)".Ifm

















2359 IF IovinZ THEN
2361 PRINT USING -IX-- TINI TOUT) TIN2 TOUT2 DELTI DELT2
TPILE
22362 PRINT USING -IX,- (SINGLE) (QUARTZ)
2364 PRINT USING -ZX.7(3D.DD,2X)0 ;Til.Tot ,TI ,T2&.Tdeoll.TdeIZ.Tris
2365 END IF
2367 Erl-ABS(Til-Tt)
2369 PRINTER IS 1
2370D BEEP
237S Er2-ABS((Td2.-TI )-(Tris ))/(T2`-Tl
2377 IF ErZ>.0S AND Im-1 THEN
2379 BEEP
2379 PRINT *OCT AND T-PILE DIFFER BY MORE THAN 5%"
2380 0k2-t
2381 IF 0k2-0 AND Er2>.@5 AND Ii'n-1 THEN 1780
2 3 82- END IF





2389 To3-Til+ABS(Etp )/( 10.6rad).1 .E+6
2392 END IF





















241 9 PriwmFNPrw Tavg)
2420 Ift-Ifto
2422 IF Istu-0 THEN
2423 Mdt-(6.7409*Fm+13.@27)/1000.
2424 MdaMdt.( 1.0365-1 .96644E-3.Tciri+5.252E-6.TeinZ )/1 .0037
2425 ELSE
242)6 Mdtu1 .@4805E-2*6.8@932E-3*Fm



















2461 IF Ihi-O THEN
2463 OmegauRai^Rexp*Prtw .3333*Cf
2465 END IF




















2487 A2-(0Z-Oi )*PI.(Di+DA )*..




2492 IF Ihi-O THEN
2494 Cfc-( Muwa/FNMuw( Tavg+Dt ))^.14
2495 IF ASS((Cfc-Cf)/Cfc)>.@01 THEN




2S84 IF Ihi-l THEN
2585 Prwfc-FNPrw( Tavg4Dt)
2506 Re jfc-Vw*Di*FNRhow( Tavg+Dt )/FNP~uw( Tavg4Dt)







2521 Ho1l/(1/Uo-DoL/(Di'(L+LI Fel+L2&*Fe2)*H1 )-Rm)
21522 Tcf-QP/Ho


























2593 Mdvcn( (Bp-Qlo~ss)-tldv*Hsc )/Hfg












2635 IF Iovin2 THEN
2645 PRINT
2647 PRINT USING *SX3" Viw Rai Hi Uo Hfuj(DT)
Hnu(DT )*"
2656 PRINT USING "SX.Z.DD,1X,3(MZ.3DE,1X),3X,2(MZ.3DE.3X)"qVw,Re1,Hi ,Uo,Hfuj
,Hr"Uss
2651 PRINT
2653 PRINT USING "S. Vv Ho Q Tcf Tfilm T
stm**
2655 PRINT USING 'SXZ.DD.1X.5(MZ.3DE,1X)';Vv.Ho,QPTcf.TfiIm.Tsteam
2656 PRINT
2658 END IF
2659 IF Iovinl THEN
2660 IF Ihi-l THEN
2661 PRINT USING "11XDD,.-X,Z.DD1IX,3(MD.3DE.1X),2(3D.DD.IX).D.DDD*;JVw.Uo,
Ho ,Qp,Tef ,Tsteami Sra
2662 PRINT USING *S, Tf±1wm .. Tfilm
2664 ELSE
2668 PRINT USING W1IX.DD,4X,Z.DD.ZX,2(MD.3DE,2X).Z.3DE,3X,30.DD,ZA,.3D.DD";J.Vw
,Uo ,Ho .Qp ,Tcf ,Tsteami
2671 END IF
2674 END IF
2675 IF Iiq-2 THEN
2684 IF (Iw114@ AND Ijob-1) OR Iwil>@ THEN OUTPUT *FilepsQp,Ho
2694 END IF
2767 BEEP
2768 IF Imu-1 THEN
2769 IF (IwilinO AND Ijob-1) OR Iwil-I THEN OUTPUT *FilepiQp,Ho
2711 INPUT "CHANGE TCOOL RISE? 1-V. 2-N" ,Itr
2712 IF Itr1l THEN SOTO 2384
126
2713 BEEP
2715 INPUT "OK TO STORE THIS DATA SET (I-Y,0-N)?".Oks







2761 INPUT "WILL THERE BE ANOTHER RUN (I-Y.O-N)?",6o_on
2764 Nrun-J
2767 IF Go-on<>0 THEN Repeat
2770 ELSE
2773 IF J<Nrun THEN Repeat
2776 END IF
2779 IF Ijob-1 THEN 2809
2782 IF Iwil10 THEN





2800 ASSIGN VFile TO ODfileS
2803 GOTO 1136
2806 END IF




2822 PRINT USING "1X,"'Least-Squares Line for Ho vs q curve:"-"
2824 PRINT USING "lOX,'" Slope - "",M0.40E";Sl
2827 PRINT USING "lOX,"` Intercept - "',MD.4DE;iAc
2830 END IF
2833 BEEP
2843! INPUT "ENTER SAME TEMPORARY PLOT FILE NAME",Fplot$
2853 ASSIGN *Filep TO P_fileS













2853 PRINT USING "IOX,"Least-squares line for q a edelte-T~b'.
2894 PRINT USING "12X ,** - "*,MZ.40E*;Aa
2895 PRINT USING "12X,**b - ",.MZ.4DE*;Bb
2996 IF Iftm@ THEN
2897 IF IpcinO THEN
24898 Ops-2.SE+S
2999 IF Iic-0 THEN Hopin9326
2962 IF Iicinl THEN Hop=10165*(.81905/Oo)^.33333
296S END IF
2968 IF Ipc-I THEN
2911 Qps-7.5E+S
2914 IF Iic-S THEN Hopu7176
2917 IF Iic-l THEN Hop-7S69*(.S19@S/Do)'-.33333
21920 END IF
2923 HosxAa'( I1/Sb )*Qps"( (Bb-1 )/Bb)
2926 IF Ipc-0 THEN Aas-.2.32E+4
2929 IF Ipc-) THEN Aasin2.59E+4
2930 Alpsm-.876 'SWENSEN DATA





2941! PRINT USING w10X.'"Values computed at q - *",Z.OD," (MW/m^&2):'"*Qps/1
.E+6
2)944! PRINT USING -12XD"Heat-transfer coefficient - "*,DDO.DDO.*" (kW/m^'.K)
...;HG3/l000
2947 PRINT USING -12-X,*"Enhancement ratio (Del-T) - ",2D.30"iEnrat
2950'. PRINT USING -10X,**Enhancoment ratio at constant Delta-T - "",DD.D0,;E
nr




2962 IF Ift-1 THEN
2965 Aasin2687.2 I ZEBROWSKI (V a 0.4 m/s)
2968 Aas-2SS7.@*(.@1905/Oo)^.33333 ! VAN PETTEN (V - 0.25 m/s)
2971 END IF
2974 IF Ift-2 THEN Aas-9269.7*(.019@S/Do)^.33333
2977 EdtoAa/Aas
2980 EQ-Edt^(4/3)
29831 PRINT USING "10X,""Erthancement (q) - "",00.30";Eq
2986 PRINT USING W1SXEnhancement (Del-T) - "",DD.30*;Edt
2989 END IF
2992' IF 1m-1 THEN
2995 BEEP
2998 PRINT





3016 PRINT USING 10X.'"NOTE: ""Z.N. X-Y pairs were stored in data file'*I
A' ;J Plot$
3031 BEEP
3073 ASSIGN W~ile To*
3079 ASSIGN *Filep TO
3080 PURGE *DUMMY'
3094 IF Iso2Z THEN CALL Raw
3100 IF Iso*3 THEN CALL Wilson(Ci)
3103 IF 13o-4 THEN CALL Modify
3106 IF Iso-S THEN CALL Purg
3112 IF Iso-C THEN CALL Renam
3113 IF Iso-7 THEN CALL Mergefile
3114 IF Isoin8 THEN CALL Xyoutput
3116 END
3118 DEF FNPvst(Tc)
312? COM /Fld/ Ift,Istu
31214 DIM K(8)
31217 IF Ift-0 THEN























32021 CDII /Fld/ IftIstu
3205 IF Ift-0 THEN
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3208 Hfg-2477200-2450 ( T- 10)
3211 END IF












3250 COM /Fld/ Ift,Istu




3265 IF Ift-1 THEN
3268 Mu-8.9629819E-4-T* 1. 1094609E-S-T*.5.66829E-8)
3271 END IF







3295 COM /Fid! IftIstu
























3367 CDII /Fld/ IftIstu
3370 IF Ift-0 THEN
3373 Cpw-4.211120858-T.(2.Z6826SE-3-T.(4.42361E-S+2.71428)E-7*T))
3376 END IF
3379 IF Ift-I THEN
3382 Cpwin9.2507273E1I+T*(9.3400433E-4+1 .72S7792E-6*T)
3385 END IF







3409 COPI /Fld/ Ift,Istu
3412 IF Ift-0 THEN
3415 Ro-999.528346+T*( .012169-T*(S.482513E-3-T.1.234147E-5))
3418 END IF
3421 IF Itt-I THEN
3424 Ro-1.6207479E+3-T*('ý.2186346+T*2.3S78291E-3)
3427 END IF
3430 IF Ift-2 THEN











3466 CDII /Fld/ IftIstu
3469 IF Ift-0 THEN
3472 X=(T+273.15)/273.lS
3475 Kw--.92247+X*(Z.839S-X'(1 .8007-X.( .52577-.07344*X)))
3478 END IF
3481 IF Ift-I THEN
3484 Kw-8.Z095238E-Z-T*(2 1.221 4286E-4+T.Z.3809524E-8)
3487 END IF
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3529 CON /Cc/ C(7)
3532 T-C(O)
3535 FOR I-I TO 7
3538 T-T.C(I).V^I
3541 NEXT I




3556 COM /Fld/ Ift,Istu
3559 IF Ift-0 THEN
3562' Hf-T.(4.203849-T*c5.88132'E-.4-T*4.55160317E-6))
3565 END IF
3568 IF Ift-I THEN
3571 Tf-T*1.8+32
3574 Hf-8.24078571*Tf*( .194678S7+Tf.1 .3214286SE-4)
3577 Hf=Hf*2.3ZS
3580 END IF
3583 IF Ift-2 THEN













3625 IF ASS((P-Pc)/P)>.0001 THEN
3628 IF Pc<P THEN TI-Ta













6662 COM /Fld/ IftIstu
6664 DIM X(28)
6670 INPUT "ENTER TUBE NUMBER*.Itn
6676 INPUT "ENTER FILE NAME".FileS
6679 ASSIGN @File TO Files
6680 INPUT "STUDENT (S-Swensen)*.Istu
6681 INPUT "SMOOTH OR FINNED (O-SMOOTH, I-FINNED)",Ifg
6683 INPUT "ENTER TUBE SIZE (0-S,1-M,2-L,3-QMC)".Itds
6685 INPUT "ENTER PRESSURE CONDITION (6-V,1-A)",Ipc
6688 IF Ipc-O AND Ift-m3 THEN Vs-2
6691 IF Ipc-0 AND Ift-2 THEN Vs-10
6692 IF Ipc-1 AND Ift-0 THEN Vs-1
6693 IF Ipc-1 AND Ift-1 THEN Vs-.2S
6694 IF Istu-1 THEN Vs-2
6696 Nrun-18
6700 INPUT "ENTER NUMBER OF RUNS".Nrun
6703 PRINTER IS 701
6706 PRINT
6709 PRINT
6710 IF Istu-O THEN PRINT USING "lOX,"Data of Swensen""
6715 IF Ift-O THEN PRINT USING "1OX,""Vapor is steam"..
6716 IF Ift-1 THEN PRINT USING "l0X,"'Vapor is R-113"'"
6717 IF Ift-2 THEN PRINT USING "1XX,"'Vapor is ethylene glycol"'"
6719 IF Itds-O THEN PRINT USING "*OX,**Tube diameter: Small"""
6720 IF Itds-! THEN PRINT USING "1OX,'"Tube diameter: Medium"".
6721 IF Itds-2 THEN PRINT USING "IOX,"'Tube diameter: Large-"
6722 IF Itds-3 THEN PRINT USING "1X,-"Tube diameter: QMC""*
6724 PRINT
6725 PRINT USING "1@X,*"Tube Number: "`,ZZ";Itn
6726 PRINT USING "10X,""File Name: "",14A";File$
6727 IF Ifg-0 THEN PRINT USING "1SX,*"Tube Type: Smooth"".
6728 IF Ifg-1 THEN PRINT USING "1*X.''Tube Type: Finned""
6730 IF Ipc-0 THEN
6731 PRINT USING "1X,'"Pressure Conditinn: Vacuum"""
6732 ELSE
6733 PRINT USING "SOX,""Pressure Condition: Atmospheric.""
6734 END IF
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6735! PRINT USING *16X,"Vapor Velocity: "*,DO.DD,"* (m/s)-tVs
6736 ENTER 9FileiIfg,Inn
6739 IF Itdul1 OR Itds-Z THEN Di'm.6127
6742 IF Itds-0 OR Itds-3 THEN Di-.0095255
6747 ENTER *File;Iwt.Fp,Fw,Fh
6748' IF Istuin0 AND Ifg-l THEN
6749 IF Inamqu7 THEN
6751 FpsFp-I
6752 PRINT USING -1OX .-Fin spacin~g, width and height (mm): 'DD.DD.2X Z.DD
.2X ,Z.OD' tFp ,Fw ,Fh
6753 END IF
6756 PRINT
6757 PRINT USING "lOX, Data Vw Tin Tout Ts""*
6758 PRINT USING "Ift."- S (m/s) (C) (C) C -
6760 PRINT











6790 tld-Md.( 1.036S-i .96644E-3.TI+5.252E-6.TV^2)/1 .0037
6793 Mf-MPd/Rhow
6796 VwinMf/(PI.Di^2/4)
6799 IF Inn-0 AN,2 Vw>.5 THEN T2-T2-(-24.73E-4+1.7SE-4-Vw+9.3SE-4*Vw^2-1.96E-S
*Vw^3)
6869 IF Inn-il THEN T2-T2-(-G.44E-5+1 .71E-3oVw+4.45E-4*Vw^2+4.07E-S*Vw^3)
6810b IF Innin2 THEN TZ-TZ'-(-3.99E-4+2.7SE-3*Vw+1 .45E-3*Vw^2+8. 16E-5*Vw^3)
6811 IF Inn-3 THEN TZ-T2-(8.57E-5+1 .23E-3*Vw+1 .08E-3*Vw^2+8. 6E-5'Vw'3)
6814 PRINT USING 10@XDD,5X,.D.DD3X.2(DD.DD,3X),DDD.ODDiI.Vw,T1,T2,Ts
6817 NEXT I
6820 ASSIGN @File TO
6823 SUBEND
6826 SUB Wilson(Ci)
6829 COM /Wil/ Nrun,Itm,Iwth,lmc,Ife,Ijob,Iwd,Ifg,Ipco,Ifto,Iwi1,Ih±iloc.Inam,K
cu ,Rexp ,Rm ,Ax
6832 COM IFldI IfttIstu
6833 COM /Geom/ DlD2.Di,Do,L,LIL2
6834 COM /Fric/ Istuo,Inn,Ityp,Vw,Inam~o,Imco.Itdm
6836 DIM Emf(Z0),Bvo(42),Bam(42&),Eata(42),Ear(42&,7).Fma(42),Tla(42).T2a(42)
6845 IF Ioc-0 THEN
6847 PRINT USING 16SX,'"Nusselt theory is used for Ho""*
6848 ELSE
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6849 PRINT USING "16X,''Fujii correlation used for Ho'..
6850 END IF
6853 BEEP
6856 INPUT "RE-ENTER DATA FILE BEING PROCESSED'.D-fileU
6859 BEEP
6862 INPUT '6IVE A NAME FOR XY PLOT-DATA FILE',PlotS
6865 CREATE BOAT PlotS,30
6868 ASSIGN *Iopeth TO Plots
6871 Jj-0
6874 ASSIGN WFile TO D_file$
6877 ENTER *File;Ifg.Inn
6878 IF Istu-S THEN
6883 ENTER *File;Ddd.OddDddDdd
6884 ELSE
6885 IF Ifg-0 THEN ENTER *File;Iwt
6886 IF Ifg-t THEN ENTER *FilelFpFw,Fh
6887 END IF
6888 IF Istu-1 AND Inn-r THEN Inn-2
6890 IF Jj-0 THEN
6895 IF Ihi-0 AND Inn-@ THEN Ci-.027
6896 IF Ihi-O AND Inn-2 THEN Ci-.05
6897 IF Ihi-0 AND Inn-3 THEN Ci-.07
6899 IF Ihi-I OR IhZ-2 THEN
6900 IF Inn-@ THEN Ci-1.0
6902 IF Inn-2 THEN Ci-2.0
6903 IF Inn-3 THEN Ci-2.S
6904 END IF
6906 IF Ifg-O THEN Alp-1.2
6907 IF Ifg-1 THEN Alp-2.6







6922' READ DATA FROM A USER-SPECIFIED FILE IF INPUT MODE (Im) - 2
6925 IF Jj-S THEN
6926 IF Istu-0 THEN
6931 ENTER *FiletBvol,Bamp.Etp,Fm,T1 ,T2,Pvapl ,Pvap2,Emf(*)
6932 ELSE






6943 Ear( JS )-Emf( 0)
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6946 EeJ,)-,f(
6949 Ee(j . )aEpmf(
6952 Eovr(J.3)-Emf(3)
6955 Eer(J .4 )-Ewmf(4
6956 IF Istu-1 THEN SOTO 6961
6958 Ear(J ,S)-mgf (S)
6959 Esr(J .6 )-Em'f (S









6982 Eif ( I )-Ear(J j
6985 Emf (2 )iEar(J .2)
6988 Emf (3)-Ear(J.3)
6991 Etqt(4)-Ear(J .4)
6992 IF Istu-l THEN S0T0 6997
6994 Ermf(5)-Ear(J.5)
































7031 Grad-FN6rad( (T1+T2 ')..5)
7032 To1UT1i4A8S(Etp)/(llbtGrad)01 .E46
7033 END IF
7034' CALCULATE THE LOG-MEAN-TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE






















7062. IF Istu-e THEN
7063 Mdt-(6.74@9*Fm+13.@27)/10@@.
7064 Md-Mdt.( 1.0365-Tcin*( 1.96644E-3-Tcin.5.25.2E-6) )/1 .0037
7065 ELSE
7066 Mdt-1 .8480SE-2+6.80932E-3#Fmq








7077 Cpse-FNCpw( (Tcon+Tstesmi)* .5)
7078 Hfg-FNHfg(Tsteauq)
7079 Q1-SOO





7086 fldvc-( (Bp-Qloss )-PMdv*Hsc )/Hfg























7145 IF Ioc-0 THEN
7147! New-Kfo(Rhof^'2*9.B1*Hfop/(Muf*Do.Qp ) Y*3333
7148 Now-(KfP3e9.81.HfgpoRhof^2f(Muf*Do'(Tsteam'-Two)))^.25
7158 ELSE









7184 IF Ihi-9 THEN
7186 OmegamRei^Rexp*Prw^ .3333.Cf
7187 END IF





















7212 Fel1FNTanh(Ml*L1 )/(M*L1 )
7213 Fe2-FNTenh(M/l2*L2 )/(M&2.L2)
7216 Dt=Q/(PI*Di*(L+LIeFe1+L2*Fe2)*Hi)
7217 IF Ihim@ THEN
7219 Muwi-FNMuw(Tavo+Dt)
7222 Cfc-(Muwa/Pluwi)^.14





7235 IF Ihi-i THEN
7236 PrwfemFNPrw(Tavg+Dt)
7237 Reifc.Vw*DioFNRhow(Tavg+Dt )/FNMuw(Tavg+Dt)









7249! COMIPUTE COEFFICIENTS FOR THE LEAST-SQUARES-FIT STRAIGHT LINE





7264 IF hI-i AND Jj-0 THEN OUTPUT 6Filel8vo1,Bampv,Etp.Fm.Tl T2,Pvapl PVG02.Emf(
7267 J-J+1
7270 IF J<Nruw, THEN 6925
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7273 Sl(Nrun.Sxy-Sy.Sx)/(Nrun*Sxs-Sx^2)
7276 IF Iwil-2 THEN
7286 IF Ihi-O AND Inn-@ THEN S1=1/.Z27
7287 IF Ihi-O AND Inn-2 THEN S11/.05
7288 IF Ihi-6 AND Inn-3 THEN Slul/.97
7289 IF Ihi-l OR Ihi-Z THEN
7291 IF Inn-O THEN SI-1/I.9
7292 IF Inn-2 THEN SI1l/2.0







7306 IF Jp-l THEN Jp-2
7309 Cerr-ABS((Cic-Ci)/Clc)
7312 Aerr-ABS((A1pc-Alp)/Alpc)




7327 IF IJob-1 THEN 6910
7330 ELSE
7333 IF Jp-0 THEN Jp-l
7336 END IF
7339 IF Jp-l THEN 6874
7342 Ci-(Ci+Cic)#.S
7345 PRINT
7346 IF Ihi=- THEN
7348 PRINT USING "l6X,""Ci (based on Sieder-Tate) o
7349 END IF
7356 IF Ihi-l THEN
7351 PRINT USING "tOX.,*Ci (based on Sleichor-Rouse) m **,Z.4D0"Ci
7352' PRINT USING "16X,'"Re exponent for Sleicher-Rouse - *",.DD0"iSra
7353 END IF
7354 IF Ihi-2 THEN
7355 PRINT USING "1SX,*Ci (based on Petukhov-Popov) a "*,Z.40*iCi
7356 END IF
7357 IF IocS0 THEN
7358 PRINT USING "lOX,*"Alpha (based on Nusselt (Tdel)) - "",Z.4D";Alp
7359 END IF
7360 IF Ioc-l THEN
7361 PRINT USING "lX,'"Alpha (based on Fujii (Tdel)) a ",Z.4D*;Alp
7362 END IF
7363 IF Inam-5 OR Inam-6 THEN
7364 IF Ihi=- THEN
7366 IF Ipco-6 AND Inn-@ THEN Alpsm-.8218 !NO INSERT,VACUUM,S-T
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73167 IF Ipco-1 AND Inn-0 THEN Alpsp,-.7793 'NO I&NSERT SAITOSPHERIC .S-T
7-.68 IF Ioco-O AND Inn-3 THEN Alpsm-.78S4 !HEATEX.VACUUPIS-T
7363 IF Ipco-1 AND Inn-3 THEN Aipsm*.7769 IHEATEXATMOSPHERIC.S-T
7371 END IF
7372 IF Ihi-I THEN
7373 IF loco-@ AND Inn-0 THEN Alpsm-.8613 !NO INSERT .VACUUM.S-R
7374 IF Ipco-1 AND Inn-@ THEN Alpsms.82I89 !NO INSERT,ATtMOSPHERIC.S-R
7375 IF Ipco-6 AND Irui-3 THEN Alpsma.7791 'HEATEXSVACUUM.S-R
7376 IF Ipco-1 AND lnn-3 THEN Alpsft-.7929 fHEATEX,ATIIOSPHERICS-R
7378 END IF
7379 IF Ihi-2 THEN
7380 IF Ipco-6 AND Inn-@ THEN Alpsume.8B0S1 !NO INSERTVACUUM.P-P
738t IF Ipco-l AND Inn-0 THEN Alpsm-.76S4 !NO INSERT .ATfIOSPHERIC .P-P
7389, IF Ioco-9 AND Innin3 THEN Alpusmi.7670 !HEATEX.VACUUPI.P-P
7383 IF Ipco-1 AND Irnin3 THEN Alpsm-.7708 !HEATEX.ATMiOSPHERICP-P
738S END IF
7386 END IF
7387 IF Inem-4 THEN
7390 IF Ipco-1 THEN Alps,'-.876 !SWENSEN DATA BASED ON OEL-T
7391 END IF
7392 IF Inam-9 OR Inam3 OR Inam-i7 THEN
7393 IF loco-@ THEN Alpsm~-.81 !COSB 'JTSMTH1
7394 IF Ipco-l THEN Alpsm-.8S !COBB ATSMTHI
7366! IF Ift-1 THEN Alpsm-.733 !ZEBROWSKI (V 0.45 m~~s)
7397 IF Ift-1 THEN Alpsm-.677 !VAN PETTEN (V 0.25 rmIs)
7368 IF Ift2Z THEN A~psmI1.ZS&'
7399 END IF
7461 IF Inaw'a1 THEN 'IMITROU ALPHA FOR P-P FROM? REPROCESSING
74021 IF IpcosO THEN Alpsim-.8437




7407 PRINT USING tO0X,"*Enhsncemetnt (q) - ".0O.30*IEQ
7408 PRINT USrNG *t6X,**Enhancement (DeI-T) - *'.0O.30*;Et
7409 ASSIGN Wile TO
7410 SUBEND
761% SUB Mlodify
75260 COM /Fld/ IftIstu
7522 DIM Emf('.O
752S BEEP
71529 INPUT *ENTER NAME OF FILE TO BE MODIFIED%,FileoS
7S31 ASSI6N *FLIgo TO FiseoS
7S34 CREATE BOAT OTEST-,30


















7561 INPUT 'ENTER NUMBER OF DATA SETS STORED",N
7562 FOR Im! TO N
7563 IF Istu=O THEN






7571 PRINT USING "2X,**O0 YOU WISH TO DELETE POINT-'.DO."?"..;I
7572 INPUT "O-YES, I-NO",Idel
7573 IF Idel=O THEN 7580







7582 ASSIGN @Fileo TO *










7696 INPUT "ENTER FILE NAME TO BE RENAMED",FiloIS
7699 BEEP
7702 INPUT 'ENTER NEW NAME FOR FILE',File2$





7731 COM /CeS5/ T55(S)
7741 T-TSS(O)






7811 COM /CcS6/ T56(5)
7921 T-TSS60)
7831 FOR I-I TO S





7891 COil /CeS7I/ T57(5)
7901 T-T57(0)






7971 COil /Cc58/ T58(S)
7981 ToTS8(0)
7991 FOR 1-1 TO 5





8110 COil /Fric/ Istuo.Ifnn.ItypUW,T narmo,Imco,Itds
8113 IF Itd9*3 AND Innr-3 THEN ICOBB'S TUBES (Dj-12.7mm)




8121 IF (Itds-I OR Itdsn2) AND Imqco=0 THEN 1 MEDIUM AND LARGE COPPER TUBES (Di-
12. 7mmi)
8122 IF Inn-@g AND Vw>.S THEN TcoruTcoi--(-2.73E-4+1.7SE-4'Vw+9.35E-4oVw'2-1.9
6E-S*Vw^3)
8130 IF Irnin- THEN Tcor-Tcor-(-6.44E-5+1 .71E-3eVw+4.4SE-4oVw^2+4.07E-5*Vw^3)
8140 IF Irnnw THEN Tcor-Tcor-(-3.S9E-4+2.7SE-3*vw+1 .4SE-3oVw^2+8. 1SE-5evw^3)




8170 IF (Ityp-0 OR Itypin:6) AND Imico-4 THEN !SMOOTH AND WIRE-WRAPPED TITANIUM T
UBE (Di-13.86mm)
8180 IF Inn-@ AND 'Jw>.S THEN Tcor-Tcor-(-4.62&E-5-7.S3E-4.Vw+1.80E-3eVw'.2-8.8
4E-S*Vw'.3)
81s0 IF Inn-3 AND Inamo-5 THEN Tcor-Tcov--(2.09E-4+9.74E-4.Vw+2.I2E-3*Vw'.2-3.
31E-S*Vw'.3)




8210 IF (Ityp-3 DR Ityp-4) AND Itds-4 THEN !LPD KORODENSE (Di-13.47v'u')
82,20 IF Innin0 AND Vw>.S THEN Tcor~-Tcor--(-3.386E-4+1.8BE-3.Vw+6.013E-4'Vwd'.+4
.133E-5.Vw'.3)




8242' IF (Ityp-S OR Ityp*6) AND Itds-4 THEN ! MHT KORODENSE (Di-13.53mm)
8245 IF Inn-0 AND Vw;'.5 THEN Tcor-Tcor-(6.79E-5+1.632'E-3'Vw+8.409E-4*Vw'.2+1.
111 E-4*Vw'3)




8250 IF Itds-0 AND Imco-O THEN ISMALL CDPPER TUBE (Di-9.52Smm)
8260 IF Inn-0 THEN Tco7-Tcor--(.0138+.001*Vw'.2)
8270 IF Inn-I THEN Tcor-Tcor-.004*Vw-2







8530 INPUT "ENTER NAME OF NEW FILE" ,D fileS
8540 CREATE BOAT D_file$S .5




8590 INPUT "NUMBER OF FILES TCU MERGE" N
8600 IF Numb-N THEN 8770
8610 Numb-Numb+1
8620 BEEP
8630 INPUT *ENTER FILE TO BE MERGED*,FileoS
8640 ASSIGN *Filao TO FiA'eoS
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8650 ENTER *Fileo;Ifg,Inn
8660 IF Numb-l THEN OUTPUT @FilediIfg,Inn
8670 ENTER *FileooIwt#Fp,Fw.Fh
8680 IF Numb-1 THEN OUTPUT *Filed;Iwt,Fp.FwFh
8690 BEEP
8700 INPUT "ENTER NUMBER OF DATA SETS STORED'.Nrun
8710 FOR 1-1 TO Nrun
8720 ENTER *FileoBvol.BampEtpFm.Ti.T2.PPvaDI *vapZ.Eff(4)
8730 OUTPUT *Filed;Bvol.Bamp,Etp,Fm,T1,TZ,PvaPl.Pvap2.Emf(t)
8740 NEXT I
875 ASSI6N tFileo TO *
8760 SOTO 8600
8770 ASSIGN OFiled TO *
8780 SUBENO
8790 SUB Xyoutput
8791 PRINTER IS i
8800 INPUT "ENTER NAME OF PLOT DATA FILE"',Filep
8810 ASSIGN *FiIep TO Filep$
8820 INPUT "ENTER NUMBER OF DATA POINTS",Npts
8821 PRINTER IS 701




8870 ASSIGN *Filep TO *
8880 SUBEND
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APPENDIZ B. TIMPERKTURB RIBE CORRECTION
As coolant flows through the tube there is an increase in
the bulk temperature of the fluid due to frictional heating.
The amount of frictional heat added to the system depends on
the fluid velocity and the inside geometry of the tube. The
actual measured increase in temperature is small but the
increase has a significant effect on the calculated overall
heat transfer coefficient and later calculations. The
correctional equation below:
Tcor 2.524e-5 - 1.6958e-3*V + 7.1064e-3*V 2 -3.318e-3
*cw3 + 8.5545e-4 * VCw%- 7.37e-5 * Vc5  (B.1)
where Tcor is the temperature rise (K) and Vc, is the fluid
velocity (m/s). Equation (B.1) was determined by measuring the
temperature difference between the inlet and outlet
thermocouples for various cooling water flow rates through a
test tube with a Heatex insert and no external heat source
(i.e., no steam in the test system). The flow rates were
converted into velocities and plotted against the temperature
difference as shown in Figure B.1. Equation (B.1) was the
curve fit of the obtained data. The temperature rise
correctional value was subtracted from the measured
temperature difference during the data runs to d ermine the
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APPENDZZ C. MODEL PROOUM LISTING
The program HEATCOBB, which was used to reprocess the
temperature values obtained, from the data collection program
DRPALL, to predict the outside heat transfer coefficients and
enhancement ratios for a constant temperature differences
(AT), is listed in this Appendix.
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IMPLICIT REAL*$ (A-HO-Z)
REAL*8 03810, 03511. D35K0. DIS~i. KC,
W, V C, R2C, AG, DT(20,3),PItCH, YQFF(1000),
* R1.R2,NURBD2,DRRHOF(1000),RHOG(1000),RHO(1000),
c 2"EF(2000), XI(1000), X2(1000),CH(1000),Z(1000),
C * AFS(1000), AFT(1000),AU(1000hDF(1000),
C Y(1000), LA~lC) E(1000),Aylo), DE(l000), n17(2000),
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
C THE ARRAY VALUES ABOVE ARE USE FOR THE OVERALL RANGE OF FIN
C EFFICIENCIES AND HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS. FOR A SPECIFIC
C FIN EFFICIENCY OR HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT USE THlE CONSTANT/





* UG(1000) ,KF(1000) .PR.F(1000) ,SIGNA(1000) ,CPG(1000) ,UF(1000),
"* VG(1000),BETA,DT,3F,BS,31,PHI(1000),FF(1000),FS(1000).HV(l000),
"* QT(1000),QF(1000),QS(1000),EPH(1000),QQF(1000),QQS(1000),
"* QNUS(1000) ,GT(1000),EDT(1000) ,GS(1000) ,GF(1000) .TF(1000).
"* TS(1000),TT(1000),EDTC(1000),TSTM(20,1),TFLM(20,2),HO(20,4),
"* HS(1000),HF(1000),Ifl(1000),ENH,







C NU: NUMBER OF FINS PER UNIT LENGTH
C LEN: CONDENSING LENGTH OF TUBE
C Li: LENGTH PRIOR TO CONDENSING LENGTH THAT ACTS AS A FIN
C L2: LENGTH AFTER THE CONDENSING LENGTH THAT ACTS AS A FIN
C ICC: THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF THE TUBE MATERIAL
C W: -> FIN HEIGHT (h)
C DR: ROOT DIAMETER OF TUBE
C D2: OUTER DIA MET ER AT FIN TIP
C SPACET: SPACING AT THE TIP OF THE FIN (b)
C SPACES: SPACING AT THE BASE OF THE FIN (s)
C G: GRAVITY FORCE
C CH: INPUT HEAT TRANSFER COEFF USED TO DETERMINE THE HTC WITH
C *THE EFFICIENCY FOR THE MATERIAL
C ETA: FIN EFFICIENCY
C PITCH: FIN PITCH
C P: PRESSURE AT THE STEAM TEMPERATURE
C VP: SPECIFIC VOLUME OF THE CONDENSATE AT THE FILM TEMPERATURE
C VG: SPECIFIC VOLUME OF THE STEAM VAPOR
*C RHOF: THE DENSITY OF THE CONDENSATE
C RHOG: THE DENSITY OF THE STEAM VAPOR
C RHO: THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE TWO DENSITIES
C MFG: HEAT OF VAPORIZATION AT THE VAPOR TEMPERATURE
C CPF: SPECIFIC VOLUME OF CONDENSATE
C CPG: SPECIFIC VOLUME OF CONDENSATE
C U?: VISCOSITY OF CONDENSATE
C UG: VISCOSITY OF STEAM
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C KF: THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF CONDENSATE
C PRF: PRANDTL NUMBER OF CONDENSATE
C SIGMA: SURFACE TENSION OF CONDENSATE
C HMF: HU5: HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT BASED ON BEATTY AND KATZ
C * CORRELATION
C HNUSS: HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT BASED ON NUSSELT CORRELATION
C AU: UNFINNED SURFACE AREA
C AFS: AREA OF FIN FLANK
C AFT: AREA OF FIN TIP
C AEF: EFFECTIVE SURFACE AREA WITH FINS
C DE: EFFECTIVE DIAMETER WITH FIN
C AO: AURFACE AREA OF SMOOTH TUBE WITH OUTSIDE DAIMETER OF
C * ROOT (WITHOUT FINS)
C L: D: ADDITIONAL HEIGHT OF RADIUSED FIN ROOTS
C QQF: TOTAL HEAT TRANSFER RATE OVER ENTIRE LENGTH FOR A FIN TUBE
C QQS: TOTAL HEAT TRANSFER RATE OVER A SMOOTH TUBE WITH DIAMETER
C * EQUAL TO THE ROOT DIAMETER
C QNUS: TOTAL HEAT TRANSFER RATE SUED ON NUSSELT CORRELATION
C EDT: ENHANCEMENT RATIO (HEAT-TRANSFER COEFFICIENT FOR FINNED
C * TUBE DIVIDED BY THE HEUT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT FOR A SMOOTH
C * TUBE WITH THE SANE DIAMETER)
C GS: CONSTANT VALUE IN EQN
C TS: CONSTANT VALUE IN EQN
C GF: CONSTANT VALUE IN EON
C TF: CONSTANT VALUE IN EON
C EDTC: CHECK OT THE ENHANCEMENT RATIO
C TT: CONSTANT VALUE IN EQN
C GT: CONSTANT VALUE IN EQN
C ST: CONSTANT VALUE FOR b AT FIN TIP
C BF: CONSTANT VALUE FOR b AT FIN FLANK
C aS: CONSTANT VALUE FOR b FOR INTERFIN TUBE SPACING
C BI: CONSTANT VALUE
C BETA: HALF-ANGLE AT THE FIN TIP
C PHI: CONDENSATE RETENTION OR NFLOODINGM ANGLE FROM TOP OF TUBE
C FF: FRACTION OF UNFLOODED PART BLANKED BY RETAINED CONDENSATE
C • AT FIN ROOT
C FS: FRACTION OF UNFLOODED PART OF INTERFIN TUBE SURFACE
C * BLANKED BY RETAINED CONDENSATE AT FIN ROOT
C HV: EFFECTIVE MEAN VERTICAL FIN HEIGHT
C QT: HEAT FLUX FOR FIN TIP
C QF: HEAT FLUX FOR FIN FLANK
C QS: HEAT FLUX FOR TUBE SURFACE BETWEEN FINS
C EPH: FUNCTION VLAUE OF CONDENSATE RETENTION ANGLE
C THICK: FIN THICKNESS (t)
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
OPEN (15, FILE- 'HEATCOSB OUTPUT')
c select type of material (tn)
c 0-copper, 1-stainless steel, 2-aluminum, 3-copper nickel
TM- 2
c select surface area equation (area)
c I-rectangular fin, 2-deep fillet radius, 3-shallow fillet radius
AREA- 3
€ select the number of data points
F- 14
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IF (TN .30. 0) Tun
kc- 390.82
vrite(15,*) 'type material- copper'
vrite(15,*) 'thernml conductivity (kc):',kc
C MID F
31.z5 (TN .30.1) TrN=
kc- 14.3
write(15,*) 'type material- stainless steel'
vrite(15,*) 'thermal conductivity (kc):',kc
C DID 17
mLSEIF (TN .30. 2) THEN
ko- 231.8
vrite(15,*) 'type material- aluminum'




vrite(15,*) 'type material- copper nickel'
vzite(15,*) 'thermal conductivity (kc) :',kc
end if



















C DO 5 3- Z5E-3,2.5E-3,.05E-3
C SPACES- 2.5 * l0."*(-3)
SPACES- S
C J3- 33+1
C WRITZ (15,*) 'RUN NUSnE -',33
SPACET- SPACES
OPEN (16, FILZ- 'VT131 FORTRAN')
URITZ(15,*) 'OUTPT FOR VT131'
PITCH- SPACEB+THICK
C V - 0.000001
Ri- DR/2.
D2- DR + 26W
R2- D2/2.
,C- W + TIICZ/2.
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22C- 32 + THICZ/2.
RAW SQRT(2.)/(1. - R1/R2C)




VRITE(15,*) 'FIN HEIGHT mo,V





IF (AREA .EQ.2) THEU
C Am (L.T/2) 'T4(T*SPACKPT) *SPACRT/2-(PI*SPACEPT**2/S)
vrito(15,*) 'deep fillet radius fin#
Am (T/2+V) *(T+spACET) -SpACZT* ((32- (R+SPACET/2) )+T/2)
* -PI/2*(SPACZT/2)**2
C WRITE(15,') 'SURFACE A REA :,,A
ASC- (t+spacet) *(L~sPacet/24t/2) - (((L+t/2) 'spacet) +
* ~(Pi*SPaCet**2) IS)
C WRITE(15,*) 'SURFACE AREA (C033):,*ASC
end if
IF (AREA .30.3) THEN
C Am(T/2+V) *(T4SPACZT) -SPACET ( (R2-(RleSpACET/2)) /)
C * -PI/2*(SPACZT/2)*2 )T2
C Am (T/2) 'T*(T*SPACET) *SPACZ/2-(PI*SPACE1'**2/S)
A-(T/2iW) *(T+SPACET) 'SPACET' C((2- (R14SPACET/2) )+T/2)
* -PI/2*(SPACET/2)**2
vrite(15,*) 'shallow fillet radius fin'
C URITE(iS,') 'SURFACE AREA:v.A
C ASCm (T+SPACZT) *(SPACEPT/2+T/2) - C (T/2) 'SPACET) +
C *(PI'SPACET**2) IS)
C WRXTE(15,*) 'SURFACE AREA (CODD):'.A
end if
C A- THICK * mC
WRITE(15,*) 'CROSS SECTION AREA:',A





TSTZAN(j)m 273.15 + TSTK(j,j)
TFC(J)- TSTEAMWJ/3. + 2*(TSTEAR(J)-DT(J,3))/3.





C WRITECXS,') 'TFUIM CALC :', TFC(J)
P3M- 2.003732620063*1O.**3 -1.77885208776658*lo."*l
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* ~*TSTEAN(3') + 6.6978644U6474010.**(-3)*TSTEAN(J)**2 +
* ~3.860S6914584487010.00(-4) OTSTEAN(J)**3-
* ~1.404502413839010.*0(-6) 'TSTEAII(J)"*4 +
* 1.51673236206257*10.00(-9)*TSTEAN(J)**5
WF(J)- 5.923643369271*0O.**(-3)-6.64076036569010.**(-5)
**T~FIL.(J) +. 3.569837849015*10.00(-7)0TFZLJE(J)002 -
* ~9.6148747053336S010.**(-10)*TFIUI(J)**3 4.
1.300855464242010.00(-12)0TFILM(J)**4 -
* ~7.009436103929*10.00(-16) OTFIL (3) 005
IF (TSTEAII(J) .2.. 320) THEN
VG(J)- 3.776501469522435 - 4.8166922018646Z33 TSTEAN(J)
* + 2.30839950003999E1 T STEAM(J)**2
* - 4.92547853988165E-2 *TSTEAM(3')**3
* 4. 3.947117401768253-5 *TSTEAM(J)**4
VG(J)- 2.0944941102738S4 - 2.5751106825569732 *TSTEAN(J)
* 4+ 1.26769945136484 T STEAM(J)O*2
* -3.122098724905E-3 *TSTEAN(J)**3
* * 3.84527176768464E-6 * TSTEAN(J)**4
* - 1.89427409454379E-9 * TSTEAN(J)**5
END IF
HFG(.7)- 5.l36499737498010.006-2.SS007195645O10.**4
* * TSTEMI(J) + l.3S7146790307010.002*TSTEAN(J)**2-3 .6214603994528010.**(-1)*TSTUN(J)**3 +.
* ~4.776360304615*10.00(-4)*TSTEAX(J) 0*4 -
* ~2.6171073275132010.**(-7)*TSTEAN(.7)**5
CPF(J)- 5.49664984073512*10.**4-6.83922749S3545510O.*02
* ~*TFIWM(J) 43 .666135755020TF1LN(J) *02-9.7746415492443-3
* 0* TFILN(J)**3 +. 1.2944551269757E-5*TFILK(J)**4 -
* ~6.78966672244218010.00 (-9) OTFILN(J)005.
CPG(J)- -7.0138991625627010.**(2)+3.10681344157*10.00(1)
* 0 TSTEAN(S7) - 1.43330809O31S38*20.**(-1)*TSTEAN(J)**2 +
*~3*.102487339759010.*0(-4)*TSTEAP(J)003 -
0 ~3.37533518371059010.00(-7)*TSTEAN(J)**4 +.
0 ~2.09976698754749*10.00 (-10) 0TSTERN(J) 0*5
UF(J)- 5.28866616855338*10.**(-1)-6.9064403925101.**(-3)
0 0 ~TFIUI(J) +. 3.6269015509742*10.**(-5)*TFILN(J)**2-
0 9.475113986937010.00(-8)*TFILK(J)*03 4.
0 ~~1.2401320526629010.00 (-10) 0TFIIJ(J) 004
0 6.48230688486946*10.00(-14)*TFILN(J)**5
UG(J)- -1.0493495919E-4 +. 1.520614407775E-6
0 * TSTEAM(3) - 8.509310662084E-9 *TSTEAM(J) 4.0 ~2.4188284849763-11 *TSTEAN(J)**3-
0 ~3.397179327453-14 *TSTEAN(J)**4 +.
0 1.883409614363-17 *TSTERM(J)005
IF(J)- 7.60929710087 - 1.0974430711833-1 *TFIIJI(J) +
0 6.4762321485213-4 0 TFILN(J)**2 -
* 1.383772774592-6 0TFIUI(J)**3 4.
0 ~2.55640253553-9 *TFIIE (J) 004-1.40687030963483-12
0 0 TFILN(J) 005
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PRY(J)- 4.5634679?22+3 - 6.00442918616E41 'TFILM(J)+
*3.150508564456E-1*TFILM(J)**2 -8.2625902332188E-4*TFILH(J) 0*3
*+2.0820649955124E-G'TFILM(J)**4 -5.65712O5177E-1O*TFILM(J) 0*5
SIGX&(J)- -2.21271594796 + 3.1290868968E-2 *TFILX(J) -





































AFT- NU*PI *D2 'THICK
LA- (P7' (D2**2-DR**2) )/I(4*D2)
AU- NU'DR*SPACEB'PI
APS- (2*NU*PI'(D2'*2-DR**2) )/4.





1017- 0.689*((KF(J)**3 * RHOF(J)**2 * G * HFG(J))
/(UP(J)*DT(J.3)*DE))**.25
EDESH- 0.639'( (K?(J)**3*RHOF(J)*"2'G'HF(J) )/
* (UF(J)*DR*DT(J.73)))*".25

















C 70 FORMIAT (1X,TG,'HO(EXP)'.T19,'HU'.,T29,'AEF/AO',T39,'DT')






C WRITE(iS,') 'HO (EXP)-',HO(J,4)
C73 FORNAT(1X,F9.2,T15,76.3,T36,F9.2,T48,F9.2)
WRITE (15,') 'HBKm',HFM
C WRITE (15,*) 'SIGNA:',SIGNA(J)
WRITE (15,') 'ENH(B&K)m', RNH
C WRITE (15,') 'SPACING-', S
C35 CONTINUE
phip(j)u *iqua(j)*dcos(beta)/I(rhot(j)*q'spacetad2)
if (phip(j) -9t. 0.5) then
phici)- 0.0
also






if (phi(j) .eq. 0.0) then
tfi(j)- 1
else
IT (AREA .EQ. 3) THEN
"I (J) - 1
END IT
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IF (AREA .3EQ. 1) THEU
771(J)- (2*SIGKA(J)/(RNOF(J)*GODR*W))*(TAN(PHI(J)/2.)/PHI(J))
END IF
IF (AREA .EQ. 2) 11111




IF(FFI(J) .GE. 1) THEN
ff(J)- 1
end if










IF (AREA .NE. 1) THEN
FS(J)m P111(J) * S/2
END IF
C FOR PHI(J)< P1/2
IF (phi(j) .eq. 0.0) then
kiv(J)m w
IF (AREA ZEQ. 2) THEN
HV(J)- (R2-(Rl+S/2))
END IF
IF (AREA ZEQ. 3) THEN
HV(J) - 0
END IF
else IF (P111(J) .LE. (P1/2.)) then
IF (AREA .EQ. 2) THEN
HV(J) -(R2-(Rl+S/2))*PHI(J)/SIN(PHI(J))
END IF
IF (AREA .EQ. 3) THEN
HV(J)- 0
END IF
C FOR P111(J)> P1/2
ELSE
XV(J)- VOPHI (J)1(2. -SIN(PHI (J)))
IF (AREA .30. 2) THEN
HV(J) -(R2-(Rl+S/2))*PHI(J)/(2.-SIN(PHI(.7)))
END IF
IF (AREA .30. 3) THEN
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IF (HV(J) .EQ. 0) THEN
QF(J)- 0
ELSE
IF (AREA .EQ. 1) THEN
QF(J)- ((RHOF(J)*HFG(J)*KF(J)**3*DT(J,3)**3/UF(J))*((0.943**4
* *RHO(J)*G/HV(J) )+5F*SIGNA(J)/W**3) )**.25
END IF





IF (AREA .EQ. 1) THEN
Q5(J)in ý(RHOF(J)*HFG(J)*KF(J)**3*DT(J,3)'**3/UF(J))*(EPH(J)**3*
* RHO(J) *G/DR+BS*SIGNA(J) /SPACED**3) )** .25
ELSE
Qs(J)- ((RHOF(J)*HFG(J)*KF(J)**3*DT(J,3)**3/UF(J))*(EPH(J)**3*






IF (AREA .EQ. 1) THEN
QQF(J)- PI*D2*THICK*QT(J)*ETA+(PHI(J)IPI)*(( (1-FF(J) )*PI*(D2**2-
















GT (3)- SIGMA (3)*DR/ (RHO (3)*G*THICK**3)
C
GS(J)in SIGMA (3)*DR/ (RHO(J) *G*SPACEB**3)
C












IF (AREA .EQ. 1) THEN
EDTC(J)-(D2/DR) *THICK/ (SPACEB+THICK) *TT(J) *ETA+PHI (J) /PI* (1-FF(J))
* *( (D2**2-DR**2)/I(2*DR*(SPACEB+THICK) ))*TF(J) *ETA+PHI (J)/PIP

















C WRITE(15,*) 'EDT:', EDT(J)
writt(15,*)
C VRITE(15,*) *TOTAL. SURFACE AREA:',ATOTAL(J)
C WRITE(15,*) 'AREA OF TIP:',AT
C WRITE(15,*) 'AREA OF FLANK:',AF(J)
C WRITE(15,*) -AREA OF SPACE:',AS(J)
C WRITE(15,*) 'HS:',,HS(J)
C WRITE(15,*) 'ENHANCEMENT FROM HEAT FLUX:', QQF(J)/QQS(J)
C WRITE(15,*) 'QNUSS:',QNUS(J)
WRITE(15,*) 'Edtc:', EDTC(J)
C WRITE(15,*) 'QQF:', QQF(J)
C WRITE(J5,*) 'QQS:', QQS(J)
C WRITE(15,*) 'HEAT FLUX ON FIN FLANK QF:', QF(J)
C WRITE(15,*) 'HEAT FLUX AT FIN INTERSPACING 05:', QS(J)




















C MRITE(15, *) 'TF:',TF(J)
C WRITE(15,') 'TS:',TS(J)
C WRITE(15,') 'TT:',TT(J)
C WRITE(15,') 'FIN THICIQIESS: ',THICK
C WRITE(15,') 'SPACING AT FIN BASE (S):',SPACEB
C WRITEcXS'*) 'FIN SPACING AT TIP (B):',SPACET
C WRITE(15,') 'FIN PITCH:',PITCH
C WRITE(15,*) 'FIN HEIGHT (H):',W
WRITE(15,')
C WRITE(15,*)





* (l-F2(J) )+(PI'R2*THICK) )/(PI*Rl'(SPACET+THICK))
C
C EARF(3- (Rl'SPACET'PHI(J)'(l-Fl(J) )*ETA+(R2**2-Rl"*2)'PHI (J)











C EAR(J)- ((R2"*2-(Rl+.5*SPACET)**2)*(PHI(J) /PI)*ETA+(R1+.5*SPACET*







C WRITE(15,*) 'FRACTION OF AREA BLANKED ON TOP F1:',F1(J)
C WRITE(15,*) 'FRACTION OF AREA BLANKED ON FLANKS F2:',F2 (3)
C WRITE(15,') 'ACTIVE AREA ENHANCEMENT RECTANGULAR-SECTON
C ' FINS ARF:',ARF(J)
C WRITE (15,*) 'ACTIVE AREA ENHANCEMENT FILLET RADIUS ROOT AR:',
C ' AR(J)
C WRITE (15,') 'RECTANGULAR-SECTION FINS TOTAL SURFACE AREA
C ' ENHANCEMENT ATS:',ATS(J)
C WRITE (15,') 'FILLET RADIUS TOTAL SURFACE AREA ENHANCEMENT
C ' ATR:',ATR(J)
C WRITE(15,') 'REDUCTION IN ENHANCEMENT DUE TO THE LOST OF SURFACE
C ' AREA (FROM FILLET ROOT):',RSA(J)
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C WRITE(15,*) 'INCREASE IN DIHANCDIDIT DUE TO ACTIVE AREA:',IEAA(J)
C VRITE(15,*) 'MAX ENHANCDIENT:',KAXENH(J)











C MRITE (15, *) 'SIGNA-'.SIGMA(J)
C WRITE(15,*) 'RHOG:',RHOG(J)







IPPnDIZ D. SAIWLI DI I RUNS
Table II contains the correlation information for the data
runs contained in this Appendix. All the data runs were
processed using the Petukhov-Popov [Ref. 33] inside heat
transfer correlation. The data have been printed out in the
short form format.
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NOTE: Program neae : DRPALL
Data taken by : COBS
This analysis done on file ; ATOOII
This analysis includes end-fin effect
Thermal conductivity - 390.8 (W/m.K)
inside diameter. Di a 12.76 (mm)
Outside diameter. Do a 14.38 (mm)
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THERMIOMETER readings
Modifled Petukhov-Popov coefficient 2 .Sel6
Using HEATEX insert inside tube
Tube Enhancement : SMOOTH TUBE
Tube material : COPPER
Pressure condition : ATMOSPHERIC
Nusselt theory is used for Ho
Ci (based on Patukhov-Popov) a 2.8344
Alpha (based on Nusselt (Tdoel)) = 0.8298
Enhancement (q) - .968
Enhancement (Del-T) S .976
Data Vw Uo Ho Op Tcf Ts
S (rl/s) (W/w2-K) (W/P•2-K) (W/vZ2) (C) (C)
1 4.28 7.88@E+03 9.583E+03 S.348E+05 55.81 99.98
2 3.75 7.874E+03 9.773E+03 5.264E'05 53.86 99.91
S3.23 7.836E+03 9.978E+03 S.I58£E05 51.69 t80.03
4 2.70 7.704E+03 1.012E+04 4.96SE+05 49.07 100.04
S 2.18 7.562E403 1.030E+04 4.757E+65 46.20 166.04
6 1.66 7.804E+03 1.188E+04 4.815E+05 46.53 160.03
7 1.14 6.693E+93 1.096E+04 4.067E+05 37.10 99.82
8 1.14 6.685E+63 1.O97E+04 4.113E+05 37.51 106.62
9 1.66 7.239E+03 1.064E+04 4.501E+÷5 42.31 99.90
10 2.18 7.493E+03 1.026E+04 4.693E+05 45.73 99.91
11 2.70 7.812E+03 1.0282E94 4.920E+0S 47.88 106.01
12 3.22 7.985E+23 1.017E+04 5.041E+05 49.55 99.97
13 3.73 7.938E+03 9.814E+03 5.020E+05 51.15 100.04
14 4.25 8,082E+03 9.818E+03 5.112E+05 52.07 100.01
Lbast-Sqwares Line for Ho vb Q curve:
slope a 0.06000E+90
Intercept - 0.000K+0•6
Least-sQuares line for Q = a*delta-TPb
a a 2.6S63E+04
b a 7.5060E-01
NOTE: 14 data points were stored in file ATODII
NOTE: 14 X-Y pairs were stored in data file
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NOTE: Program name : ORPALL
Data taken by : COBB
This analysis done on file : ATSMTHI
This analysis includes end-fir effect
Thermal conductivity 390.8 (W/f,.K)
Inside diameter. DI a 12.71 (mm)
Outside diameter, Do a 14.38 (p)
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THERMOMETER readings
Miodifled Petukhov-Popov coefficient * 2.500C
Using HEATEX insert inside tube
Tube Enhancement : SMOOTH TUBE
Tube material : COPPER
Pressure condition : ATMOSPHERIC
Nusselt theory is used for Ho
Ci (based on Petukhov-Popov) a 2.8493
Alpha (based on Nusselt (Tdel)) a 0.8499
Enhancee,t,t (q) 1.000
Enhancement (Del-T) - 1.000
Data Vw U0 Ho Op Tcf Ts
$ (m/s) (W/m'Z-K) (W/mrZ-K) (W/i'2) (C) (C)
1 4.30 7.969E*03 9.744E+03 5.619E+0S 57.67 99.96
2 3.77 7.920E+03 9.884E+03 5.537E+0S 56.01 99.89
3 3.24 7.858E+03 1.007E+04 5.459E+0S 54.20 99.95
4 2.72 7.708E+03 1.021E+04 5.330E+05 52.18 I00.04
S 2.19 7.485E+03 1.038E+04 5.128E+05 49.38 99.89
6 1.67 7.128E+03 1.0ISE+04 4.860E+05 45.96 100.06
7 1.15 6.658E+03 1.116E+04 4.503E+05 40.35 100.13
8 1.15 6.677E+93 1.121E+64 4.497E+CS 40.13 99.99
9 1.67 7.124E+03 I.0SSE+84 4.S2SE+0S 45.74 106.01
10 2.19 7.470E+03 1.034E+04 5.079E+OS 49.13 100.07
11 2.71 7.752E+03 I.e26E+04 5.269E+05 51.34 100.10
12 3.24 7.914E+03 1.013E+04 S.390E÷0S 53.19 10C.14
13 3.76 7.962E+03 9.907E+03 S.383E+05 54.33 100.12
14 4.28 8.070E+03 9.847E+03 S.442E+05 55.27 100.12
Least-Squares Line for Ho vs q curve:
Slope a 0.000SE+40
Intercept = 0.0OOE+40
Least-squares line for q a a*delta-T'b
a * 2.7388E+04
b = 7.SSS0E-01
NOTE: 14 data points were stored ir. file ATSITHI
NOTE: 14 X-Y pairs were stored in date file
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NOTE: Program name : DRPALL
Data taken by : COBE
This analysis done on file : ATSPITH3
This analysis includes and-fin affect
Thermal conductivity a 39•.8 (U/m.K)
Inside diameter. 01 a 12.70 (mm)
Outside diameter. Do a 14.38 (Mm)
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THERMIOMETER readings
Modifled Petukhov-Popov coefficient * 2.s500
Using HEATEX insert inside tube
Tuba Enhancement : SMOOTH TUBE
Tube material : COPPER
Pressure condition : ATM4OSPHERIC
Nusselt theory is used for Ho
Ci (based on Petukhov-Popov) a 2.7S49
Alpha lbased on Nusselt (Tdel)) a O.8S61
Enhancement (Q) 1.01C
Enhancement (Del-T) 1.0107
Data UW Uo Ho Qp Tcf Ts
S (m/Is) (U/m%2-K) (W/m2-K) (WIm,2) IC) IC)
1 4.30 7.882E+03 9.681E+03 S.S83E+05 57.67 10e.e5
2 3.77 7.912E+03 9.944E+03 5.S4ZE+05 SS.74 108.13
3 3.24 7.8S6E+03 1.0Z2E+04 5.473E+05 53.63 99.96
4 2.72 7.716E+03 1.032E+04 5.290E+05 51.25 99.96
5 2.19 7.48@E+03 1.049E+04 S.117E+05 48.77 100.12
6 1.67 7.153E+03 1.079E+04 4.S6E+05 45.14 108.14
7 1.15 6.631E+03 1.132E+04 4.472E+0S 39.51 100.01
8 1.15 6.602E+03 1.124E+04 4.454E+O5 39.64 100.03
9 1.67 7.14"E+03 1.071E+04 4.844E+S5 45.21 108.05
10 2.19 7.52@E+03 I.056E+04 5.129E+05 48.55 100.14
11 2.72 7.766E+C3 1.040E+04 5.298E+05 58.93 99.95
12 3.24 7.936E+03 1.026E+04 5.412E+05 52.73 99.88
13 3.76 8.015E+03 1.007E+44 S.449E+OS 54.10 100.08
14 4.28 8.S59E+03 9.904E+03 5.480E+E5 55.33 100.13
Least-Squares Line for Ho vs q curve:
Slope a0.0006E+00
Intercept u 9.9000E+00
Least-squares line for Q a a.dejte-T'b
a u 9.7624E+04
b - 7.S00E-01
NOTE: 14 data points were stored in file ATSMTH3
NOTE: 14 X-Y pairs were stored in data file
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NOTE: Program name : ORPALL
Data taken by : COBS
This analysis done on file : VTSMTHI
This analysis includes end-fin effect
Thermal conductivity a 39.8 (U/m.K)
Inside diameter, Di a 12.76 (mm)
Outside diameter, Do a 14.38 (am)
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THERPMOMETER readings
Mlodifled Petukhov-Popov coefficient * 2.500e
Using HEATEX insert inside tube
Tube Enhancement : SMOOTH TUBE
Tube material : COPPER
Pressure condition : VACUUM
Nusselt theory is used for Ho
Ci (based on Patukhov-Popov) a 2.6957
Alpha (based on Nusselt (Tdel)) a 0.8127
Enhancement (Q) a 1.004
Enhancement (Dei-T) U 1."3
Data Vw Uo Ho Op Tcf Ts
2 (m/s) (W/m'2-K) (WI/m2-l<) IW/I&2) (C) (C)
1 4.31 8.715E+03 1.107E+04 1.869E+05 16.89 48.60
2 1.15 6.985E+03 1.297E+04 1.429E+O5 11.02 48.57
3 3.78 8.576E+03 .115E+04 1.832E+05 16.41 48.56
4 1.68 7.564E+03 t.19E+04 I.567E+65 13.89 48.60
3.25 8.503E+03 1.143E+04 1.817E+÷5 15.96 48.65
6 2.20 7.971E6+3 1.76EE94 1.671E+S5 14.21 48.56
7 2.73 8.366E+03 .163E÷4 1.759E+65 15.13 48.56
8 2.73 8.348E+03 1.171E÷04 1.761E+S5 15.04 48.52
9 2.20 7.932E+03 1.168E÷04 1.684E+S5 14.42 48.78
16 3.25 8.51SE+03 1.145E+÷4 1.831E+65 15.99 48.78
11 1.68 7.436E+03 1.180E÷04 1.567E+G5 13.28 48.81
12 3.78 8.615E+03 1.121E÷04 1.84@E+O5 16.40 48.54
13 4.31 8.670E+03 1.160E+04 1.877E+65 17.07 48.78
14 1.15 6.76TE+43 1.226E÷24 1.438E+S5 11.73 48.95
Least-Scuares Line for Hc vs Q curve:
Slope a 6.1006E+*6
Intercept a *.GONE+10
Least-squares line for q - a'delta-TVb
a - 2.2763E+64
b u 7.9062E-01
NOTE: 14 data points were stored in file VTSMTHI
NOTE: 14 X-Y pairs were stored In data file
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NOTE: Program name : WRPALL
Data taken by : COBB
This analysis done on file : VTSMTH3
This analysis includes and-fin etract
Thermal conductivity a 39.8 (/mI.K)
Inside diameter, 01 a 12.70 (mm)
Outside diameter, Do a 14.38 (wm)
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THERMOMETER readings
Modifled Patukhov-Popov coefficient • 2.60S
Using HEATEX insert inside tube
Tube Enhancement : SMOOTH TUBE
Tube material : COPPER
Pressure condition : VACUUMI
Nusselt theory is used for Ho
C1 (based on Patukhov-Popov) a 2.8599
Alpha (based or Nusselt (Tdel)) 10.7971
Enhancement (q) * .979
Enhancement (Oal-T) .984
Data Vw Uo Ho Op Tef Ts
3 (mls) (WI,/2-K) (WIm'2-K) (W/%^2) (C) (C)
1 4.32 8.411E+03 1.S49E+04 1.981E+05 18.88 48.43
2 1.16 6.659E+03 1.157E+84 l.540E+.S 13.31 48.89
3 3.79 8.316E+03 1.061E+04 1.969E+05 18.56 48.36
4 1.68 7.263E+03 1.116E+64 1.71SE+OS 1S.37 48.70
5 3.27 8.!44E+03 1.068E+04 I.97E+905 18.53 48.86
6 2.21 7.669E+83 1.096E+04 1.84SE÷05 16.83 48.81
7 2.74 7.931E+83 1.078E+04 I.920E+S 17.82 48.86
8 2.74 7.975E+03 1.008E+04 I.938E+SS 17.85 48.98
9 2.21 7.657E+03 1.093E+04 1.841E+O5 16.84 48.86
16 3.27 8.136E+03 1.0S7E+04 I.976E+0S 18.53 48.88
11 1.68 7.311E+63 1.128E+04 1.733E+05 15.37 48.77
12 3.80 8.196E+03 1.043E+04 2.017E+05 19.34 48.80
13 1.16 6.734E+03 1.188E+04 1.629E+OS 13.72 48.85
14 4.33 8.237E+03 1.064E+04 2.038E+05 19.91 48.8e
Least-Squares Line for Ho vs q curve:
Slope S 9.0000E4+e
Intercept - 0.O0NE÷00
Least-squares line forp q a&eolta-TAb
a a 2.2132E+04
b a 7.SS00E-01
NOTE: 14 data points were stored in file UTSMTH3
NOTE: 14 X-Y pairs were stored in data file
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NOTE: Program noe : DRPALL
Date taker by : COBS
This analysis done or file : ATl11
This analysis includes end-fin effect
Thermal conductivity a 39.8 (W/m.K)
Inside diameter, 0i a 12.76 (ma)
Outside diaeeter. Do a 13.88 (mn)
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THERMOMETER readings
lodifled Petukhov-Popov coefficient a 2.SON
Using HEATEX insert inside tube
Tube Enhancement : RECTANSULAR FINNED TUBE
Tube material : COPPER
Pressure condition : ATMOSPHERIC
Nusselt theory is used for Ho
C1 (eased on Petukhov-Popov) a 3.0632
Alpha (based on Nusselt (Tdel)) a 2.0960
Enhancement (Q) a 3.331
Enhancement (Del-T) a 2.466
Data Vw Uo Ho Op Tcf Ts
S (m/s) (W/mA2-K) (W/m'2-K) (WU/n2) (C) (C)
1 C.63 8.6S5E+03 3.392E+04 5.849E+05 17.25 99.90
2 1.15 1.123E+04 2.893E+04 7.7?eE+05 26.62 99.86
3 1.68 1.303E+04 2.785E+04 8.946E+05 32.12 99.82
4 2.20 1.441E+04 2.753E+04 9.891E+05 35.93 99.99
5 2.72 1.543E+04 2.719E+04 1.OS9E+06 38.93 100.03
6 3.24 1.634E+04 2.722E+04 I.1ISE+06 40.97 99.90
7 3.23 1.539E+04 2.435E+04 1.002E+06 41.14 99.98
8 3.75 1.781E+e4 2.872E+04 1.161E÷06 40.41 103.10
9 4.27 1.840E+04 2.8SSE+04 1.194E÷06 41.83 99.83
10 4.79 1.888E+04 2.835E+04 1.228E+06 43.32 100.02
11 4.79 1.893E+04 2.847E+04 1.234E+06 43.34 130.17
12 4.27 1.845E+04 2.863E+04 1.195E+06 41.74 100.01
13 3.75 1.788E+04 2.882E+04 1.1S8E+06 40.18 100.27
14 3.23 1.730E+04 2.942E+04 1.114E÷06 37.86 99.97
is 2.71 1.628E+04 2.92SE+04 1.049E+06 35.88 99.96
16 2.19 1.SIIE+04 2.933E+e4 9.739E+OS 33.21 100.09
17 1.67 1.381E+04 3.056E+04 8.9S3E+O5 29.30 99.99
18 1.15 1.208E+04 3.332E+04 7.764E+O5 23.30 99.94
19 0.62 9.546E+03 4.668E+04 6.062E+05 12.99 100.1s
Least-squares line for q a'delta-T'b
a a 7.0930E+04
b a 7.53 E-01
NOTE: 19 data points were stored in file AT11
NOTE: 19 X-Y pairs were stored in data file
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NOTE: Program name : WRPALL
Date taken by COBB
This analysis done on file : ATSI3
This analysis includes end-fin effect
Thermal conductivity a 390.8 (W/m.K)
Inside diameter, Di u 12.76 (mm)
Outside diameter. Do S 13.88 (m%)
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THERMOMETER readings
"fodifled Petukhov-Popov coefficient 2.5090
Using HEATEX insert inside tube
Tube Enhancement : RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE
Tube material : COPPER
Pressure condition : ATtiOSPHERIC
Nusselt theory is used for Ho
Ci (based on Peatukhov-Popov) a 3.1616
Alpha (based on Nusselt (1del)) a 2.27S7
Enhancement (q) a 3.718
Enhancement (Oel-T) a 2.677
Data Vw Uo Ho Qp Tcf Ts
S (ms) (WI/m2-K) (W/IJ2-K) (W/wm2) (C) (C)
1 3.74 1.863E+04 3.006E+04 1.16@E+06 38.67 100.07
2 4.25 1.926E+04 2.987E+04 1.195E+06 40.01 99.86
3 3.22 1.784E+04 3.002E+04 1.104E+GS 36.78 100.O0
4 2.70 1.731E+04 3.151E+04 1.075E+06 34.10 100.04
5 2.18 I.586E+04 3.097E+04 9.897E+0S 31.96 99.89
6 1.66 1.599E+04 4.077E+04 IA.00E+06 24.65 99.97
7 1.14 1.310E+04 3.907E+04 8.263E+e5 21.15 100.16
8 1.15 1.224E+04 3.278E+04 7.864E+SS 23.99 100.01
9 1.67 1.439E+04 3.224E+04 9.312E+O5 28.89 10e.0S
10 2.19 1.644E+04 3.367E+14 1.058E+06 31.43 100.06
11 2.70 1.718E+04 3.134E+04 1.092E+S6 34.85 99.97
12 3.22 1.814E+04 3.112E+04 1.155E+06 37.10 100.06
13 3.74 1.902E+04 3.119E+04 1.205E+06 38.63 99.88
14 4.26 1.955E+04 3.064E+04 1.225E+06 39.97 99.86
Leas4-squares line for q * eedelte-TVb
aa 7.7?229E+04
b u 7.50E-01
NOTE: 14 data points were stored in file ATO13
NOTE: 14 X-Y pairs were stored in data file
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NOTE: Program name : ORPALL
Data taken by : Coss
This analysis done on file: ATO21
This analysis includes end-fin effect
Theorial conductivity a 39C.8 (U/n.K)
Inside diameter, Di a 12.76 (mm)
Outside diaieter, Do a 14.38 (mm)
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THERMOMETER readings
Modified Petukhov-PoDpov Coefficient - 2.S80
Using HEATEX insert inside tube
Tube Enhancement : SHALLOW FILLET FINNED TUBE
Tube material : COPPER
Pressure condition : ATMOSPHERIC
Nusielt theory is used for Ho
Ci (based on Patukhov-Popov) a 3.2217
Alpha (based on Nusselt (Tdel)) a 1.48S6
Enhancement (q) a 2.105
Enhancement (Del-T) a 1.748
Data Vw Uo Ho Qp Tcf Ts
S (m/5s) (Wm'mZ-K) (W/mI2-K) (WI/42) (C) 1C)
1 0.63 7.581E+03 2.ISIE+04 5.080E+05 23.62 99.80
2 1.15 9.183E+03 1.839E+04 6.2SBE+05 34.25 99.90
3 1.67 l.06IE+04 1.875E+04 7.227E+05 38.54 99.74
4 2.20 1.139E+04 1.835E+04 7.762E+05 42.29 99.81
S 2.72 1.225E+04 1.873E+04 8.302E+05 44.352 99.92
6 3.24 1.271E6+4 1.eS3E+04 8.8T7E+GS 46.34 99.97
7 3.76 1.330E+04 1.881E+04 8.890E+05 47.27 10e.01
8 4.27 1.351E+04 1.848E+04 8.942E+05 48.39 100.12
9 4.53 1.364E+04 1.841E+04 8.921E+@S 48.45 100.07
10 4.53 1.368E+04 1.848E+04 8.899E+05 48.17 99.9S
11 4.26 I.3SSE+04 1.8S0E+04 8.755E+05 47.32 100.08
12 3.74 1.333E+04 1.871E+04 8.487E+05 45.37 99.98
13 3.22 1.312E+04 1.916E+04 8.279E+05 43.22 99.83
14 2.70 1.253E+04 1.OSE+04 7.864E+05 41.28 100.06
1i 2.18 1.1996E04 1.944E+04 7.472E+05 38.44 100.03
1i 1.66 1.243E+04 2.415E+04 7.669E+05 31.75 100.11
17 1.14 1.019E+04 2.161E+V4 6.269E+05 29.0i1 100.0S
18 0.62 8.711E+03 2.58E+04 5.206E+05 17.60 100.12
Least-squares line for q & delta-TVb
a a 4.9231E+04
b - 7.5000E-01
NOTE: 18 data points were stored in file AT021
NOTE: 18 X-Y pairs were stored in data file
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NOTE: Program name : ORPALL
Data taken by : COBB
This analysis done on file: ATZ3
This analysis includes and-fin effect
Therral conductivity a 30.8 (tW/i.K)
Inside diameter, Di a 12.70 (an)
Outside diameter, Do a 14.38 (m)
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THERVIOMETER readings
Modifled Petukhov-Popov coefficient * 2.SS0
Using HEATEX insert inside tube
Tube Enhancement : SHALLOW FILLET FINNED TUBE
Tube materlal : COPPER
Pressure condition : ATIOSPHERIC
Nusselt theory is used for Ho
Ci (based or, Petukhov-Popov) 2.9461
Alpha (based on Nusselt (Tdel)) - 1.5213
Enhancement q) 2.173
Enhancement (Del-T) - 1.790
Data Uw Uo Ho op Tcf Ts
# (s/i) (W/ry2-K) (W/irv2-K< (W/i,2) (C) (C)
1 4.28 1.287E+04 1.787E+04 8.699E+0S 48.67 99.86
2 3.74 1.296E+04 1.964E+04 8.401E+0S 45.08 100.21
A3.22 1.300E+04 1.960E+04 8.138E+0S 41.52 1M0.11
4 2.69 1.275E+04 2.03SE+04 7.749E+05 38.08 99.78
5 2.17 1.216E+04 2.073E+04 7.214E+05 34.79 100.13
6 1.65 1.136E+04 2.139E+04 6.S16E+0S 30.47 100.09
7 1.13 1.008E+04 2.228E+04 5.659E+05 25.40 100.18
8 1.14 9.931E+03 2.301E+04 6.3S7E+05 27.62 100.02
9 1.66 1.139E+04 2.227E+04 7.205E+105 32.36 99.82
10 2.18 1.228E+04 2.126E+04 7.553E+05 35.53 106.25
11 2.69 1.307E+04 2.102E+04 7.748E+05 36.85 100.00
12 3.19 1.377E+04 2.10SE+04 7.875E+05 37.40 99.86
13 3.70 1.424E+04 2.083E+04 7.889E+05 37.86 100.04
14 4.26 1.458E+04 2.OSSE+04 7.683E+05 37.38 100.15
Least-squares line for Q ad*elt&a-T~b
a a S.C728E+04
b a 7.5000-01
NOTE: 14 data points were stored ir, file AT023
NOTE: 14 X-Y pairs were stored in data file
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NOTE: Program name : ORPALL
Data taken by : COBB
This analysis done on file : AT931
This analysis includes end-fin effect
Thetral conductivity s 3S.8 (W/m.K)
Inside diameter, D1 a 12.78 (m)
Outside diameter, Do a 13.88 (Pm)
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THERMOMETER readings
Modified Petukhov-Popov coefficient * 2.S896
Using HEATEX insert inside tube
Tube Enhencement : DEEP FILLET FINNED TUBE
Tube %aterial : COPPER
Pressure condition ATMOSPHERIC
Nusselt theory is used for Ho
Ci (based on Petukhov-Popov) M 3.0158
AiDha (based or, Nusselt (Tdel)) a 1.8948
Enhancement (q) - 2.912
Enhancement ODel-T) i 2.229
Data Vw Uo Ho Qp Tcf Ts
S (m/s) WI i%^'-K) (W/I2-K) (W/p'2Z) (C) (C)
I C.63 8.419E+03 3.200E+04 5.734E+45 17.92 100.87
2 1.15 1.O94E+04 2.79OE+04 7.614E+05 27.28 108.28
3 1.68 1.250E+04 2.598E+04 8.543E+05 32.99 99.74
4 2.20 1.375E+04 Z.S48E+04 9.401E+05 36.89 99.95
S 2.72 1.466E+04 2.504E+04 S.S14E+05 39.60 99.93
6 3.24 1.54SE+04 2.494E+04 1.038E+06 41.63 99.81
7 3.76 1.600E+04 2.45SE+04 1.068E+06 43.42 108.22
8 4.27 1.655E+04 2.454E+04 1.092E+06 44.S8 100.29
9 4.79 1.694E+04 2.437E+04 1.15E+06 45.35 99.98
10 4.78 1.707E+04 2.456E+04 1.8960E+6 44.61 99.89
11 4.26 1.698E+04 2.518E+04 1.075E+96 42.69 99.76
12 3.74 1.641E+04 2.528E+04 1.04@E+06 41.14 100.13
13 3.22 1.588E+e4 2.559E+04 9.966E+GS 38.92 99.93
14 2.78 1.517E+04 2.S98E÷04 9.479E+O5 36.60 99.90
15 2.18 1.423E+04 2.621E+04 8.8966+05 33.94 180.21
16 1.66 1.301E+04 2.682E+04 8.1D8E+@5 38.23 100.10
17 1.14 1.127E+04 2.779E+04 6.987E+05 25.14 99.94
18 0.62 9.003E+03 3.666E÷04 S.490E+C5 15.25 99.86
Least-squares line for q a a0delta-T'b
a a 6.3826E+04
b - 7.588E-01
NOTE: 18 data points were stored in file AT031
NOTE: 18 X-Y pairs were stored in data file
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NOTE: Prouram nane : DRPALL
Data taken by : COBB
This analysis done or, file : zTA33
This analysis includes and-fin effect
Thermal conductivity a 390.8 (WI.K)
Inside diameter, Di a 12.70 (%%)
Outside diameter, Do u 13.88 (Rm)
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THERMOMETER readings
Modified Petukhov-Popov coefficient 2.9066
Using HEATEX insert inside tube
Tubs Enhancement : DEEP FILLET FINNED TUBE
Tube material : COPPER
Pressure condition : ATMIOSPHERIC
Nusselt theory is used for No
C1 (based on Petukhov-Popov) a 3.0216
Alpha (based on Nussalt (Tdel)) a 1.8008
Enhancement (q) a 2.721
Enhancearient (Del-T) = 2.119
Data Uw Uo Ho Op Tcf Ts
2 1 m/s) I /Yr,^-K) tW/m^2-K) (W/mA2) (C) (C)
1 4.27 1.576E+04 2.278E+04 1.0ZZE+06 44.86 99.88
2 3.75 1.539E+04 2.303E+04 9.D69E+0S 43.29 100.08
3 3.23 I.SGBE+04 2.370E+04 9.6598E+5 41.92 99.8b
4 2.71 1.442E+04 2.399E+04 9 333E+S5 38.90 99.92
5 2.19 1.349E+04 2.411E+04 8.786E+S5 36.44 102.08
6 1.67 1.261E+04 2.563E+04 8.217E+O5 32.05 100.05
7 1.15 1.112E+04 2.752E+64 7.197E+05 26.15 99.97
8 1.15 1.1OSE+04 2.743E+04 7.296E+OS 26.59 100.18
9 1.67 1.2S6E+04 2.S67E+04 8.320E+OS 32.41 99.69
10 2.19 1.347E+04 2.423E+04 8.966E+S5 37.00 100.00
11 2.71 1.43SE+04 2.399E+64 9.566E+05 35.87 100.06
12 3.23 1.501E+04 2.371E+04 S.S49E+S5 41.96 99.85
13 3.75 I.563E+04 2.364E+04 1.026E+96 43.40 100.02
14 4.27 1.556E+04 2.322E+04 1.633E+96 44.75 99.82
Least-squares line for q - a'delta-TVb
a a 6.0352E+04
b a 7.SSGOE-31
NOTE: 14 data points were stored in file AT033
NOTE: 14 X-Y pairs were stored in data file
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NOTE: Program name : DRPALL
Data taken by : COBB
This analysis done on file : ATBEl
This analysis includes end-fin effect
Thermal conductivity a55.3 (W/m.K)
Inside diameter, Di w 12.76 (mm)
Outside diameter. Do - 13.89 (%m)
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THERMOMETER readings
Modified Petukhov-Popov Coefficient - 2.S3N
Using HEATEX insert inside tuba
Tube Enhancement : RECT6NGULAR FINNED TUBE
Tube material : 90/10 CU/NI
Pressure condition : ATMOSPHERIC
Nusselt theory is used for Ho
C1 (based on Petukhov-Popov) a 2.7938
Alpha (based on Nusselt (Tdel)) a 1.3064
Enhancement (Q) a 1.763
Enhancement (Del-T) a 1.530
Data Vw U0 Ho Op Tcf Ts
3 (mAs) (W/m^2-K) (W/m^2-K) (W/m^2) (C) (C)
1 3.63 6.424E+83 2.240E+04 4.455E+S5 19.89 103.03
2 1.15 7.797E+03 1.811E+04 5.483E+05 33.26 99.73
3 1.68 8.800E+03 1.749E+04 6.133E+C5 35.36 99.80
4 2.23 9.495E+t3 1.725E+04 6.G1EE+@5 38.36 99.96
5 2.72 I.NgE+04 1.715E+04 6.886E+05 43.15 99.82
6 3.23 1.047E+04 1.703E+04 6.996E+0S 41.38 103.06
7 3.75 I. SGE4+1 1.737E+54 7.222E+G5 4C.57 99.83
8 4.27 1.113E+04 1.71@E+04 7.337E÷S5 42.9I 99.83
9 4.79 1.124E+04 1.681E+04 7.406E+0S 44.25 99.81
13 4.79 1.125E+44 1.684E+04 ".428E+05 44.11 I13.33
11 4.27 1.136E+34 I.691E÷04 7.276E+0S 43.32 99.99
12 3.75 1.I94E+04 1.729E+04 7.15ZE+S5 41.37 99.88
13 3.23 1.070E+04 1.754E+04 6.96ZE+OS 39.69 99.84
14 2.71 1.032E+e4 1.766E+e4 6.709E+S5 37.98 99.83
15 2.19 9.747E+33 1.772E+04 6.365E+G5 35.93 99.95
16 1.67 9.042E+03 1.796E+04 5.933E+05 32.86 99.92
17 1.15 8.034E+03 1.863E+04 5.267E+05 28.27 99.93
18 3.62 6.527E+03 2.187E+94 4.215E+35 19.28 99.89




NOTE: Program name : DRPALL
Data taken by : COBB
This analysis done on file : ATS63
This analysis includes end-fin effect
Thermal conductivity a 55.3 (W/m.K)
Inside diameter, Di a 12.70 (mm)
Outside diameter. Do - 13.89 (mP)
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THERMOMETER readings
Modified Petukhov-Popov Coefficient 2 z.Seo
Using HEATEX Insert inside tube
Tube Enhancement : RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE
Tube material : WI1O CU/NI
Pressure condition : ATMOSPHERIC
Nusbelt theory is used for Ho
CI (based on Petukhov-Popov) a 2.5534
Alpha (based on Nusselt (Tdel)) a 1.2925
Enhancement (Q) a 1.74S
Enhancement (Del-T) S 1.521
Data Vw Uo Ho Op Tcf Ts
4 mfIs) (W/mI2-Kt (U/P,2-K) (W/ow2) (C) (C)
4.29 1.067E+04 1.670E+04 7.452E+05 44.62 89.87
2 3.77 1.047E+04 1.692E+04 7.313E+05 43.22 100.10
3 3.24 1.021E+04 1.716E+e4 7.084E+65 41.28 100.03
4 2.72 S.886E+03 1.754E+04 6.835E+0S 38.87 100.61
5 2.20 9.330E+03 1.766E+04 6.413E+0S 36.43 100.08
6 1.67 8.6S8E+03 1.8e3E+04 5.902E+05 32.73 9S.84
7 1.15 7.816E+03 1.971E+04 S.289E+@S 26.84 99.93
8 1.15 7.811E+e3 !.972E+04 5.297E+05 26.85 99.95
9 1.67 8.627E+03 1.792E+04 5.908E+S5 32.96 100.02
10 2.20 9.282E+03 1.743E+04 6.368E+05 36.54 99.98
11 2.72 9.79SE+03 1.723E+04 6.746E+OS 39.12 160.05
12 3.24 1.016E+04 1.699E+64 6.977E+O5 41.06 99.96
13 3.76 I.034E+04 1.653E+04 7.099E+05 42.94 99.94
14 4.28 1.0g7E+64 1.641E+04 7.249E+S5 44.18 100.01
Least-squares line for Q * a.delta-T'b
a a 4.3316E+04
b a 7.S00SE-01
NOTE: 14 data points were stored in file ATS63
NOTE: 14 X-Y pairs were stored In data file
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NOTE: Program name : ORPALL
Data taken by : COBB
This analysis done on file : AT87I
This analysis includes end-fin effect
Therail conductivity % 14.3 (U/l.V)
Inside diameter, D1 a 12.71 (mm)
Outside diameter, Do a 13.88 (m)
This analysis uses the OUARTZ THERMIOMETER readings
"001fled Petukhov-Popov coefficient ' 2.5000
Using HEATEX insert inside tube
Tube Enhancement : DEEP FILLET FINNED TUBE
Tube meterial : STAINLESS-STEEL
Pressure condition : ATMIOSPHERIC
Nusstlt theory is used for Ho
C1 (based on Petukhov-Popov) a 2.2578
AIDha (based or Nusselt (Tdel)) a 1.0063
Enhancement (q) a 1.252
Enhancement (Del-T) W 1.184
Data Vw Uo Ho QD Tcf TsS(Is) (W/I•^2-K} W /V,^ d-K) (W/l•'^ ) (C) (C)
1 4.31 6.915E+83 1.332E+04 4.995E+V5 37.51 182.82
2 3.78 6.849E+03 1.362E+04 4.945E+85 36.31 100.02
3 3.25 6.786E+83 1.411E+04 4.887E+CS 34.64 99.98
4 2.73 6.547E+03 1.487E+04 4.698E÷S5 33.38 99.9s
5 2.28 6.344E+03 1.459E+e4 4.536E+85 31i.1 108.0c
6 1.68 5.950E+e3 1.483E+04 4.254E+85 28.68 180.09
7 1.15 5.377E+83 1.542E+04 3.81GE+85 24.75 M8.01
8 1.15 5.385E+83 1.558E+04 3.827E+85 24.68 182.03
9 1.68 5.962E+83 1.492E+04 4.267E+05 28.6C 188.86
18 2.20 6.37@E+83 1.475E÷04 4.573E+@5 31.00 100.01
11 2.73 6.587E+C3 1.427E+04 4.739E+0S 33.21 99.97
12 3.25 6.8S2E+83 1.439E+04 4.S32E+8S 34.27 188.01
13 3.78 6.918E+03 1.389E+04 4.991E+85 35.93 100.08
14 4.30 6.991E+03 1.359E+04 5.626E+85 36.98 100-.4
Leest-squares line for q - e*delta-T'b
a 3.4145E+84
b a 7.5000E-81
NOTE: 14 data Doints were stored in file ATI71
NOTE: 14 X-Y pairs were stored In data file
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NOTE: Program name : ORPALL
Data taken by : COBB
This analysis done on file : ATS8I
This analysis includes end-fin effect
Thermal conductivity a 14.3 (W/m.K)
Inside diameter, Di a 12.71D (m)
Outside diameter, Do a 14.38 (mm)
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THERMOMETER readings
Modified Petukhov-Popov coefficient * 2.S080
Using HEATEX insert inside tube
Tube Enhancement : SHALLOW FILLET FINNED TUBE
Tube material : STAINLESS-STEEL
Pressure condition : ATMOSPHERIC
Nusselt theory is used for Ho
Ci (based on Petukhov-Popov) a 2.349S
Alpha (based on Nusselt (Tdel)) - 0.9812
Enhanceqent (q) 1.211
Eli',ei,;,W,, trt (061-T) " .15€
Data Vw Uo Ho Qp Tcf Ts
$ (frl) (W/Ig'2-K) (W/m^2-K) (Wlm^2) (C) (C)
I 4.32 6.08@E+03 1.328E+04 4.498E+C5 33.87 99.99
2 3.79 6.OSSE+03 1.371E+04 4.439E+05 32.38 99.89
3 3.26 S.968E÷e3 1.398E+e4 4.366E+S5 31.24 99.93
4 2.73 5.895E+33 1.408E+04 4.239E+G5 33.16 100.03
5 2.21 S.596E+03 1.429E+04 4.E67E+S5 28.47 99.97
6 1.68 S.326E+03 1.477E+04 3.869E+05 26.13 100.14
7 1.15 4.859E+03 1.539E+04 3.495E+C5 22.72 99.99
8 1.15 4.159E+03 1.538E+04 3.496E+O5 22.73 163.35
9 1.68 S.318E+03 1.475E+04 3.851E+S5 26.13 133.31
13 2.21 S.648E+03 1.462E+04 4.102E+O5 28.35 103.32
11 2.73 5.884E+03 1.453E+04 4.271E+C5 29.40 99.99
12 3.26 6.036E+03 1.433E+e4 4.391E+O5 36.65 10.03
13 3.78 6.396E+03 1.387E+04 4.437E+O5 31.99 100.03
14 4.31 6.228E+03 1.394E+04 4.527E+e5 32.47 103.13
Least-squares line for Q - a.delta-T^b
a * 3.3221E+14
b s 7.S00SE-01
NOTE: 14 data points were stored in file AT081
NOTE: 14 X-Y pairs were stored in data file
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NOTE: Program name : ORPALL
Data taken by : COBB
This analysis done on file : ATS41
This analysis includes end-fin affect
Thrmal conductivity a 55.3 (U/m.K)
Inside diameter, Di a 12.76 (mm)
Outside diameter. Do a 13.88 (mm)
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THERMOMETER readings
Modified Petukhov-Popov coefficient * 2.5 0
Using HIEATEX insert inside tube
Tube Enhancement : DEEP FILLET FINWED TUBE
Tube material : 96/11 CU/NI
Pressure condition : AThOSPHERIC
Nusselt theory is used for No
Ci (based on Patukhov-Popov) a 2.6453
Alpha (based on Nussalt (Tdal)) a 1.6511
Enhancement (Q) a 1.327
Enhancement (Del-T) a 1.237
Data Vw U0o o Op Tcf Ts
$ (A/s) (W/mA2-K) (W/m*2-K) (W/%^2) (C) (C)
1 4.28 9.160E+03 1.295E+04 6.161E+G5 47.56 106.12
2 3.75 9.635E+03 1.321E+04 6.61SE+S5 45.52 99.92
3 3.23 8.924E+93 1.3SIE+64 5.889E+@S 43.59 99.94
4 2.70 8.68@E+63 t.366E+94 5.654E+S5 41.34 99.92
S 2.18 8.328E+03 1.385E+64 5.374E+65 38.80 99.97
6 1.66 7.897E+03 1.434E+04 7.e8E+eS 35.34 106.17
7 1.14 7.133E+03 1.49@E+94 4.539E+95 30.47 160.04
8 1.14 7.136E+03 1.491E+64 4.54@E+05 30.46 106.06
9 1.66 8.975E+e3 1.79@E+04 5.66GE+S5 31.62 106.02
1@ 2.18 8.434E+03 1.410E+64 5.373E+0S 38.09 99.9G
11 1.66 7.871E+03 1.421E+04 4.987E+65 35.10 106.16
12 2.76 8.735E+63 1.374E+04 S.S47E+IS 46.36 99.92
13 3.22 9.049E+63 1.371E+04 5.736E+6S 41.84 99.82
14 3.74 9.203E+03 1.347E+64 5.827E+S5 43.25 99.99
Least-squares line for q a*delta-T'b
a a 3.S192E+84
b - 7.5666E-01
NOTE: 14 data points were stored in file AT641
NOTE: 14 X-Y pairs were stored In data file
178
NOTE: Program name ORPALL
Data taken by : COBB
This analysis done on file : ATISI
This analysis includes end-fin effect
Thermal conductivity * S5.3 (W/I.K)
Inside diameter. Di a 12.70 (muq)
Outside di"Gater, Do - 14.38 0mi')
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THERMOMETER readings
Modified Pbtukhov-Popov coefficient ' 2.5006
Using HEATEX insert inside tube
Tube Enhancement : SHALLOW FILLET FINNED TUBE
Tube Raterial : 9S/Is CU/NI
Pressure condition : ATMOSPHERIC
Nusselt theory is used for Ho
Ci lbased on Petukhov-Popov) a 2.6676
Alpha (based on Nusselt (Tdel)) a 1.0605
Enhancement (Q) a 1.343
Enhancement (Del-T) a 1.248
Data Vw Uo Ho Do Tcf Ts
8 (a/s) (/I'Z-K) (W/t.,2-K) (W/f^2) (C) (C)
1 4.3e 8.577E+03 1.288E+04 6.138E+65 47.6S 110.17
2 3.78 8.491E+03 1.313E+04 6.0E16+65 46.17 99.87
3 3.25 8.393E+03 1.349E+04 6.616E6+5 44.61 180.12
4 2.73 9.115E+63 1.358E+64 5.824E+65 42.87 99.92
S 2.21 7.747E+03 1.376E+64 S.582E+6S 46.73 160.13
6 1.68 7.366E+63 1.436E+04 S.301E+6S 36.92 106.13
7 1.15 6.646E+03 1.502E+64 4.7S7E65 31.68 99.96
a 1.15 6.648E+03 1.563E+04 4.778E+65 31.78 160.18
9 1.68 7.331E+03 1.428E+04 5.315E+65 37.22 106.01
10 2.21 7.823E+03 1.399E+64 S.6866E+S 46.6S 106.67
11 2.73 8.125E+03 1.366E+04 5.9IE+05 43.28 16C.04
12 3.26 8.373E+63 1.347E+64 6.063E+05 45.66 99.86
13 3.78 8.568E+03 1.334E+e4 6.194E+O5 46.43 99.99
14 4.31 8.66SE+63 1.31SE+5 4 6.274E+0S 47.70 99.98
Least-sQueres line for q * s'delte-T~b
a a 3.4918E+04
b 7 ..SO6E-ti
NOTE: 14 data points were stored in file ATOSI
NOTE: 14 X-Y pairs were stored in data file
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NOTE: Program name : ORPALL
Data taken by : COBB
This analysis done on file : AT6SI
This analysis includes end-fin effect
Thermal conductivity S 14.3 (W/m.K)
Inside diameter, Di a 12.70 (mm)
Outside diemeter. Do a 13.88 (m)
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THERMOMETER readings
tiodified Petukhov-Popov coefficient " 2.Son
Using HEATEX insert inside tube
Tube Enhancement : RECTAN6ULAR FINNED TUBE
Tube material : STAINLESS-STEEL
Pressure condition : ATMOSPHERIC
Nussalt theory is used for No
C1 (based on Petukhov-Popov) M 2.1128
Alpha (based on Nusselt (Tdel)) a 1.0062
Enhancement (q) a 1.252
Enhancement (DeI-T) a 1.184
Data UW Uo Ho Q0 Tcf Ts
$ (pis) (W/ F,^2-K) (W/Y'2-K) (W/m ^) (C) (C)
4.29 (.158E+03 1.419E+04 4.434E+S5 31.24 99.98
2 3.72 7.015E+03 1.420E÷04 4.311E+05 30.35 100.04
3 3.2e 6.896E+03 1.446E+04 4.19GE+05 29.02 100.20
4 2.70 6.719E+03 1.492E+04 4.268E+05 28.61 99.98
5 2.18 6.329E+03 1.463E÷04 4.081E+05 27.89 99.87
6 1.66 S.923E+03 1.495E+04 3.905E+05 26.11 100.03
7 1.14 S.399E+03 1.617E+04 3.565E+O5 22.05 99.79
8 1.15 5.390E+03 1.618E+04 3.6C4E+05 22.28 100.07
9 1.67 5.932E+03 1.521E+04 4.021E+05 26.44 99.99
10 2.19 6.318E+03 1.486E+04 4.320E+05 29.07 99.98
11 2.72 6.664E+03 I.SC0E+04 4.596E+S5 30.64 99.99
12 3.24 6.858E+e3 1.474E+04 4.753E+05 32.24 99.96
13 3.77 6.991E+03 1.448E+04 4.874E+OS 33.66 99.95
14 4.29 7.087E+03 1.423E+04 4.941E+M5 34.73 99.77
Least-sQuares line for Q - e.delta-T-b
a - 3.4378E+04
b - 7.5000E-01
NOTE: 14 data points were stored in file AT091
NOTE: 14 X-Y pairs were stored in data file
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NOTE: Program name : DRPALL
Data taken by : COBS
This analysis done on file : AT294
This analysis includes end-fin effect
Thermal conductivity U 14.3 (W/rw.K)
Inside diameter, Di a 12.76 (mm)
Outside diameter. Do a 13.88 (%m)
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THERMOMETER readings
Modifled Patukhov-Popov coefficient ' 2.529t
Using HEATEX insert inside tube
Tube Enhancement : RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE
Tube material : STAINLESS-STEEL
Pressure condition : ATMOSPHERIC
Nusselt theory is used for Ho
Ci (based on Petukhov-Popov) a 2.0961
Alpha (based on Nusselt (Tdel)) a 1.1333
Enhancement (q) a 1.468
Enhancement (Del-T) * 1.333
Data Uw Uo Ho op Tef Ts
(A/is) (WIfm2-K) (W/vi2-t) (WImR2) (C) (CI
1 4.29 7.491E+03 1.602E+04 S.248E+C5 32.76 99.99
2 3.77 7.354E.03 1.621E+04 5.147E+OS 31.74 99.91
3 3.24 7.216E+03 1.662E+04 5.045E+.5 30.3S 100.01
4 2.72 6.956E+03 1.673E+94 4.S53E+65 29.01 99.92
S 2.20 6.563E+03 1.654E+04 4.S73E+05 27.65 99.95
6 1.67 6.158E+03 1.718E+e4 4.287E+05 24.96 99.96
7 1.15 S.566E+03 1.861E+04 3.843E+S5 20.65 99.81
8 1.15 5.567E+e3 1.865E+04 3.851E+9S 20.65 99.81
9 1.67 6.182E+03 1.739E+04 4.326E+OS 24.88 100.15
10 2.20 S.608E+03 I.S87E+04 4.631E+SS 27.46 99.96
11 2.72 6.948E+03 1.673E+04 4.879E+G5 29.17 99.89
12 3.25 7.212E+03 1.a64E+04 5.685E+05 36.56 100.09
13 3.77 7.339E+e3 I.617E+04 5.173E+6S 32.00 100.02
14 4.29 7.56E+03 1.610E+04 5.27SE+O5 32.76 99.95
Least-squares line for q a odelt-T-b
a a 3.8769E+04
b - 7.S99E-01
NOTE: 14 data points were stored in file ATM94
NOTE: 14 X-Y pairs were stored in data file
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NOTE: Program neae : DRPALL
Date taken by : COBB
This anelysis done on file : ATISl
This analysis Includes end-fin effect
Thermia conductivity a 231.8 (W/f.K)
Inside diameter, Di a 12.71 (mi)
Outside diameter. Do a 13.88 (m)
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THERMIOMETER readings
"Modified Petukhov-PODoV coefficient U 2.SI0O
Using HEATEX insert inside tube
Tube Enhancement : RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE
Tube meterial ; ALUMIINUM
Pressure condition : ATMIOSPHERIC
Nusselt theory is used for Ho
Ci (based on Petukhov-Popov) a 2.3854
Alpha (based on Nusselt (Tdel)) a 1.7846
Enhancement (q) a 2.688
Enhancement (Dei-T) - 2.10"
Date Uw Uo Ho op Tcf Ts
3 (i/s, (W/F.^2-K) (W/r,^2-K) (W/i.^2) (C) (Cj
1 4.27 1.470E+04 2.360E+04 9.614E+05 40.74 100.00
2 3.75 1.414E+04 2.358E+04 9.293E+05 39.42 100.01
3 3.23 1.359E+04 Z.389E+04 e.9gSE+05 37.65 100.12
4 2.71 1.288E+04 2.420E+04 8.546E+05 35.31 99.92
5 2.19 1.197E+04 2.456E+04 7.973E+05 32.46 99.91
6 1.67 1.091E+04 2.B72E+04 7.292E+05 28.35 99.95
7 1.15 9.571E+03 2.923E+04 6.394E+0S 21.88 100.11
S 1.15 9.S81E+03 2.967E+04 6.466E+S5 21.80 100.02
9 1.67 1.082E+04 2.558E+04 7.393E+OS 28.90 99.98
10 2.20 1.192E+04 2.462E+04 8.138E+05 33.05 100.14
11 2.72 I.297E+04 2.476E+04 8.834E+05 35.68 100.15
12 3.24 1.371E+04 2.449E+04 9.286E+O5 37.92 100.05
13 3.76 1.440E+04 2.449E+04 9.722E+05 39.69 100.10
14 4.28 1.491E+04 Z.435E+04 1.007E+06 41.37 100.09
Least-squares line for q * a*delta-T'b
a - 6.0336E+04
b - 7.5000E-01
NOTE: 14 data points were stored in file ATIl
NOTE: 14 X-Y pairs were stored in date file
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NOTE: Program nane : DRPALL
Data taken by : COBS
This analysis done or file : ATI03
This analysis includes end-fin effect
Thermal conductivity = 231.8 (W/m.K)
Inside diameter, Di - 12.70 (mm)
Outside diameter. Do - 13.88 (mm)
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THERMOMETER readings
Modified Petukhov-Popov coefficient ".50100
Using HEATEX insert inside tube
Tube Enhancement : RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE
Tube material : ALUMINUM
Pressure condition : ATMOSPHERIC
Nusselt theory is used for Ho
C1 (based on Petukhov-Popov) a 2.2017
Alpha (based on Nusselt (Tdel)) - 1.6987
Enhancement (q) a 2.517
Enhancement (Del-T) W1.998
Data YJ Uo Ho Qp Tcf Ts
$ (/ s) (WIm^2-K) (W/mIZ-Kt (W1J/2) (C) (C)
4.27 1.408E+04 2.306E+04 9.338E+85 40.4s 188.82
2 3.75 !.362E+04 Z.315E+.4 8.836E+C5 38.16 100.09
3 3.22 1.316E+04 2.353E+04 S.345E+O5 35.47 100.12
4 2.70 1.248E+04 2.375E+04 7.741E+VS 32.59 99.85
5 2.18 1.170E+04 2.453E+84 7.245E+85 29.54 99.85
6 1.66 1.666E+04 2.573E+04 6.688E+@5 25.68 i88.14
7 1.14 9.217E+03 2.823E+84 5.682E+85 28.13 188.87
a !.14 9.222E+03 2.827E+04 S.683E+SS 28.10 110.06
9 1.66 1.062E+04 2.557E+04 6.583E+S5 25.74 99.86
I1 2.18 1.171E+04 2.453E+84 7.2S@E+0S 29.55 99.97
11 2.77 1.262E+04 Z.42IE+84 7.822E+0S 32.31 180.82
12 3.21 1.322E+04 2.353E+04 8.163E+CS 34.69 100.09
13 3.73 1.378E+04 2.325E+04 8.471E+@5 36.43 100.82
14 4.25 1.419E+44 2.291E+04 8.689E+O5 37.92 99.92
Least-squares line for q a a.delta-T'b
a 5.7722E+04
b 7.SOOE-01
NOTE: 14 date points were stored in file ATI03
NOTE: 14 X-Y pairs were stored in data file
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NOTE: Program name : DRPALL
Data taken by : COBB
This analysis done on flit : AT112
This analysis includes end-fin affect
Thermal conductivity z 231.8 (W/m.K)
Inside diameter, OD a 12.70 (%%)
Outside diameter, Do a 138.8 (mm)
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THERt1OMETER readings
tiodifled Petukhov-Popov coefficient a 2.9s0
Using HEATEX insert inside tube
Tube Enhencement : DEEP FILLET FINNED TUBE
Tube materla! : ALUMINUMI
Pressure condition : ATtiOSPHERIC
Nusselt theory is used for No
Ci (basebd on Petukhov-Popov) a 2.3321
Alpha (based on Nusselt (Tdel)) a 1.S922
Enhancement (Q) S 2.251
Enhancement (Del-T) a 1.838
Data Vw Uo Ho op Tcf Ts
m (rIs) (W/ir'2-K) (W/I'v2-K) (W/l'2) (C) (C)
1 4.29 1.286E+04 1.9685E+4 8.9795E8S 45.63 99.97
2 3.77 1.263E+84 2.018E+04 8.767E+OS 43.45 108.81
3 3.14 1.227E+84 2.062E+84 8.424E+05 48.85 99.87
4 2.72 1.174E+84 2.181E+84 8.819E+8S 38.17 188.08
S 2.19 1.187E+04 2.158E+84 7.487E+85 34.69 108.84
6 1.67 1.817E+44 2.253E+84 6.820E+8S 38.27 188.84
7 1.15 8.897E+83 2.4S3E+84 5.988E+CS 24.89 99.99
8 1.15 8.884E+83 2.443E+84 5.983E+85 24.16 188.83
9 1.67 1.16EE+84 2.243E+04 6.791E+85 30.27 108.86
18 2.19 1.118E+04 2.161E+04 7.422E+85 34.35 99.97
11 2.71 1.187E+24 2.125E+04 7.926E+85 37.38 99.93
12 3.23 1.248E+4 4.1026E+84 8.345E+85 39.69 188.87
13 3.7S 1.292E+84 2,867E+84 8.574E+85 41.48 99.99
14 4.2E 1.3&4E+84 2E8215+84 8.578E+8S 42.44 99.99
Least-sQuares line for q - a'delta-TPb
a a 5.2515E+84
t 7.5888E-81
NOTE: 14 data points were stored in file AT112
NOTE: 14 X-Y pairs were stored in data file
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NOTE: Program name : DRPALL
Data taken by : COBB
This analysis done on file : ATI31
This analysis includes end-fin effect
Thermal Conductivity a 231.8 (W/1%.K)
Inside diameter, Di a 12.78 (mm)
Outside d1ameter, Do a 14.38 (%%)
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THERMOMETER readings
M'odified Petukhov-Popov coefficient 2.S0100
Using HEATEX insert inside tube
Tube Enhancement : SHALLOW FILLET FINNED TUBE
Tube material : ALUMINUM
Pressure condition : ATMOSPHERIC
Nusselt theory is used for HO
Ci (based on Petukhov-Popov) a 2.2589
Alpha (based on Nusselt (Tdel)) a 1.4417
Enhancement (q) : 2.823
EnhanceMent (Del-T) 1.696
Data Vw Uo Ho Qp Tcf Ts
2 (m/s) (W/Im"-K) (W/r'2-K) (W/p'2) (C) (C)
1 4.27 1.285E+04 1.853E+04 7.87SE465 42.48 108.86
2 3.75 1.182E+04 1.894E+04 7.662E+05 480.5 99.91
3 3.74 1.181E+04 1.891E+04 7.654E+85 48.47 99.95
4 3.22 1.148E+04 1.933E+U4 7.41gE+O5 39.38 188.87
5 2.70 1.894E+84 1.956E+04 7.0S6E+0S 36.87 99.93
6 2.18 1.828E+84 1.996E+U4 6.622E+S5 33.18 188.81
7 1.66 g.399E+03 2.853E+04 6.621E+05 29.32 180.81
8 1.14 8.382E+83 2.278E+04 5.383E+95 23.36 188.08
9 1.14 8.383E+83 2.275E+04 5.314E+85 23.36 188.83
18 1.66 9.401E+83 2.062E+04 6.862E+85 29.48 99.93
11 2.18 1.833E+04 2.8208E+4 6.698E8+5 33.12 99.95
12 2.71 1.890E+04 1.9S9E+04 7.098E8+5 36.38 188.80
13 3.23 1.149E+84 1.942E+04 7.488E+95 38.51 108.01
14 3.75 1.188E+84 1.892E+04 7.6SlE+OS 40.59 98.95
15 4.26 1.211E+04 1.865E+04 7.863E+85 42.15 99.99
Least-sQuares line for q a*delta-T'b
a - 4.8156E+04
b = 7.5880E-81
NOTE: 15 data points were stored in file AT131
NOTE: 15 X-Y pairs were stored in data file
185
NOTE: Program nane : ORPALL
Data taken by : COBB
This analysis done on file : VTOII
This analysis includes end-fin effect
Thermal conductivity a 390.8 (U/m.K)
Inside diameter, Di a 12.70 (m%)
Outside diameter. Do a 13.88 (mm)
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THERMOMIETER readings
Modified Petukhov-Popov coefficient s 2.ssee
Using HEATEX insert inside tube
Tube Enhancement : RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE
Tube material : COPPER
Pressure condition : VACUUM
Nusselt theory is used for Ho
Ci (based on Petukhov-Popov) U 2.9862
Alpha (based on Nusselt (Tdel)) a 1.5805
Enhancement (l) a 2.275
Enhancement (DOel-T) a 1.853
Data Vw Uo Ho op Tcf Ts
8 (Orls) (U/m^2-K) (WIm/2-K) (W/m'2) (C) (C)
1 2.21 1.269E÷@4 2.122E÷04 2.843E+8S 13.40 48.54
2 0.63 7.899E+03 2.965E+04 1.77SE+S 6.86 48.69
3 1.16 1.007E+04 2.465E+04 2.317E+S5 9.40 48.20
4 0.63 7.724E+03 2.754E+04 1.751E+05 6.36 48.47
5 1.69 1.127E+04 Z.24@E+04 2.722E+05 12.15 48.86
5 2.74 1.328E+04 2.222E+04 3.184E+S5 14.33 48.49
7 3.27 1.367E+04 2.142E+04 3.316E+OS 15.48 48.73
8 3.80 1.455E+04 2.212E+04 3.426E+95 15.49 48.31
9 4.32 1.466E+04 2.131E+04 3.485E÷05 16.35 48.67
16 4.85 1.502E+04 2.122E+04 3.SSIE+GS 16.74 48.78
11 4.32 1.431E+04 2.S5SE+04 3.315E+85 16.13 48.22
12 3.79 1.439E+04 2.171E+84 3.325E+05 15.31 48.35
13 3.27 1.386E+04 2.183E+04 3.286E+85 15.85 48.81
14 2.74 1.322E+04 2.200E+04 3.693E+65 14.06 48.49
15 2.21 1.244E+04 2.232E+04 2.969E+05 13.03 48.55
16 1.68 1.134E+04 2.266E+04 2.647E+05 11.71 48.49
17 1.16 9.904E+03 2.362E+04 2.334E+65 9.88 48.98
18 1.16 9.773E+03 2.293E+04 2.36@E+95 10.29 49.37
19 1.69 1.172E+04 2.417E+04 2.82@E+05 11.66 49.10
Least-sQuares line for Q - a.delta-TVb
a - 4.2752E+64
b 7 .500@E-01
NOTE: 19 date points were stored in file VT011
NOTE: 19 X-Y pairs were stored in data file
186
NOTE: Program name : ORPALL
Data taken by : COBB
This analysis done on file: VT021
This analysis includes end-fin effect
Thermal conductivity M 390.8 (W/m.K)
Inside diameter, D0 a 12.70 (mm)
Outside diameter, Do a 14.38 (mm)
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THER"OMETER readings
flodifled Petukhov-Popov coefficient ' 2.590
Using HEATEX insert inside tube
Tube Enhancement : SHALLOW FILLET FINNED TUBE
Tube material : COPPER
Pressure condition : VACULM
Nusselt theory is used for Ho
Ci (based on Petukhov-Popov) M 2.7942
Alpha (based on Nusselt (Tdel)) a 1.1491
Enhancement (q) - 1.594
Enhancement (Del-T) - 1.419
Data Vw Uo Ho op Tcf Ts
(m4s) (U/m*2-K) IW/m^2-K) (W/m^2) (C) (C)
1 0.63 6.616E+03 2.125E+04 1.586E+05 7.46 48.91
S 1.16 8.435E+03 1.901E+04 2.062E+05 10.85 48.66
3 1.69 9.253E+03 1.710E+04 2.302E+05 13.46 48.78
4 2.22 9.770E+03 t.612E+04 2.462E+05 15.27 48.97
S 2.74 1.043E+04 1.623E+04 2.594E÷0S 15.98 48.65
6 3.26 1.109E+04 1.649E+04 2.532E+05 15.35 48.35
7 4.84 1.191E+04 1.611E+04 2.699E+05 16.7S 48.78
8 4.84 1.199E+04 1.624E+04 2.625E+05 16.16 48.45
9 4.31 1.181E+04 1.638E+04 2.526E+05 15.42 48.71
10 3.77 1.162E+04 1.660E+04 2.371E+05 14.28 48.85
11 4.29 1.183E+04 1.634E+04 2.334E+05 14.28 48.85
12 3.76 1.172E+04 1.673E+04 2.196E+05 13.13 48.87
13 3.24 1.160E+04 1.731E+04 2.088E+05 12.06 48.57
14 2.72 1.108E+04 1.728E+04 1.986E+05 11.49 48.94
15 2.19 1.070E+04 1.803E+04 1.816E+05 10.07 48.56
16 1.67 1.007E+04 1.895+E04 1.647E+05 8.70 48.60
17 1.14 8.7706+03 1.9116+04 1.409E+05 7.37 48.79
18 0.62 6.931E+03 2.1356+04 1.078E+05 5.05 48.92
Least-sQuares line for Q a *delt&-TVb
a z 3.2492E+04
b u 7.5006E-01
NOTE: 18 data points were stored in file VTO21
NOTE: 18 X-Y pairs were stored in data file
187
NOTE: Program name : DOPALL
Data taken by : COBB
This analysis done on file VTO23
This analysis includes end-fin effect
Thermal conductivity a 396.8 (W/m.K)
Inside diameter. Di a 12.70 (%m)
Outside diameter. Do u 14.38 (mm)
This analysis uses the OUARTZ THERMOMETER readings
"todified Petukhov-Popov coefficient * 2.5s06
Using HEATEX Insert Inside tube
Tube Enhancement SHALLOW FILLET FINNED TUBE
Tube material COPPER
Pressure condition : VACUUM
Nusselt theory is used for Ho
Ci (based on Petukhov-Popov) a 3.6216
Alpha (based on Nusseli (Tdel)) - 1.1247
Enhancement (Q) a 1.549
Enhancement IDel-T) = 1.388
Data Vw Uo No op Tcf Ts
S (m/s) (W/m^2-K) (W/^'2-K) (W/RfZ) (C) (C)
1 1.13 1.019E,04 2.309E+04 S.572E+04 4.15 48.82
2 1.65 1.129E+04 2.111E+04 1.076E+05 5.10 48.96
3 2.17 1.269E÷04 2.209E+04 1.168E+05 5.29 48.64
4 2.68 1.309E+04 2.689E+04 1.266E+÷5 S.77 48.81
S 3.20 1.374E+04 2.094E+04 1.263E+6S 6.03 48.88
6 3.71 1.453E+04 2.156E+V4 1.217E+65 5.66 48.54
7 4.23 1.434E+04 2.021E+04 1.192E+05 5.90 48.87
8 4.25 1.334E+04 1.847E+04 1.711E+05 9.27 48.79
9 3.73 1.336E+04 1.921E+04 1.612E+05 8.39 48.71
Least-squares line for q eadelta-T'b
a * 3.2541E+94
7 ?.S0SSE-t1
NOTE: 09 date points were stored In file VTO23
NOTE: 69 X-Y pairs were stored in data file
188
NOTE: Program name : ORPALL
Data taken by : COBB
This analysis done on file : VT131
This analysis Includes end-fir effect
Thermal conductivity a 390.8 tW/m.K)
Inside diameter, D01 12.78 (%v)
Outside diameter. Do - 13.88 (PA)
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THERMOMETER readings
"Plodified Petukhov-Popov coefficient a 2.50W
Using HEATEX insert inside tube
Tube Enhancement : DEEP FILLET FINNED TUBE
Tube material : COPPER
Pressure condition : VACUUM
Nusselt theory is used for Ho
Ci (based on Petukhov-Popov) a 3.0312
Alpha (based on Nussalt (Tdel)) u 1.2910
Enhancement (q) a 1.862
Enhancement (Del-T) M 1.594
Data Vw Uo Ho op Tcf Ts
S (mls) (W/fm2-K) (W/m^2-KX) (IW/mZ) (C) (C)
1 0.63 7.68SE+03 2.S47E,04 1.647E+O5 6.47 48.5S
2 1.15 9.431E+03 2.040E+04 2.035E+S5 9.98 48.72
3 1.68 1.076E+04 1.986E+04 2.274E÷05 11.45 48.S4
4 2.19 1.177E,04 1.930E÷04 1.881E+0S 9.75 48.67
S 2.71 1.243E÷04 1.908E+04 1.990E÷05 10.43 48.9S
6 4.80 1.SOIE+04 2.068E+04 2.508E+0S 12.13 48.58
7 4.27 1.485E+04 2.107E+04 2.39SE+05 11.37 48.51
B 3.75 1.418E÷04 2.053E÷04 2.222E÷05 10.83 48.98
S 3.22 1.411E+04 2.149E+04 2.062E+0S 9.59 48.54
10 2.70 1.326E404 2.099E+04 1.909E+05 9.09 48.70
11 3.22 1.412E+04 2.147E+04 1.O88E+0S 9.26 48.68
12 3.75 1.458E+04 2.139E+04 2.238E+05 10.46 48.S1
13 4.27 1.479E+04 2.089E+04 2.233E+0S 10.69 48.50
14 4.79 1.512E÷04 2.081E+04 2.306E*05 11.08 48.57
15 0.62 7.733E+03 2.403E÷04 1.336E+0S S.S6 48.91
16 1.15 9.971E+03 2.238E+04 1.802E+0S 8.05 48.38
17 1.67 1.106E÷04 2.057E+04 2.077E+SS 10.10 48.40
18 2.20 1.180E+04 1.975E÷04 2.344E+05 11.87 48.72
Least-squares line for n = a*delta-T'b
a a 3.7202E+04
b a 7.S000E-01
NOTE: 18 data points were stored in file VT031
NOTE: 18 X-Y pairs were stored in date file
189
NOTE: Program name : DRPALL
Data taken by : COBB
This analysis done on file : VTS41
This analysis Includes end-fir effect
Thermal conductivity a SS.3 (W/m.K)
Inside diameter. D1 - 12.76 (mm)
Outside diaieter. Do a 13.88 (%)
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THERMOMETER readings
Modifled Petukhov-Popov coefficient I 2.Slw
Using HEATEX insert inside tube
Tube Enhancement : DEEP FILLET FINNED TUBE
Tube material : 91/1 CU/NM
Pressure condition : VACUUIM
Nusselt theory is used for Ho
Ci (based on Petukhov-Popov) - 2.4826
Alpha (based on Nusselt (Tdel)) 6.8597
Enhancement (Q) a 1.083
Enhancement (Del-T) a 1.061
Date Vw Uo Ho Qp Tcf Ts
$ (m/s) (WIw*2-K) (WI/2-K) (W/p^2) (C) (C)
1 4.28 9.181E+03 1.339E+04 1.561E+05 11.66 48.64
2 3.7S 9.230E+03 1.397E+84 1.588E+05 16.86 48.67
3 3.23 8.961E+63 1.383E+04 1.421E+65 16.28 48.84
4 2.71 8.EgOE+03 1.416E+04 1.343E+65 9.48 48.87
5 2.18 8.262E+03 1.424E+04 1.267E+OS 8.96 49.21
6 4.27 9.272E+03 1.356E+Z4 1.S46E+ES 11.46 48.97
7 3.7S 9.012E+e3 1.345E+64 1.461E+65 16.42 48.61
8 1.14 7.034E+03 1.571E+04 i.641E+S5 6.62 48.52
9 1.66 7.751E+03 !.466E+64 1.ISBE+6S 7.96 48.61
16 1.14 7.067E÷03 1.583E+04 1.029E+65 6.56 48.67
11 1.66 7.862E+03 1.562E+84 1.134E+OS 7.SS 48.46
12 2.18 8.397E+03 1.462E+04 1.267E+S5 8.26 48.55
13 2.7t 8.726E+03 1.422E+04 1.2SSE+SS 8.83 48.64
14 3.22 9.114E+03 1.429E+04 1.296E+@S 9.67 48.57
Least-sQuares line for q a=delta-TVb
a = 2.4813E+04
b " 7.560E-01
NOTE: 14 data points were stored in file VT041
NOTE; 14 X-Y pairs were stored in data file
190
NOTE: Program name : DRPALL
Date taken by : COBB
This analysis done on file : VTISI
This analysis includes and-fin effect
Thermal conductivity = S5.3 (W/m.K)
Inside diameter, Di a 12.76 (mm)
Outside diameter, Do a 14.38 (mm)
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THERMOMETER readings
Modified Petukhov-Popov coefficient * 2.S89
Using HEATEX insert inside tube
Tube Enhancement : SHALLOW FILLET FINNED TUBE
Tube material : 90/1 CU/NI
Pressure condition : VACUUM
Nusselt theory is used for Ho
C1 (based on Patukhov-Popov) = 2.8401
Alpha (based on Nusselt (Tdel)) - 0.8324
Enhancement (q) a 1.037
Enhancement (DOl-T) a 1.628
Data UVW Uo No op Tcf Ts
$ (tis) (W/m^2-K) (U/m02-K) (W/m'2) (C) (C)
I 4.25 8.833E+03 1.39@E+04 1.SG1E+0S 8.16 49.83
2 3.73 9.031E+03 1.385E+24 1.01E+GS 7.29 48.63
3 3.23 8.737E+03 1.384E+04 1.29@E+@5 9.32 48.51
.4 2.72 8.1SSE+03 1.322E+64 1.455E+05 11.81 48.74
5 2.20 7.740E+03 1.317E+04 1.474E+85 11.19 48.76
6 1.68 7.169E+43 i.310E+04 1.465E+4S 11.18 48.68
7 1.15 6.4SIE+83 1.337E+e4 1.356E+S5 10.15 48.96
8 1.15 6.337E+03 1.291E+04 1.3SSE+OS 10.46 49.00
9 1.68 7.043E+03 1.270E+04 1.473E+05 11.68 48.85
1i 2.20 7.568E+C3 1.273E+04 I.S62E+G5 12.26 48.81
11 2.72 7.944E+43 1.277E+e4 1.623E+SS 12.71 48.88
12 3.2S B.297E+e3 1.293E+04 1.64SE+S5 12.76 48.85
13 3.77 8.372E+03 1.257E+G4 1.644E+SS 13.08 49.15
14 4.29 8.SIIE+03 1.249E+04 1.661E+S5 13.29 49.07
Least-sQuares line for q * aedelta-T'b
a 2.3683E+64
b 7.5NISE-61
NOTE: 14 data points were stored in file UTOSI
NOTE: 14 X-Y pairs were stored in data file
191
NOTE: Program naie : ORPALL
Date taken by : COBB
This analysis done on tilt : VTS6I
This analysis includes ond-fin offect
Thermal conductivity a 55.3 (W/i.K)
Inside diameter, Di - 12.76 (mm)
Outside diameter. Do a 13.88 (mm)
This analysis uses the OUARTZ THERTIOIETER readings
"lodif ld Petukhov-Popov coefficient * 2.SSS
Using HEATEX insert inside tube
Tube Enhancement : RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE
Tube material : 9/I10 CU/NI
Pressure condition : VACUUM
Nusselt theory is used for Ho
C1 (based on Petukhov-Popov) a 2.3262
Alpha (based on Nusselt (Tdel)) w 1.0725
Enhancement (q) - 1.454
Enhancement (Del-T) U 1.324
Data Vw Uo Ho Go Tcf Ts
S (m/s) (W/p'2-K) (W/I'2-K) (W/m^2) (C) (C)
1 0.63 5.134E+03 1.7S4E+04 1.179E+05 6.92 48.75
2 1.16 6.952E+03 1.799E+84 1.669E+05 9.28 49.06
1.69 7.922E+03 .720E+04 'i.988E+SS 11.04 48.64
4 2.21 8.478E+e3 1.633E+04 2.076E+05 12.68 49.96
S 2.74 9.S22E+03 1.626E+04 2.187E+8S 13.45 48.69
6 3.27 9.282E+03 1.571E+S4 2.264E+05 14.42 49.S9
7 3.79 9.635E+03 1.572E+04 2.293E+e5 14.59 48.60
8 4.32 9.778E+03 1.634E+04 2.2996E+S 14.99 48.78
9 4.84 9.915E+03 I.618E+04 2.389E.85 15.30 48.93
18 4.84 9.876E÷03 I.568E+04 2.307E+÷5 15.39 49.11
11 0.63 S.816E+03 2.491E+04 1.112E+÷5 4.46 48.88
12 1.15 7.27GE+03 1.914E+04 1.378E+0S 7.2e 48.62
13 1.67 8.226E+03 1.793E+04 1.562E+8S 8.71 48.53
14 1.67 8.098E+93 1.732E+04 1.SSSE+5÷ 8.97 48.83
Least-squares line for Q a aedelta-T'b
a - 3.0?72E+24
b t 7.S006E-91
NOTE: 14 data points were stored in file VTO61
NOTE: 14 X-Y pairs were stored in data file
192
NOTE: Program name : DRPALL
Data taken by COBB
This analysis done on file VT663
This analysis includes and-fin effect
Therptsa conductivity * 55.3 (W/m.9)
Inside diameter. Di = 12.78 (i)
Outside diameter, Do = 13.88 (FA)
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THERMIOMETER readings
Modified Patukhov-Popov coefficient * 2.S606
Using HEATEX insert inside tube
Tube Enhancement : RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE
Tube material : 9S/fi CU/NI
Pressure condition : VACUUMI
Nasselt theory is used for No
Ci (based on Petukhov-Popov) a 2.4146
Alpha (based or. Nusselt (Tdel)) a 1.6411
Enhancement (q) a 1.397
Enhancement (Dol-T) a 1.285
Data Vw U0 Ho op Tcf Ts
(1s1/5) (W/m2-K (/2-) (W/w,^Z) (C) (C)
1 4.32 5.577E+03 1.465E+04 2.27GE+05 15.49 48.78
2 3.79 S.381E+e3 1.481E+04 2.232E+05 15.67 48.76
3 1.68 7.855E+03 1.625E+94 1.827E+.5 11.25 48.62
4 1.16 6.965E+03 1.710E+94 1.615E+85 9.45 48.85
5 3.27 9.236E+63 1.526E+84 2.158E+S5 14.41 48.80
6 2.21 8.438E+63 1.570E+64 1.979E+65 12.61 48.65
7 2.74 8.268E+63 1.554E+04 2.103E÷+5 13.53 48.65
8 2.74 8.532E+63 1.558E+04 2.162E+05 13.56 48.64
5 2.21 8.468E+03 1.S59E+04 1.S77E+S5 12.68 48.72
1f 3.27 5.228E+03 1.52SE+64 2.184E+OS 14.32 48.70
11 1.68 7.757E+e3 1.598E+64 1.831E+65 11.45 48.82
12 3.79 5.431E+63 1.494E+04 2.227E+65 14.51 48.55
13 1.16 7.004E+03 1.733E+04 1.631E+65 9.41 48.96
14 4.32 9.684E+03 1.4S9E+64 2.283E+65 15.32 48.68
Least-sQuares line for Q * aodelta-T'b
a a 2.5617E+64
b a 7.5668E-81
NOTE: 14 data points were stored in file VTO63
NOTE: 14 X-Y pairs were stored in data file
193
NOTE: Program name : DRPALL
Data taken by : COBB
This analysis done on file : VTT71
This analysis includes end-fin effect
Thermal conductivity a 14.3 (W/I.K)
Inside diameter. 01 a 12.70 (mm)
Outside diameter. Do - 13.88 (mm)
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THERMIOMETER readings
flodifled Petukhov-Popov coefficient a 2.S16
Using HEATEX insert inside tube
Tube Enhancement : DEEP FILLET FINNED TUBE
Tube material : STAINLESS-STEEL
Pressure condition : VACUUMI
Nusselt theory is used for Ho
Ci (based on Petukhov-Popov) a 2.1688
Alpha (based on Nusstlt (Tdol)) a 6.7827
Enhancement (q) U .955
Enhancement (Dal-T) a .966
Data VW Uo Ho op Tcf Ts
S (m/s) (W/m'Z-K) tW/P.^2-K) (WI/r^2) (C) (C)
1 4.32 6.309E+93 1.1S7E+e4 1.566E+05 13.62 48.89
2 1.16 4.898E+03 1.337E+04 1.133E+05 8.48 48.60
3 3.79 6.2S3E+03 1.199E+64 1.565E+65 12.56 48.73
4 1.68 5.355E+03 1.248E+04 1.262E+GS 19.11 48.71
S 3.27 6.154E+03 1.21@E+04 1.474E+65 12.18 48.69
6 2.21 5.662E+63 1.2694E64 1.347E+05 11.14 48.69
7 2.74 5.937E+03 1.208E+04 1.422E+65 11.77 .8.70
8 2.74 S.928E+03 1.204E604 1.425E+65 11.83 48.76
9 2.21 5.716E+63 1.234E+14 1.37?E+15 11.16 4R.74
16 3.27 6.162E+03 .1.213E+04 1.486E+05 12.25 48.72
11 1.68 S.339E+03 1.241E+04 1.273E+0S 16.26 48.74
12 3.79 6.2566E+3 1.186E+04 1.523E+65 12.84 48.86
13 1.16 4.88eE+03 1.3286E+4 1.155E+05 8.69 48.79
14 4.32 6.318E+03 1.161tE+4 1.519E+S5 13.68 48.67
Least-sQuares line for q a a*delta-Tab
a - 2.2412E+64
b a 7.56B6E-61
NOTE: 14 data points were stored in file VT@7I
NOTE: 14 X-Y pairs were stored in date file
194
NOTE: Program namee: DRPALL
Data taken by : COBB
This analysis done or, file : VT68;
This analysis includes end-fin affect
Thermal conductivity a 14.3 (W/m.K)
Inside diameter, D1 a 12.70 (mm)
Outside diameter, Do = 14.38 (mm)
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THERMOMIETER readings
Mlodifled Petukhov-Popov coefficient * 2.SON
Using HEATEX insert inside tube
Tube Enhancement : SHALLOW FILLET FINNED TUBE
Tube meterial : STAINLESS-STEEL
Pressure condition : VACUUM
Nusselt theory Is used for Ho
Ci (based on Petukhov-PoDov) S 2.1523
Alpha (based on Nusselt (Tdel)) a 0.7957
Enhancement (q) a .977
Enhancement (Del-T) a .982
Data VW Uo Ho or Tcf Ts
S (m/s) (WIv.-2-K) (W /%2-I^ ) K WIp.2) (C) (C)
I 4.32 S.642E+83 1.174E+04 1.387E+C5 11.81 48.79
2 1.16 4.419E+03 1.321E+e4 1.063E+OS 8.04 48.74
3 3.8e 5.653E+83 1.229E+04 1.394E+0S 11.34 48.71
4 1.69 4.85@E+03 1.269E+e4 1.180E+05 9.30 48.72
5 3.27 5.564E+03 !.254E+04 1.368E+85 18.91 48.65
6 2.21 5.191E+03 1.277E+04 1.27SE+05 9.98 48.76
7 2.74 S.431E+03 1.279E+04 1.340E+05 18.48 48.78
8 2.74 5.424E+83 1.275E+04 1.339E+05 18.51 48.78
9 2.74 S.454E+03 1.291E+t4 1.349E+S5 18.45 48.83
I1 4.32 5.694E+03 1.196E+04 1.3898+05 11.61 48.72
11 3.88 5.6498+03 I.226E+04 1.37@8+65 11.18 48.69
1 3.27 5.608E+03 1.274E+04 1.356E+0S 18.64 48.69
13 2.21 S.237E+03 1.303E804 1.279E+05 9.75 48.72
14 2.21 5.214E+03 1.289E+04 1.268E+05 9.84 48.74
15 1.69 4.951E+03 1.339E+04 l.19eE+S5 8.92 48.66
16 1.16 4.495E+03 1.392E+64 1.8089E+5 7.76 48.73
Least-squetes line for q - adelta-T'b
a 2.269@E+04
b " 7.500E-21
NOTE: 16 data points were stored in file UTS81
NOTE: 16 X-Y pairs were stored in data file
195
NOTE: Program neae : ORPALL
Data taken by : COBB
This analysis done on file : VT0SI
This analysis includes end-fin affect
Thermal conductivity a 14.3 (W/m.K)
Inside diameter, D1 a 12.70 (mi)
Outside diameter, Do a 13.88 (mm)
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THERMOMETER readings
flodifled Potukhov-PoPov coefficient * 2.509
Using HEATEX insert inside tube
Tube Enhancement : RECTAN6ULAR FINNED TUBE
Tube material : STAINLESS-STEEL
Pressure condition : VACUUIM
Nusselt theory is used for Ho
Ci (based on Petukhov-Popov) a 1.9382
Alpha lbased on Nusselt (Tdel)) a 0.6872
EnhanceMent (Q) * .803
Enhancement (Del-T) * .848
Data Vw Uo Ho op Tcf Ts
$ (mI/s) (W/m2-K) (W/mp2-K) (W/F'12) (C) (C)
1 4.27 6.173E+e3 1.117E+04 9.392E+04 8.41 48.88
2 3.75 6.163E+03 1.161E+e4 9.927E+04 8.55 49.02
3 3.23 6.161E+03 1.224E+04 1.067E+05 8.22 48.70
4 2.71 S.894E+03 1.293E+64 9.62SE+04 8.00 48.83
S 2.19 5.666E+03 1.224E+e4 8.919E+04 7.29 48.67
6 1.66 5.332E+03 1.2SE+04 8.122E+04 6.49 48.72
7 1.14 4.834E+63 1.308E+64 7.116E+64 5.44 48.72
8 1.14 4.84SE+03 1.320E+04 7.689E+04 5.37 48.72
Least-sQuares line for Q a aodelta-T'b
a - 1.9993E+e4
b - 7.50006E-01
NOTE: 68 data points were stored in file UTOSS
NOTE: 08 X-Y pairs were stored In data file
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NOTE: Program name : WRPALL
Data taken by ; COBB
This analysis done on file : VTO93
This analysis includes and-fir affect
Thermal conductivity a 14.3 (W/m.K)
Inside diameter. Di = 12.7t (mm)
Outside diameter. Do - 13.88 (mm)
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THERMOMETER readings
Modified Patukhov-Popov coefficient 2.508e
Using HEATEX insert inside tube
Tube Enhancement : RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE
Tube material : STAINLESS-STEEL
Pressure condition : VACUUM1
Nusselt theory is used for Ho
Ci (based on Petukhov-Popov) a 1.9365
Alpha (based on Nussalt (Tdal)) a 0.7823
Enhancement (q) a .95S
Enhancement (Del-T) a .966
Data Vw Uo Ho Op Tcf Ts
$ (m/s) (UWm^2-x) (W/r^2-K) (W/m•) (C) (C
1 4.32 6.Z20E+3 1.1626E+04 1.4S3E+65 12.85 48.79
2 1.15 4.754E+03 1.3S2E+04 1.07?E+0S 7.92 48.67
3 3.79 6.261E+03 1.224E+14 1.432E+05 11.70 48.67
4 1.68 5.325E+03 1.307E+04 1.17@E+05 8.96 48.71
5 3.26 G.19E+C3 1.231E+04 1.347E+05 16.94 48.56
6 2.21 5.671E+03 1.266E+04 1.230E+05 9.71 48.71
7 2.73 5.985E+63 1.273E+04 1.291E+05 10.14 48.68
8 2.73 5.952E+03 1.257E+04 1.291E+05 10.26 48.83
Least-sQuares line for q a asdalta-T-b
a a 2.2485E+64
b - 7.5666E-01
NOTE: 68 data points were stored in file VT@93
flOTE:*8 X-Y pairs were stored in data file
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NOTE: Program name : DRPALL
Data taker by : COBB
This analysis done or, file : VTO94
This analysis includes end-fln effect
Thermal conductivity a 14.3 (W/m.K)
Inside diameter, Di a 12.70 (mm)
Outside diameter-, Do U 13.88 (M)
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THERMOMETER readings
Modified Petukhov-Popov coefficient a Z.5000
Using HEATEX insert inside tube
Tube Enhancement : RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE
Tube material : STAINLESS-STEEL
Pressure condition : VACUUM
Nusselt theory is used for Ho
Ci (based on Petukhov-Popov) S 1.9238
Alpha (based on Nusselt (Tdel)) a 0.8485
Enhancement (r) a 1.064
Enhancement WDel-T) 1.047
Data Vw Uo Ho Qp Tcf Ts
9 (/51s) %iW/r2-K) (U/w.,2-) (W/-I2) (C) (C
1 4.33 6.408E+03 1.217E+04 1.619E+05 13.09 48.89
2 1.16 4.817E+03 1.4S4E+04 1.118E+65 8.24 48.82
3 3.80 6.387E+03 1.490E+04 1.636E+05 12.68 48.91
4 1.69 5.404E+03 1.40!E+04 1.356E+€S 9.68 48.63
5 3.27 6.286E+03 1.330E+04 1.614E+0S 12.14 48.93
6 2.22 5.693E+03 1.313E+04 1.452E+05 11.06 48.87
7 2.75 6.050E+03 1.334E+04 1.SS3E+CS 11.64 48.93
8 2.75 6.108E+03 1.362E*04 1.563E+05 11.47 48.88
9 2.22 5.679E+03 1.306E+04 1.440E+05 11.03 48.70
10 3.27 6.199E+03 1.292E+04 1.580E+05 12.23d 48.70
11 1.69 5.337E+03 1.357E+04 1.341E+05 9.88 48.63
12 3.80 6.350E+03 1.275E+04 1.640E+S 12.86 49.01
13 1.16 4.809E+03 1.449E+04 1.214E+CS 8.38 49.09
14 4.33 6.476E+03 1.264E+04 1.66SE÷05 13.17 49.01
Least-sQuares line for Q * a.delta-T-b
a - 2.4325E+04
b -7.5000-01
NOTE: 14 data points were stored in file VTO94
NOTE: 14 X-Y pairs were stored in data file
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NOTE: Program name : DRPALL
Data taken by COBB
This analysis done on file : VTISI
This analysis includes end-fin effect
Thermal conductivity w 231.8 (W/,.K)
Inside diameter. Di v 12.70 (m)
Outside diameter, Do a 13.88 (mm)
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THERMOMETER readings
Modified Patukhov-Popov coefficient * 2.6666
Using HEATEX insert Inside tube
Tube Enhancement : RECTANSULAR FINNED TUBE
Tube material : ALUMINUM
Pressure condition : UACUUM
Nussult theory is used for Ho
Ci (based on Petukhov-Popov) a 1.9616
Alpha (based on Nusselt (Tdel)) a 1.3090
Enhancement (q) W 1.896
Enhancement (Del-T) a 1.616
Data Uw Uo Ho Gp Tcf Ts
S(Ps) (W1I'12-K (W/IJf2-K) (Wfm^2) (C) (C)
I 4.32 1.173E+04 1.898E+64 2.739E+G6 14.43 48.95
2 3.79 1.201E+04 2.113E+04 2.800E+05 13.25 48.76
3 3.23 1.207E+t4 2.2S4E6+4 2.3 +1•E4S 8.91 48.4S
4 2.72 1.165E+04 2.171E+04 2.619E+S5 9.30 48.85
5 2.19 1.031E+04 2.231E+t4 1.814E+65 8.13 48.76
6 1.67 9.316E+03 2.365E+04 1.583E+0S5 6.87 48.81
S 1.5 8.629E+63 2.546E+64 1.334E+65 5.25 48.93
8 1.14 8.114E+03 2.624E+04 1.332E+G5 5.08 48.81
9 1.67 9.468E+03 2.349E+04 I.S34E+65 6.53 48.75
1t 2.19 1.2486+64 2.284E+04 1.769E+65 7.48 48.78
11 2.71 1.116E+04 2.183E+64 1.798E+S5 8.24 48.78
12 3.23 1.197E+64 2.204E+4 1.892E+05 8.59 48.66
13 3.75 1.232E+04 2.126E+64 1.922E+05 9.07 48.85
14 4.27 1.277E+64 2.103E+04 1.957E+05 9.31 48.86
Least-sQuares line for Q a e*delta-T'b
a - 3.7884E+04
b - 7.5666E-01
NOTE: 14 data points were stored in file VTIS1
NOTE: 14 X-Y pairs were stored in data file
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NOTE: Program noe : ORPALL
Date taken by : COBB
This analysis done on file : V7103
This analysis includes end-fin effect
Thermal conductivity a 231.8 (W/m.K)
Inside d•iameter, 01 a 12.76 (%%)
Outside diameter, Do a 13.88 (m)
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THERMOMETER readings
Modifled Petukhov-Popov coefficient 2.6SN
Using HEATEX insert inside tube
Tube Enhancement : RECTANSULAR FINNED TUBE
Tube materlal : ALUMINUM
Pressure condition : VACUUM¶
Nusselt theory is used for Ho
C1 (based on Petukhov-Popov) = 2.0284
Alpha (based orn Nusselt (Tdel)) a 1.2990
Enhancement (Q) * 1.877
Enhancement (Del-T) 1.604
Oats Vw Uo Ho Op Tcf Ts
$ (,ls) (W/m'L2-K) (W/m 2-K) (W/v.,2) (C) (C)
1 4.29 1.256E+04 2.034E+04 2.273E+S5 11.18 48.74
2 3.76 1.238E+04 2.111E+04 2.147E+05 16.17 48.71
3 3.23 1.183E+04 2.118E+64 2.025E+65 9.57 49.83
4 2.71 1.124E+04 2.158E+04 1.888E+05 8.75 48.87
5 4.27 1.288E+04 2.896E+64 2.0?7E+O5 S.58 48.5S
6 1.14 8.074E+03 2.389E+04 1.244E+05 5.21 48.64
7 3.75 1.242E+04 2.112E+04 2.041E+05 9.67 48.74
8 1.15 8.219E+03 2.572E+G4 1.371E+05 5.33 48.58
9 3.24 1.169E+04 Z.S86E+G4 2.134E+GS 16.23 48.98
10 1.67 9.493E+03 2.342E+64 1.718E+65 7.33 48.61
11 2.19 1.643E+04 2.220E+04 1.962E+05 8.57 48.53
12 2.72 1.169E+44 2.132E464 2.t74E+OS 9.73 48.63
13 1.67 9.426E+03 2.316E+04 1.796E+S5 7.73 48.94
14 2.20 1.023E+04 2.146E+04 1.968E+OS 9.17 48.68
Least-squares line for q * e*delta-T'b
a * 3.756ZE+04
b - 7.510SE-01
NOTE: 14 data points were stored In file VT103
NOTE: 14 X-Y pairs were stored in data file
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NOTE: Program name : ORPALL
Data taken by : COBB
This analysis done on file : VTI11
This analysis includes end-fin effect
Thermal conductivity a 231.8 (W/Ir.K)
Inside diameter, Di a 12.72 (pi)
Outside diameter. Do a 13.88 (m,)
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THERMOMETER readings
Modified Petukhov-Popov coefficient u 2.5226
Using HEATEX Insert Inside tube
Tube Enhancement : DEEP FILLET FINNED TUBE
Tube material : ALUMINUM
Pressure condition : VACUUM
Nusselt theory is used for Ho
Ci (based on Petukhov-Popov) a 2.3040
Alpha (based on Nusselt (Tdel)) a 1.1753
Enhancement (Q) a 1.643
Enhancement (Del-T) a 1.451
Data Vw Uo Ho Qp Tcf Ts
9 (%/s) (W/^I2-K) (W/F'^Z-K) (W/w12) (C) (C)
1 4.31 1.091E+04 1.S73E+04 2.471E+GS 15.71 48.57
2 1.15 7.862E+03 1.977E+04 1.735E+S5 8.78 48.68
3 3.79 1.127E+14 1.733E+04 2.560E+@5 14.78 48.66
4 1.68 8.918E+03 1.830E+04 1.983E+S5 10.84 48.64
5 3.26 1.088E+04 1.747E+04 Z.464E+05 14.1t 48.77
6 2.21 S.734E+03 1.783E+04 2..179E+5 12.22 48.74
7 2.73 1.051E+04 1.820E+04 2.347E+S5 13.04 48.64
8 2.73 1.046E+04 1.787E+04 2.346E+S5 13.13 48.75
9 2.21 9.788E+03 1.800E+04 2.183E+05 12.13 48.75
10 3.26 1.078E+04 1.720E+04 2.425E+S5 14.09 48.76
11 1.68 8.980E+03 1.852E+04 I.985E+O5 10.72 48.74
12 3.79 1.115E+04 1.703E+84 2.SS2E+OS 14.69 48.71
13 1.1S 7.881E+03 1.981E+04 1.732E+S5 8.75 48.93
14 4.31 1.143E+04 1.681E+04 2.552E+S5 15.17 48.72
Least-squares line for q a atdelta-Tab
a - 3.3489E+04
b a 7.SSOOE-0t
NOTE: 14 data points were stored in file UT111
NOTE: 14 X-Y pairs were stored ir, data file
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NOTE: Program name : DRPALL
Data taken by : COBB
This analysis done on file : VTI31
This analysis Includes end-fin effect
Thermal conductivity a 231.8 (W/m.K)
Inside diameter, D1 a 12.70 (mm)
Outside diameter. Do - 14.38 (mm)
This analysis uses the QUARTZ THERMOMiETER readings
Modified Patukhov-Popov coefficient * 2.S99
Using HEATEX Insert inside tube
Tube Enhancement : SHALLOW FILLET FINNED TUBE
Tube material : ALUIIINUMI
Pressure condition : VACUUM
Nusselt theory is used for Ho
Ci (based on Petukhov-Popov) a 2.2406
Alpha (based on NWsselt (Tdel)) a 1.3525
Enhancement (Q) = 1.418
Enhancement (Oel-T) U 1.299
Data Uw Uo Ho Op Tcf Ts
0 (te/s) (U/e2-K) (W/we2-K) (W1142) (C) (C)
I 4.3t 1.12SE+04 1.532E+04 2.192E+05 14.59 48.66
2 1.15 7.262E+03 1.788E+04 1.519E+S5 8.49 48.72
3 3.78 1.611E+04 1.534E+04 2.195E+05 14.30 48.79
4 1.68 8.122E+03 1.639E+04 1.738E+S5 10.66 48.67
5 3.26 S.769E+03 I.S47E+04 2.138E+SS 13.82 48.74
6 2.21 8.820E+03 I.5883+04 1.913E+O5 12.02 48.66
7 2.73 9.306E+03 I.552E+04 2.045E+05 13.17 48.75
8 2.73 9.313E+03 1.554E+04 2.041E+S5 13.13 48.72
9 2.21 8.811E+03 1.587E+04 1.928E+S5 12.15 48.72
to 3.26 9.756E+03 1.546E+e4 2.149E+05 13.85 48.59
11 1.68 8.147E+03 1.644E+04 1.787E+M5 10.87 48.89
12 3.78 1.002E+04 1.516E+e4 2.213E+05 14.59 48.60
13 1.15 7.180E+03 1.752E+04 1.S64E+05 8.92 48.93
14 4.31 1.023E+04 1.493E+04 2.243E+05 15.02 48.52
Least-sQuares line for Q a edelta-T'b
a 2.V1739E+04
b ' ?.64E0-01
NOTE: 14 data points were stored in file VT13i
NOTE: 14 X-Y pairs were stored in data file
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AP1NDIZX n. 00-C3ERT2TM IA81,YSI
When measuring physical quantity, the actual value is
unknown. There will always be a difference between the
measured value of the quantity and the actual value. The
magnitude of the difference depends on the accuracy of the
measuring device and the level of experience of the operator
of the device. Normally the error of measurement of a single
calculation is rather small, however the error may grow in
magnitude when combined with other measured quantities in a
given calculation. The estimation of the difference between
the actual and the calculated or measured value is known as
the uncertainty of the obtained value.
The actual uncertainty is similar to the actual value, if
you know one you can determine the other. Kline and McClintok
[Ref. 38] developed a method to estimate the uncertainty in
the obtained value. The method states for a quantity in some
obtained value R, which is a function of several measured
quantities (R - R(x 1,x 2 ,x 3,...,x,)), the uncertainty in R is
given by the following relationship:
aR OR aR (E.W)
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where:
W- - the uncertainty of the desired dependent variable
x 1 , x2, ... xn - the measured independent variables
W1 W2 , .... Wn - the uncertainties in the measured variables.
A complete description of the uncertainty analysis is
given by Georgiadis [Ref. 39]. The uncertainty program,
UNCERTCOBB, was a revision of Nitrou's (Ref. 14] uncertainty
analysis program. The program is listed in this Appendix
along with random data point analysis.
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10600 FILE NAME : UNCERTCOBB
1los! REVISED SEPTEMBER 19S.






164S PRINTER IS 701
1058 PRINT USING "ISX.6"DATA FOR THE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS:"'
1051 PRINT
1SS BEEP
1090 INPUT "ENTER FILE NAME'.FileS
IS69 PRINT USING "ISX,'"File Nave: "'.12A"'FileS
1870 BEEP
1075 INPUT *ENTER DATA SET NUMBER FOR UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS'.Ids
186 BEEP
185s INPUT "ENTER PRESSURE CONDITION (6vV,1uA) ",Prc
1los PvcuPrc41
195 BEEP
110 INPUT "ENTER C1",C1
1165 ASSIGN @File TO Files
1110 ENTER *FileiIfg.Inn
1115 ENTER FileiDdODdDdOd
112S FOR 1l- TO Ids
1130 ENTER *F1lBvol.Bap.EtPFt4,TciTcoPvaDl.Pva,".E(e)
1131' PRINT Bvol BamrjEtpFr,Tl T2,Pva&l .Pvap2.E(*)
113S NEXT I
1140 Em'fE•t)
1145 IF Prc-l THEN
1150 BEEP
1155 PRINT USING '"SX,"Pressure Condition: Vacuum (kPa)"'
1160 ELSE




1210 PRINTER IS I
1211 PRINT " SELECT INSIDE CORRELATION:"
1212 PRINT " 0- SIEDER-TATE (DEFAULT)*
1213 PRINT ' I- PETKHOV-POPOV"
1214 INPUT Ihi
1215 BEEP
1216 IF Ihist THEN
1217 BEEP




122• PRINT USING "4X."SelGc*t tter1ai Code:"
1223 PRINT USING "6X,"6 Copper I Stainless Steol"
1225 PRINT USING "6X."2 Aluninum 3 "6:16 Cu-NI""
1236 PRINT USIN6 "SX."4 Titanrus"'
1235 INPUT Itt
124. IF IVtto THEN
124S BEEP
1256 INPUT OSELECT (WSTHIN. IsTHICK)',Iwt
125S END IF
1260 PRINTER IS 761
1265 IF Itot' THEN
1266 INPUT "SELECT DIAMETER 16%SM. IsPED, 2sL6)'.Ds
1267 BEEP
1268 INPUT 'SELECT FLUID (OwSTEAMP, IsR-i13, 2uE6)',Ifluid
1276 DI-.6127




1275 IF Dis1 THEN
1276 Do-.61438
1277 END IF





I285 IF Iwta@ THEN
1298 Do-.61388
1295 ELSE
1388 Do=.01438 Outside diemeter of test tube
1305 END IF
1316 END IF



























1445 IF Itt%4 THEN D12.0SSS
14461 IF I1tt' THEN D1s.f1585
1450 PRINTER IS 701
14S5 TssFNTvsv(Emf)
1456 TssTs-&273.IS
1460 PRINT USING "15X,"Vapor Temperature ~ ,DDO~(Denj
C)0"~





1490 Dt~OUC1 )+&C2*lf+*( Ef^+*()Ef^)Dm
149S Tu(Tci+Tco)/2 ! FILM TEMPERATURE
!150! UNCERTAINTY IN THE COOLING WATER
1505 Drtbou.S ! ERROR IN WATER DENSITY
1510 Omfe.0644 1 ERROR IN MASS FLOW RATE
ISIS RhosFNRtho(T) I WATER DENSITY
1520 PMtu(S.7409*Fm+I3.027)/1@0@.f MASS FLOW RATE OF COOLING WATER
1525' CORRECT MF FOR THE TEMPERATURE EFFECT
1530 MfuMf.( 1.0365-1 .96544E-3.TIci+5.ZS2E-6.TcilZ)f1.01037
1535 A1s(PI*O1^2)/4 1 TUBE INSIDE CROSS SECTION AREA
1540 Ddia.800062S
1545 Dai=PI9Di*Od1/Z I ERROR OF INSIDE TUBE CROSS AREA
1550' COMPUTE THE WATER VELOCITY
1555 VwsMftRRho*AI) ! WATER VELOCITY
1590 PRINT USING 01SX,"Wator Velocityi v"ZDv (m
5 ) U UsVw
1595! CORRECT OUTLET WATER TEMP. FOR THE MIXING CHAMBER EFFECT
1969 IF Ittst THEN
1668 IF Ivhis2 THEN TcouTco-(-3.SSE-4+2.75E-3.Vw.1 .45E-3*Vw42+S. 16E-S'Vw-3)
IM7 IF Innal THEN TcouTco-(-6.44E-5+1 .71E-3.Vw+4.4SE-4.Vw^"Z+4.0#7E-S'Vw^3)




15717 IF Itts4 THEN !TITANIUM TUBE
1578 IF Inn=@ AND V0>.5 THEN TcoaTco-(-4.62IE-S-71.53E-4eVw+i .B8E-3eVw^2-B.84E-S&
VWA3)
1579 IF Inwu3 THEN TcomTco-(2.89E-449.74E-4.V+2.1ZE-3.Vw2-3.3!E-5oUw43;
1581 END IF
1584 IF Ittsi THEN 1 LPD KORODENSE TITANIUM1 TUBE
1585 IF Invn-8 AND VO>.5 THEN ToosTc~o-(-3.39E-4+I .8$E-3.Vw+6.81E-4eUw^Z+4. 13E-S'
Vw^3)
1586 IF Inns;-3 THEN Tco-Tco-(2 .89E-4+9.28E-4.Vw+1 .89E-3eVw2.-2.Z7E-5*Jw^3)
1588 END IF
1589 IF Inns3 THEN
1598 TcoaTco-(2.524E-S-1 S69SE-3*Vw~+7. 1 1E-3*VwZ"-3.3ZE-3e*e.'3+8.5S5E-4*Uw^4-7.
37E-5.1iw4S)
1591 END IF




15971 COMPUTE THE ERROR IN WATER VELOCITY
158Dw SOSSfS~.(r~/h.2.D1A 2
1599; UNCERTAINTY IN T', A2.EYNOLOS NUMBER
1600 P1wuFN~w(T) 1 WATER VISCOSITY
1685 Or~wsS.E-S ! ER'%R OF WATER VISCOSITY
1615 R~(h*wO .M
1620' UNCERTAINTY IN THE HEAT TRANSFERRED
1625 C p i~iFN^%prwT )
1630 Q=Mf#'%Tco-Tci )*Cpw
1635 Dcpw=S
1648 OrDQ=Q gR Dm f oMf i)2(Ot co /( Tc-Tc i Z o-Tc~ I 2c /o
1645! UNICERTAINITY IN THE HEAT FLUX
1658 Dis1.888 1 ERROR IN TUBE LENGTH
1655 odos.00002S
1668 La. 13335 1 CONDENS ING TUBE LENGTH
1665 QpD01 P I *D'o*L HEAT FLUX
16780 PRINT USING "ISX,""Heat Flux Zu -.. 30E Wit ^P2.
1675 PRINT USING *1SX,'Tube-metal thermal coraduc. ,OD (Wfir
1980 PRINT USING *15X,""Paikhov-Popov constartz 3,.4DI"Iii
1685 qsSSR(~O~Z(d/o2~lL2
1698 Lmtdu(Tco-TICi )/LOS,, Ts-Tc )/(T~s-Tco)
1695 Uo-OpfLyrod IOVERALL HEAT TRANSFER COEF.
178 Als~tso.(Tci-Tco ,)/UTs-Tci )*(Ts-T-o 1*LOGU, Ta-Tci )/1%Ts-Trco I I
17110 A3z~tco/U'Ts-Tcci)*LOG'((TI-Tci)/(%Ts-Tcclfl,,
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1748) Act INTERSCEPT FROMI SIEDER PR06RAPI
174S L1'-:.06032S i LENGTH OF UNFINNED LEFT PART OF TUBE
1750 L2s.@634SZQ5 I LENGTH OF UNFINNED RIGHT PART OF TUBE
17SS Pr-Cpw.t~u/Kut
17S8 tiuwuFNdPuw(T)
1769' UNCERTAINTY OF INSIDE HEAT-TRANSFER COEFF.
1766 Cfa1.0
1768 IF Ihist THEN
177S His(Kbi/Di )'(CI*Re4Rexp*Pr^.333eCf4Ac~)
1776 END IF
17707 IF Ihiai THEN





17 83J Hi(Kw/D )*'%Ppl/PpA2)
17984 END IF
1787 Cfc(PuilfwFNP~uw(T.Dti ))A* 14






18703 82r-'D2-D1 )*PI*.(D1+DZ )*.5




1859 IF ABS('Dtc-Dt1)/Dtc)>.@l THEN 1775
1863 Okwa.6031 I ERROR IN WATER THERMIAL CONDUCTIVITY
186S IF If luldNIZ THEN Dciz.002 1 ERROR IN SIEDER-TATE COEFFICIENT
186S IF Ifluidst AND 05m6 THEN DcX=.9103
1867 IF Ifluids.2 THEN Dcia.00S




1996' UNCERTAINTY OF OUTSIDE HEAT-TRANSFER COEFF.
1996 RaraOo*LO6(Do/Oi)/(2*Kc) 1 WALL RESISTANCE
1906 HosI/(C1/Uo)-(DO.L/(D1.(L*LI.Fe1l+L2.Fe2)OHi))-Rwi






19461 CALCULATE THE % UNCERTAINTY IN Ho
194S PrhozOho. 196/Ho
19S6' CALCULATE THE %UNCERTAINTY IN REYNOLDS NUMBER
1965 Prra=Ore. 166/Re
1966' CALCULATE THE % UNCERTAINTY IN MASS FLOW RATE
1965 PrPmfuzwhf.166/Mt
1970! CALCULATE THE % UNCERTAINTY IN HEAT TRANSFER
1975 PrQ~DuQP. 1 6/Qp
19801 CALCULATE THE % UNCERTAINTY IN LMTD
198S PirlmtduDl~td*166/Lmtd
1996: CALCULATE THE % UNCERTAINTY IN Rw
1996 PrrwuDrw. 1 6/Rw
'2666! CALCULATE THE % UNCERTAINTY IN OVERALL HEAT TRANSFER COEF.
26t5 PruosDuoa I 6/uo
Z0101 CALCULATE THE % UNCERTAINTY IN INSIDE HEAT TRANSFER COEFF.
42015 Pt1~i16H
2620 PRINT
2025 PRINT USING *6X ,-UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS:'"
2636 PRINT
2635 PRN SN 5, AIBEPERCENT UNCERTAINTY'~
2646 PRINT
2645 PRINT USING "ISX,"stiass Flow Rate, Md :'.Z.2D,"jPrvrf
2656 PRINT USING *ISX.0"Reynolds Number, Re ",Z.2C."jPrr&
2665 PRINT USING 15X,*Hbat Flux, Q ".OD.NO"lProp
2666 PRINT USING "ISX,"OLog-Mean-T*% 01ff, LMTD 0*,DO.2D"iPr-lmtd
2666 PRINT USING '15X.66WeI1 Resistance, Rw "",O0.420,*Prrw
267 PRINT USING 01SX,"Overall H.T.C., Uo 0,O.0D.M."Pruc,
2675 PRINT USING m l5X.'"Water-Side H.T.C., Hi :".3D.2D0,iPrti
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DATA FOR THE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS:
File Name: AT013
Pressure Condition: Atmospheric (kPa)
Vapor Temperature - 99.962 (DeQ C)
Water Flow Rate (B) " 86.H
Water Velocity 4.26 005)
Heat Flux i.225E+S6 (WIPm2)




Mass Flow Rate. ?ld 1.82
Reynolds Number, Re 1.28
Heat Flu-A, 1 .97
Log-Mean-TCm D0ff. LIMTD .22
Wall Resistance. Rw 4.i4
Overall H.T.C.. Uo .99
Water-Side H.T.C., HI 1.13
Vapor-Side H.T.C., Ho 64.56
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DATA FOR THE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS:
File Name: ATI3
Pressure Condition: Atmospheric (kP&)
Vapor Temperature a 190.06S (Deg C)
Water Flow Rate (%) a 7?.S0
water Velocity a 3.74 (M/s)
Heat Flux U 1.160E+06 (W/R^2)




Mass Flow Rate, Mld 3.94
Reynolds Number, Re 1.37
Heat Flux, Q 1.06
Log-tican-Te Diffl, Lt¶TO .21
Wall Resistance, Rw 4.24
Overall H.T.C., Uo 1.08
Water-Side H.T.C.. Hi 1.19
Vapor-Side H.T.C., Ho 22.71
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DATA FOR THE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS:
File Name: ATI13
Pressure Condition: Atmospheric (kPa)
Vapor Temperature a 99.969 (DeQ C)
Water Flow Rate () - S
Water Velocity a 2.70 ("/5)
Heat Flux s i.SSZE+06 (W/mA2)




Mass Flow Rate, Md 1.29
Reynolds Number, Re 1.62
Heat Flux, q 1.38
Log-Mean-Tem DOff. LMTO .16
Wall Resistance, Rw 4.24
Overall H.T.C., Uo 1.39
Water-Side H.T.C., HI 1.37
Vapor-Side H.T.C., Ho 8.11
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DATA FOR THE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS:
File Nanm: ATO13
Pressure Condition: Atmospheric (kPa)
Vapor Temperature a IN.S14 (Deg C)
Water Flow Rate (a) * 20.e0
Water Velocity a 1.1S (m/i)
Heat Flux U 7.864E+IS (W/m'2)




mass Flow Rate. fRd 3.05
Reynolds Number, Re 3.20
Heat Flux, Q 3.08
Log-tiean-Tem Oiff, LMTD .O9
Wall Resistance. Rw 4.24
Overall H.T.C.. Uo 3.09
Water-Side H.T.C., HI 2.60
Vapor-Side H.T.C., HO 7.70
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DATA FOR THE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS:
File Name: ATGGI
Pressure Condition: AtmospherlC (kPa)
Vapor Temperature * 99.994 (DBg C)
Water Flow Rate (s) .
Water Velocity - 4.27 (m/s)
Heat Flux * 7.277E+S5 (W/•m2)




flass Flow Rate, "d 0.82
Reynolds Number, Re 1.25
Heat Flux, A 1.01
Log-Mean-Tam Diff, LITD .38
Wall Resistance, Rw 3.78
Overall H.T.C., Uo 1.08
Water-Side H.T.C., HI 1.09
Vapor-Side H.T.C., Ho 4.98
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DATA FOR THE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS:
File Name: AT861
Pressure Condition: Atmospheric (kPa)
Vapor Temperature M 99.727 (Deg C)
Water Flow Rate (a) - 20.ff
Water Velocity U 1.15 (P/5)
Heat Flux U 5.486E+GS (W/m^2)




"flass Flow Rate, flid 3.62
Reynolds Number. Re 3.15
Heat Flux. Q 3.06
Log-Mean-Tem 0lff, LMlTD .14
Wall Resistance, Rw 3.78
Overall H.T.C., Uo 3.67
Water-Side H.T.C., H1 2.56
Vapor-Side H.T.C., Ho 12.27
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DATA FOR THE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS:
File Name: AT063
Pressure Condition: Atmospheric (kPa)
Vapor Temperature - 99.870 (Dee C)
Water Flow Rate %) 1 86.00
Water Velocity 4.29 (M/5)
Heat Flux - 7.452E*15 (w/m2)




fiass Flow Rate, "d• 0.81
Reynolds Number, Re 1.20
Heat Flux, Q 1.00
Log-Mean-Tem Diff, L"TO .37
Wall Resistance. Rw 3.78
Overall H.T.C., Uo 1.67
Water-Side H.T.C., H1 1.05
Vapor-Side H.T.C.. No 4.76
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DATA FOR THE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS:
File Name: ATS63
Pressure Condition: Atmospheric (kPa)
Vapor Temperature 1 iS6.i99 (De0 C)
Water Flow Rate (%) m 9."
water velocity S 3.77
Heat Flux 7 .3i3E+9S (f/*mZ)




"Mass Flow Rate, Md O.83
Reynolds Number, Re 1.28
Heat Flux. Q 1.08
LoD-mean-TeA 01ff, L"TD .33
wall Resistance, RW 3.78
Overall H.T.C., Uo 1.13
Water-Side H.T.C.. Hi 1.11
Vapor-Side H.T.C., Ho 6.31
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DATA FOR THE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS:
File Name: ATO63
Pressure Condition: Atmospheric (kP&)
Vapor Temperature - 1".6I1 (Dea C)
Water Flow Rate (a) s .96
Water Velocity a 2.72 (%/s)
Heat Flux a 6.835E+0S (W/•*2)




"tiass Flow Rate, Md 1.28
Reynolds Number, Re 1.5G
Heat Flux, a 1.39
Log-Mean-Ta Dilff, LMTD .26
Wall Resistance, Rw 3.78
Overall H.T.C., Uo 1.41
Water-Side N.T.C., Hi 1.32
Vapor-Side H.T.C., Ho 22.25
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DATA FOR THE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS:
File Name: AT063
Pressure Condition: Atmospheric (kPa)
Vapor Temperature - S9.S28 (Deo C)
Water Flow Rate () 2e.
Water Velocity a 1.15 (0/6)
Heat Flux a S.289E+S5 (W/P'2)




"Pass Flow Rate, "d 3.04
Reynolds Number, Re 3.17
Heat Flux, Q 3.08
Log-tMsan-Tem D0ff, Lt'TD .14
Wall Resistance, Rw 3.78
Overall H.T.C., Uo 3.08
Water-Side H.T.C., Hi 2.58
Vapor-Side H.T.C., Ho 13.12
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DATA FOR THE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS:
File Name: AT994
Pressure CondiltlO: Atmospheric (kP&)
Vapor Temperature a 99.966 (De9 C)
Water Flow Rate (%) - .99
water Velocity 4.29 (m/i)
HMet Flux 5.103E÷S (W/ir2)




iass Flow Rate, lid 0.81
Reynolds Number. Re 1.20
Heat Flux, Q 1.08
Log-liean-Ten Dilff, LIITD .S4
Wall Resistance, Rw 5.87
Overall H.T.C., Uo 1.21
water-Side H.T.C., Hi 1.05
Vapor-Side H.T.C., HO 8.37
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DATA FOR THE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS:
File Naen: AT694
Pressure Condition: Atmospheric (kP&)
Vapor Temperature - 9S.SZ4 (0.0 C)
Water Flow Rate (Z) s S9.99
Water Velocity a 2.72 (W/I)
Meat Flux a 4.813E+9S (W/m^2)




fiass Flow Rate, lid 1.28
Reynolds Number, Re I.S6
Heat Flux, Q 1.41
Log-tean-Tem Diff, L"TO .36
Wall Resistance, Rw 5.87
Overall H.T.C., Uo 1.46
Water-Side H.T.C., Hi 1.32
Vapor-Side H.T.C., Ho 19.08
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DATA FOR THE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS:
File Name: AT094
Pressure Condition: Atmospheric (kPa)
Vapor Tempoeature a 99.898 (DOD C)
Water Flow Rate (s) - 20.00
Water Velocity M 1.15 (4/s)
Heat Flux M 3.840E+0S (W/^2)




fass Flow Rate. fid 3.04
Reynolds Number. Re 3.16
Heat Flux, q 3.08
Log-Mean-Tam 01ff, LM'TD .19
Wall Resistance. Rw 5.87
Overall H.T.C., Uo 3.08
Water-Side H.T.C., Hi 2.S7
Vapor-Side H.T.C., Ho 23.75
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DATA FOR THE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS:
File Name: ATISI
Pressure Condition: Atmospheric (kPa)
Vapor Temperature t96.001 (Deg C)
Water Flow Rate (Z) se-.s
Water Velocity 4.27 (m/6)
Heat Flux a S.614E+SS IWI1'2)




"tiass Flow Rate, tid 0.82
Reynolds Number, Re 1.25
Heat Flux. Q .98
Log-flran-Tem Olff , LPITD .29
Wall Resistance, Rw 5.81
Overall H.T.C., Uo 1.02
Water-Side H.T.C., HI 1.18
Vapor-Side H.T.C.. Ho 7.43
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DATA FOR THE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS:
File Nan*: AT101
Pressure Condition: Atmospheric (kPa)
Vapor Temperature a 160.146 (Dec C)
Water Flow Rate (%) a 50.90
Water Velocity - 2.72 (m/s)
Heat Flux a 8.834E+OS (W/P,2)




mass Flow Rate, Md 1.28
Reynolds Numiber. Re 1.57
Heat Flux, q 1.38
Log-Mean-Tem Diff, LMTD .20
Wall Resistance, Rw 5.01
Overall H.T.C., Uo 1.39
Water-Side H.T.C., Hi 1.33
Vapor-Side H.T.C., Ho 47.40
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DATA FOR THE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS:
File Nape: VTO94
Pressure Condition: Vacuum (kPa)
Vapor Temperature - 48.927 (Dog C)
Water Flow Rate e) * 56.80
Water Velocity ' 2.7S (1s/)
Heat Flux ' 1.512E*65 (W/n^2)




"flass Flow Rate, "d 1.27
Reynolds Number. Re 1.49
Heat Flux, q 1.78
Log-Maan-Tem Dlff, LM'TD 1.17
Wall Resistance, Rw 9.87
Overall H.T.C., Uo 2.13
Water-Side H.T.C., H1 1.26
Vapor-Side H.T.C., Ho 12.94
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DATA FOR THE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS:
File Nane: VT094
Pressure Condition: Vacuum (kPa)
Vapor Temperature a 48.822 (Dog C)
Water Flow Rate (%) - 28.88
Water Velocity a 1.16 (m/S)
Heat Flux a 1.194E+05 (W/m'6)




Mass Flow Rate, fid 3.81
Reynolds Number. Re 3.11
Heat Flux, Q 3.18
Log-fiean-Ten Diff, LMTD .62
Wall Resistance, Rw 5.97
Overall H.T.C.. Uo 3.17
Water-Side H.T.C., H1 2.52
Vapor-Side H.T.C.. Ho 60.75
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DATA FOR THE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS:
File Name: VT@94
Pressure Condition: Vacuum (kPa)
Vapor Temperature * 49..91 (Den C)
Water Flow Rate (1) ,
Water Velocity w 1.16 (01/)
Heat Flux 1 i.210E+05 (W/m'2)




loss Flow Rate, M" 3.01
Reynolds Number, Re 3.11
Heat Flux, Q 3.1t
Log-Mlean-Tem Diff, LMTD .62
Wall ResisItance, Rw 5.87
Overall H.T.C., Uo 3.16
Water-Side H.T.C., H1 2.52
Vapor-Sidoe H.T.C., Ho 61.42
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DATA FOR THE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS:
File Name: VT113
Pressure Condition: Vacuum (kPa)
Vapor Temaperature - 48.738 (Dog C)
Water Flow Rate (9) - e0.-0
Water Velocity * 4.29
Mest Flux - 2.274E+SS (W/mA2)




tiass Flow Rate, Md 0.81
Reynolds Number, Re 1.20
Heat Flux, Q 1.53
Log-Maan-Tem Off, LMTD 1.21
Wall Resistance, Rw 5.01
Overall H.T.C., Uo 1.9s
Water-Side H.T.C., Hi 1.06
Vapor-Side H.T.C., Ho 7.43
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DATA FOR THE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS:
File Nam~e: UT1103
Pressure Con~dition: Vacuum IkPa)
Vapor Temiperature u 48.628 (Degd C)
Water Flow Rate () U6
Water Velocity 2.72 (Fifs)
Heat Flux u 2.974E+O5 (W/m^i2)




mabs Flow Rate, hMd 1.28
Reyn~olds Num'ber, Re 1.55
Heat Flux. q 1.66
Log-M'ean-Temh Diff, LhITD .84
wall Resistance. Rw 5.61
Overall H.T.C., Uo 1.81
Water-Side H.T.C.. H1 1.32
Vapor-Side H.T.C., Ho 23.78
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DATA FOR THE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS:
File Name: VT103
Pressure Condition: Vacuum (kPa)
Vapor Temperature - 48.637 (Deg C)
Water Flow Rate (%) a 20.06
Water Velocity a 1.14 (rn/i)
Heat Flux * 1.244E+0S (W/m2^)




flais Flow Rate, tid 3.05
Reynolds Number, Re 3.19
Heat Flux, q 3.14
Log-fisan-Tom 01ff, L"TO .59
Wall Resistance, Rw 5.01
Overall H.T.C., Uo 3.2d
Water-Side H.T.C., HI i2.59
Vapor-Side H.T.C., Ho 18.77
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DATA FOR THE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS:
File Name: ATISI
Pressure Condition: Atmospheric (kPe)
Vapor Temperature a In.1S (Des C)
Water Flow Rate a1) • 20.S
Water Velocity s 1.15 (mls)
Heat Flux a 6.394E+*S (1Wd•2)
Tube-metal thermal conduc. - 231.8 (W/m.K)
Petkhov-Popov constants 2.3854
UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS:
VARI ABLE PERCENT UNCERTAINTY
Miass Flow Rate, fid 3.04
Reynolds Number, Re 3.18
Heat Flux, Q 3.08
Loo-Mean-TeA Diff, LPITD .12
Wall Resistance, Rw 5.01
Overall H.T.C., Uo 3.08
Water-Side H.T.C., Hi 2.58
Vapor-Side H.T.C., Ho 10.78
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DATA FOR THE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS:
File Wane: VT0I1
Pressure Cond1tion: Vacuum (kPa)
Vapor Temperature u 48.67S (DeD C)
Weter Flow Rate (%) 8e."
Water Velocity - 4.32 (n/s)
Heat Flux 3.485E+SS (W/m/2)




tiass Flow Rate. tid 6.81
Reynolds Number. Re 1.14
Heat Flux, Q 1.22
Log-fean-Tem D0ff. LMTD .80
Wall Resistance, Rw 4.24
Overall H.T.C.. Uo 1.46
Water-Side H.T.C., MI 1.0e
Vapor-Side H.T.C., Ho 10.92
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DATA FOR THE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS:
File Name: VTI11
Pressure Condition: Vacuum (kPa)
Vapor Temperature * 48.S41 (Deg C)
Water Flow Rate () s .
water Velocity * 2.21 (m/s)
Haot Flux 2 Z.843E+35 (f//m2)




flass Flow Rate, lid 1.58
Reynolds Number, Re 1.77
Heat Flux. q 1.71
Log-Mean-Tem D1ff. LPITD .5S
Wall Resistance, Rw 4.24
Overall H.T.C., Uo 1.79
Water-Side H.T.C., Hi 1.47
VaDor-Side H.T.C., Ho ISM.3
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DATA FOR THE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS:
File Name: VTO63
Pressure Condition: Vacuum (kPa)
Vapor Temperature - 48.775 (Deg C)
Water Flow Rate (%) U0."
Water Velocity u 4.32 (%/a)
Heat Flux * 2.27?E+SS (W/m^2)




eass Flow Rate, Mf 0.81
Reynolds Number, Re 1.14
Heat Flux, Q 1.53
Loo-Plaan-Tem Diff, LMTO 1.22
Wall Resistance, Rw 3.78
Overall H.T.C., Uo 1.96
Water-Side H.T.C., Hi 1.00
VaDor-Side H.T.C., Ho 6.33
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DATA FOR THE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS:
File Name: VTO63
Pressure Condition: VacuuR (kPa)
VaDor Temperature m 48.759 (Dog C)
Water Flow Rate (a) 7.
Water Velocity a 3.79 (a/s)
Heat Flux a 2.233E+05 (W/im2)




Mass Flow Rate, ?1d *.92
Reynolds Nmuber Re 1.23
Heat Flux, Q 1.6@
Log-Mean-Te% O1ff, LtITD 1.69
Wall Resistance, Rw 3.78
Overall H.T.C., Uo 1.85
Water-Side H.T.C., Hi 1.06
Vapor-Side H.T.C., Ho 7.19
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DATA FOR THE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS:
File Name: VTO63
Pressure Condition: Vacuum (kPa)
Vapor Temperature * 48.651 (Dog C)
Water Flow Rate (%) W 5*.e*
Water VeloCity U 2.74 WS)Heat VFux * 2.103E+SS (W/142)




tiass Flow Rate. lid 1.27
Reynolds Number, Ri 1.51
Heat Flux, Q 1.59
Log-Maln-Tam Diff, LITD .84
Wall Resistance, Rw 3.78
Overall H.T.C.., Uo 1.80
Water-Side H.T.C., Hi 1.28
Vapor-Side H.T.C.. Ho 15.43
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DATA FOR THE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS:
File Name: VTO63
Pressure Condition: Vacuum (kPa)
Vapor Temperature n 48.85 (Deg C)
Water Flow Rate (s) 2 S.fl
Water Velocity a 1.16 ("/1)
Heat Flux a 1.615E+S5 (W/m'2)




Mess Flow Rate, Md 3.01
Reynolds Number, Re 3.12
Heat Flux, Q 3.08
Log-IMean-Tew 01ff, LMTD .46
Wall Resistance, Rw 3.78
Overall H.T.C., Uo 3.12
Water-Side H.T.C., Hi 2.53
Vapor-Side H.T.C., No 16.40
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DATA FOR THE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS:
File Name: UT091
Pressure Condition: Vecuum (kPa)
VaDor Temperature a 48.876 (Deg C)
Water Flow Rate (%) a 89.0
Water Velocity a 4.27 (mis
Heat Flux a 7.970E+04 (W/R^2)




Mass Flow Rate,. Md 0.82
Reynolds Number, Re 1.24
Heat Flux, Q 3.57
Log-Mean-Tea D1ff. LMTD 3.44
Wall Resistance, Rw 5.87
Overall H.T.C., Uo 4.95
Water-Side H.T.C., HI 1.89
Vapor-Side H.T.C., Ho 10.64
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DATA FOR THE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS:
File Name: UT094
Pressure Condition: Vacuum (kP&)
Vapor Temperature a 48.892 (Dog C)
Water Flow Rate (Z) U 80.66
Water Velocity a 4.33 (14/s)
Heat Flux M 1.471E+S5 (WM/m2)




flass Flow Rate, fid 1.8O
Reynolds Number. Re 1.13
Heat Flux, q 2.11
Log-flean-Tem D0ff, LfMTO 1.89
Wall Resistance, Rw 5.87
Overall H.T.C., Uo 2.83
Water-Side H.T.C., Hi .99
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